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A large number of Black pa:ie~ts see~ by the mental health team in South 

Africa consult indige~ous healers. An awareness o~ the diagnosis and treat-

~er.t given to patients by traditional healers , would there~ore enhance . ~. 

OO~~ 

the ra~port with and treat~ent of those patients who see~ help fram the mental 

health professionals and para-professionals. 

Five prophets belonging to a Xhosa Zionist Church in Grahanstown, the Apostoli 

Holy Church in Zion (A.H.C.Z.) were interviewed concerning their diagnostic 

procedures and abilities. Information gathered was employed to construct a 

diagnostic procedural system. 

The leader of the church was interviewed concerning 15 of the most frequently 

treated psychiatric-type illnesses. A Zionist nosological system was then 

constructed. The illnesses were all described in terms of diagnosis, eti~logy 

symptomatology and treatment. 

An experiment was performed to test the inter-prophet diagnostic reliability. 

Seven outpatients were seen and their illnesses separately diagnosed by two 

prophets of the A.H.C.Z. These diagnoses were shuffled, and six independent 

psychologists were asked to re-match the diagnoses. Although the results 

obtained from the psychologists differed greatly it was concluded that the 

inter-prophet diagnostic validity was good. 



One of the problems faced by mental health professionals and para - profes -

sionals th~o~g~out the wor ld, is that many of their patie~ts consult and 

rece~ve trea:~ent from a variety of other sources. Kolman (1976) (p.123) 

states ~hat there are "many societies in which patie~ts seek aid from several 

s ources at the same time without any concept that appealing to one source 

excludes the~ from appealing to another". He goes on to say that westerniza-

tion, contrary to what might be expected, does not have a clear relationship 

to the use of traditional healing agencies. What appears to happen, as re-

ported by ~~<ler (1976) concerning Sri Lanka, is that families which can 

afford multiple sources of aid usually seek them out, regardless of their ---theoretical base, while poorer families may make use only of the free medical 

clinic. Kolman (1976) reports that in a study made at the University of 

Malaya ~edical Centre almost half of the psychiatric patients admitted to 

having consulted some type of indigenous healer. In this respect, Black 

patients in South African hospitals follow the same pattern. While running a 

therapeutic Black pre-discharge group at the Komani Hospital in Queenstown, 

the present author became aware that over fifty percent of the patients had 

consulted an indigenous healer . In addition, many of the patients were planning 

to consult an indigenous healer after their discharge from the hospital. 

These figures are in striking contrast to the informati on available in the 

patients' psychiatric files. The history sheets, which make provision for 

"cultural beliefs" seldom mentioned any association with traditional healers, 

let alone what diagnosis and treatment had been given. It was found that 

patients had to develop a trusting rel ationship with the author before open 

discussion with him relating to their visits to indigenous healers could take 

place. 

The claims mentioned above may be reinforced by comparing the number of 

traditional healers and western professionals available to a Black pa~ient. 



In Gt""a~a:ns to'N'~, the p~es~n: resea~ch was conducced, 

ticing diviners, six herbalists (H i rst , 19BO) and 25 prophets di~ectly 

involved with healing. Available psychiatric person~el consists of one 

psychiatrist, one full time psychologist and five part time psycho log i sts 

at t~e unive~sity. It is the~efo~e clear t~at the majo~ity of 2~ac~ pat:en:s 

in Grahamstown consult indigenous healers when faced with proble~s of a 

psychological or psychiatric nature. 

Holdstock (1979~reports that on the basis of 200 interviews conducted under 

the auspices of the Soweto Society of Marriage and Family Life during 1977, 

it was evident that the ma jority of people in Soweto still believed in the 

pO'Ner of indigenous healers and indigenous remedies. Similarly, Cheetham 

(1975) found that two-thirds of the patients in one ward of the King Edward VII . 

Hos~ital in Durban believed that their ailments were caused by ~orc~re~s, 

or by the spells cast by sorcerers at the instigation of those who disliked 

them. 

Various reasons have been put forward in the literature as to why Blacks con-

tinue to consult indigenous healers. Hellman (1976) and Sundkler (1961) 

point out that ancestral beliefs have increased rather than decreased in 

urban areas during the last three decades . This has resulted in a proli-

feration of traditional healers in the urban areas (West 1975). Kiev (1964 

p .455) explains that in the "western world medicine has become increasingly 

secularized; and as Ackernecht has observed, it "has lost its sacred cha-

racter, its social control function, its subjective influence on society 

and its meaning in moral terms." Kiev (196 ~ p.l77) goes on to say that 

"to western man , illness is an iffipersonal event brought about by neutral, 

nOrb-emotional, natural events such as germs." African beliefs and values 

have not followed the same path as western medicine and psychiatry. As 

Rigby (1975) shows, urbanization and other forms of social change in Africa 

do not necessarily involve any general process of secularization. By contrast. 
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healing fo ~ the Africa~ i s a ~ in teg~al pa rt o f t ~e r el i gious st~ uct~~ e, 

possibly the most impo rta~t P 2 ~t ( Ha~~o ~~-Took 2 19 7~ ) . Nair ( 195 9 ) points 

out that unlike the African, moder:c man is more ""illing to accep t that 

illnesses are the result of cha~ce. The Black patie~t no t on l y w3n ts to 

kno'/J what causes his il l ness, bu: 'ti.t~y he, himsel.:, 2rld no t hi s r:e':'g :---.bour 

became sick. He wants an ex~lanatio~ that concurs ~ith his belie~s, a~d 

his social an~ spiritua l relationships. As Lambo (1964 p. 445 ) points o ut, 

he is "fundamentally concerned wfth establishing good relations with man, 

not only man here and now (empirical man ) , but with man who has vanished 

from mortal sight (transcendental man)." This desire is rarely satisfie~ 

by anyone but an indigenous healer with whom the patient shares the same 

world view. The indigenous healer who can understand the patient's com-

plaint in its social context, is thereby able to explain the misfortune in y 

J'" . 
meaningful terms. This shared world view ~genders a certain cognitive 

congruence which is not easily obtained between a western professional and 

the patient. 

There has been much concern with the increase of psychological and psychiatri 

illnesses among Blacks who live under the dominance of White culture (Harwooc 

1977, Labansky, Egri and Stokes 1970, Luce 1971, Macklin 1974, Roger and 

Hollingshead 1961, and Torry 1972~ Similarly, Cheetham (1975) found that 

urbanization has increased psychiatric illnesses among Black people. These 

factors, in addition to the knowledge that psychiatric personnel are over-

worked, have resulted in a debate concerning the intergration of traditional 

healers into the mental health system in South Africa. In 1974, the South 

African Medical and Dental Council made official their rejection of indige-

nous healers in a Health Act which fo~bade non-registered healers to prac-

tice or perform any act pertaining to the medical profession (Farrand 1980). 

Registered healers were also forbidden to work in collaboration with non-

registered healers . The unofficial view however, appears to differ from 



that of the official one. L ac h~an an~ P~ice ( 1973 ) clai~ tha: o ~ ~J3 

medical doctors eighty percent were of the opinion that iDdigenous heale~s 

have an important role to play in the South African Medical team, pa:-ti

cularly in the field of psychology. Similarly, the South African Medical 

Journal (1976) opposed the rejection of healers in its suggestion that 

medical professionals attempt to understand the healers' s ystem of opera-

tion, accept healers in certain fields, and help them to recognize those 

illnesses that they are unable to cuse (Farrand 1980) . Adding to the de~ate, 

Euhrmann (1979 p.20) states; "It '"ould be an impoverishment for us if '"e 

continued to regard the work of the indigenous healer as witchcraft based 

on superstition , even charlatanism, and without sound psychological founda-

tion." Holdstock (1977 p. 118) similarly states that; "At this stage of 

the development of our country the neglect and avoidance of indigenous healing 

borders on professional irresponsibility." 

~s previously s tated, indigenous healers are not permit~ed to practice in 

conjunction with persons registered with the Medical and Dental Council. 

The result is two groups, the mental health team and indigenous healers, 

working separately and understandably, in competition with one another . 

The split in available resources is aggravated by the lack of Black profes 

sionals within the mental health team. Gardner(1979) for example, indicates 

that during the period 1977 through 1979, 326 White students were admitted 

to post-graduate training programmes in clinical and councelling psychology. 

In the same period, only nine Blacks, three Coloureds and twelve Indians 

were admitted. A similar situation exists with the training of other Black 

members of the mental health team (w ith the exception of psychiatric nurses). 

The ' resul t is, as s ta ted by i"lokhobo (1971 p. 7), that" for some time to come, 

non-Bantu colleagues will provide the major or only, medical personnel in 

private as well as official practice ." Those members of the mental health 

team who work most intimately with Black patients viz; the Black nursing 



staff, a~pear to be poorly infor~e d aboue traditional he~:ing a~~ d~3;~C5tic 

categories. Having gained the ir psyc~iatric knowledge fr om west ern oriented 

psychiatrists, doctors and nursing staff, they tend to re jec t traditional 

values and knowledge, and become highly s cep tical about i nfo rmat io n wh~ ch 

is not found in psychiatric textbooks . ~aced with t~e dile~~a of chcos~ng 

between the traditional and psychiatric view of illness, they have opted 

for the latter. 

Wi th the help of additional Black colle2gues, p_rofessionals could begin to , 
gridge the cultural gap bet'lIeen themselves a!1d thei:- Black patients. At 

present, they have to rely on their own experience with patients and the 

.available Ii terature. The present study was conducted i n-an_e:CLQr:_t to in-

c~ase the mental health team's understanding of procedures employed by 

~rtain indigenous healers viz: Zionist prophets. <'.n a '.v2reness of the 

diagnoses and treat.nent given to patients by these indigenous healers would 

enhance rap~ort with and treatment 6f, those patients treated by mental 

health professionals. 

An indigenous healing church, the Apostolic Holy Church in Zion (A.H .C.Z.) 

was chosen for the research. Prophets from the Zionist Church rather than 

a group of amagqiras were asked t o take part in the project, because no 

consultation fees are charged and poorer patients are thus inclined to ap-

proach the Church for treatment. It is these patients, who cannot afford an 

igqira's fees , who come into contact with the mental health team at psychiatric 

clinics. 

The project consists of three sections ; 

A) In orde r to provide the mental health team with an understanding of the 

milieu in which the illnesses of many of their own patients are diagnosed 

by Zionist prophets, a diagnostic procedural system employed by the A.H.C.Z. 

'lias constructed. 
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Information was g3the~ed by int~rviewing two of the s~~ior pro~~~:5 i~ the 

A.H.C.Z. The four basic forms of diagnosis employed by them were then 

explicated, viz; 

1) sensation transference - whe~eb] the prophet feels in his cw~ bod; 

the illness 0: the patient. 

2) diagnostic visions. 

3) analysis of the prophet's and the patient's dreams. 

4) precognitive diagnosis. 

The atmosphere of the diagnostic session was then described, including the 

ideal conditions required for diagnosis . Finally, a section on the t~aining 

of prophets was included. 

B) The leader of the Church was interviewed concerning sixteen of the most 

frequently treated psychiatric-type illnesses. A Zionist nosological system 

was then constructed. Illnesses were described in terms of a) diagnosis 

b) etiology c) symptomatology 'and d) treatment. The nosological system 

was constructed in the hope that knowledge of the indigenous system would 

increase the professional's rapport with the patient and facilitate his own 

diagnostic interviews. As stated by Mokhobo (1971 p. 112) "the utility of 

this knowledge lies in the fact that the causes, and, possibly the appro -

priate remedy, may be deduced from the tribal vocabulary. A doctor, who 

displays relevant erudition in this manner derives maximum patient confidence, 

besides." 

C) In the last section of the project , it was decided to perform a small 

experiment with the prophets of the A.H.C.Z. diagnosing the illnesses of 

six psychiatric patients, under controlled conditions. The aim of the expe

riment was to attempt to determine the internal consistency in diagnosis 

between prophets i.e. to determine the inter-prophet diagnostic reliability. 
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The experiment was used to observe (b~( video , through an obse~vati o n 
. , 

r.tl:-"ro rJ 

the prcohets wod<ing 'in vivo', a ·ti2.~r fro:;] tGe oor::1al milieu of thei, church. 

The experiment provided the op~ortunitj of cOo:paring the pro p~ets' diagnoses · 

wjth the · .... estern psychiat,ic diagne ses . 

1.2 8~.CKGROUND TO Tr:E VIDE?Ei'iD;::~IT CHURCH ~!OV;::>r ::: l'IT HI SOUTH AFRICA . 

During past decades, leaders have appeared in various parts 0: Africa advo-

eating the formation of ne'N religious organizations. New organizations 

were subsequently formed,partly by secession from White mission churches 

and partly as a result of spontaneous growth. According to Balandier 

the distribution of independent churches in Africa corresponds to those 

regions where Christianization was ::lest intense; whe,e racial diserimiGatio~ 

is most pronounced, and where the modern economy is most strongly felt due 

to the presence of mining enterprizes. South Africa has experienced a pro-

. liferation of independent churches, and these continue to increase in number 

and membership. At present, there are 4,000 such organizations registered 

in South Africa (Department Co-operation and Development). According to 

Wilson ( in West 1975), they are primarily small, close-knit groups which 

provide emotional support for those living in towns. These groups often 

provide links between town and country areas where members have relatives. 

Pauw (1974) comments that Christianity has a history of approximately a 

century and a half among the Bantu-speaking peoples of South Africa, and 

that the Xhosa and Tswana were the first groups among whom the missionaries 

gt.tle.d. The initial phase of missionary work among the Bantu coincided wi th 

widespread violence and unsettled conditions in South Africa. Pauw (1974) 

explains that successive frontier clashes between White farmers and the Xhosa, 

and the effect of Shaka's warriors in Natal, gave rise to large population 

movements ' in the country. These factors, coupled wi th the influence of the 



we~e unfavourable to the work of the missionar i es . 

I n this early phase, accordin~ to Pauw, a number of prophets , more or les5 

influe~ced by Christian ideas, plajed a sig~if i cant role among the Xhosa . 

At the same time, other prophets appeared who represented a reaction against 

Whites and western influence, including Christianity. The activities of 

these prophets resulted in the tragi~ cattle-killing of 1857, which caused 

the death of thousands of Xhosas. Pauw states that it was after the occur

rence of these events which broke the power and opposition of a numbe r o f 

hostile chiefs, that the missions made a definite breakthrough among the 

Xhosa. 

Sundkler (1961) shows that the missions were faced with anew form of unrest , 

which arose from the ranks of the Church itself. This was the separatist 

movement which developed among Bantu church members who sought independence 

from Whites in church matters. Pauw (1974) describes t he movement as being 

characterized by three successive but continuing waves, each of which was 

associated with a distinct type of church . The first Independent Churches 

were secessions fr om the orthodox type of western church. They s ought to 

adhere closely to orthodox forms of worsh ip, bu t emphasized freedom from any 

form of White Christian con t r ol. The first recorded secession was accomplished 

by the Herman congregation of the Paris r~ission in Basutoland, i n 1872. 

(Sundkler 1964) . In 1882, according to Sundkler, a Wesleyan mini ster, Nehemiah 

Tile, formed the "Ternbu Chu!'ch" with Ngangeliz',oJe, the Chief of the Tembu, as 

its head. The reason for this secession was opposition to European control, 

and a de sire to adapt the church message to the Tembu tribe's heritage. In 

1885, church members in the Maidi chi~fdom of Tlhaping of Taung seceded from 

the London Missionary Society, and in 1889, there was a secession from the 

Berlin Mission which resulted in the formation of the Lutheran Bapedi Church. 
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(Pau'" 1960). In 1892, an Ethiopia~ Church was founded in Pre~oria by the 

Rev. Mangena Mokane. This latter Church ~as the forerunn~r of those in~e-

penden t churches referred to as "Ethiopian Chl:rches" . Pau~ (1974) shows that 

although most of the subsequent E~hiopian develo~ments took place in to~ns, 

their influence extended to tribal areas as well. 

Pauw (1974) indicates that a second wave of the indepe~dent movement gave 

rise to the "Sabbatarian-8aptist type" of indeper;cer;t church, ·"hich '''as stimu-

lated by American Negro influence. These Sabbatarian-8aptist churches do not 

have a large following outside the Cape Province. Pauw shows that they use 

the Bible in a literal and fragmentary manner and place legalistic emphasis 

on observing Saturday as the Sabbath and on adult baptism by immersion. 

The third phase of the independent movement, accordin~ to Pauw, was charac-

terized by the appearance of a group of small, and some few larger groups, 

which are now ~ollectively called Zionists. Sundkler. (1964) states that the 

initial force behind the movement was an ap~calyptic church in the United 

States, the Christian Catholic Apostolic Church in Zion. From 1914, leaders 

of the movement started forming independent groups of the Zionist type which 

were characterized by a syncretistic combination of Pentecostal elements with 

Bantu tradition. Sundkler claims that Zionism made its strongest impact ini

tially in the northern areas, and that it later spread to the Transkei and 

Ciskei. He shows that historically, Zionists have their roots in Zion City, 

Illinois, U.S.A. Ideologically however, they claim to emanate from Mount 

Zion, in Jeru?alem. Theologically, Sundkler sees the Zionists as a syncre

tistic movement with healing, speaking with tongues, purification rites and 

taboos as the main expression of their faith. He maintains that although 

there are numerous denominational, local and individual variations in Zionist 

groups, careful analysis reveals uniformity (p.54) "caused no doubt, by 

certain fundamental needs and aspirations in the broad masses of these churches 



which needs a~d aspi~ations fin d thei~ satisfaction in the behaviour 9at-

terns 0: the movement." 

Sundkle~ distinguishes t~o tjpes of independent chu~ches, namely the Ethi~pian 

and Zionist, and ~e de:ines their relative characteristics. He depicts the 

Et~iopian churches as remaining markedly influenced by the organization and 

teaching of the missionary groups from which they seceded. Contamination by 

traditional elements is greatly lim~ted. It is the aim of these churches 

to prove, firstly, that an African Church may remain alive outside European 

control, and secondly, to create a centre of political 

Zionist churches are not as stable as those of Ethiopian origin, and are 

threatened by splinter groups. Their attraction, according to Sundkler, re-

sides in the very fact that they are syncretic and tolerate greater freedom. 

P iests are seen to have a more prophetic character and to model their role 

aft~r the divine healer, rather than the chief. Allowance is made for tra-
"----.-

ditional beliefs and practices; ~apti sm_ is linked with complex purification 

ri tus.J,.s; r:.e_velation through dreams, taboos, dancing and possession by the 

figly Spirit play an important role. Sundkler sees in these churches, a return 

to authentically african forms of prayer and expressions of fervour. 

1.2 The Apostolic Holy Church in Zion. 

A Typical Xhosa Zi~nist church, the Apostolic Holy Church in Zion (A .H.C.Z. ) 

was chosen for the ere sent research . The Church is situated in Grahamstown , 

a small university town in the Eastern Cape. There is a population of approxi -

mately 60 ,000 Blacks, 12,000 Whites, and 6,000 Coloureds . Black unemployment 

is high, the majority of families living below the Poverty Datum Line. 

Edwards (lS~ p.2) describes the Black location as follows: 

"Houses are mean and overcrowded, the streets en tarred and littered. Drunkenness 
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and cri~e are rife and the people are exposed constantly to the thre3~ of 

disease, violence and all the other dispiriting conccDitants of powerless -

nesS and poverty. Anomie, debili ty ar1d psychos oma tic symptoms flourish in 

an atmosphere of prolonged insecuri ty , a~xietj a~d psychological c on f l ic t . " 

The Church was established in 1950 , by a Xhosa-speaking Zion ist fr om Jonan-

nesburg, Mr. M. M.Kosi. The present leader of the Church, Mr. Ntshooodi , 

experienced certain prophetic dreams, in 1948. These dreams told him that 

he would become sick and that he would subsequently be healed by a prophet 

from Johannesburg. Two years later, he became ill. His parents took him to 

numerous amagqiras, but they were unable to cure him of his illness . Then, 

as predicted, Mr . Kosi arrived in Grahamstown and effected his cure. There

after, Mr. Ntshobodi underwent a period of training and became a minister with 

full Maling powers in the A. H. C. Z. In 1980, Mr.Ntshobodi was appointed 

Archbishop of the Church in a ceremony which was attended by most of the Zionist 

prophets in the Eastern Cape. 

Although the Church is 32 years old, the congregation, due to local legisla-

tion, have no church building. The A.H.C . Z. claim a membership of 1,000. 

The majority of these members are to be found in Grahamstown, although the 

Church has branches in Port Elizabeth, East London, Peddie, Fort Beaufort, 

Port Alfred and Alexandria. The primary focus of the Church is healing, which 

is performed by the seven prophets of the Church. As is the case with most 

indigenous healers in South Africa, a-ll the prophets suffered from some form 

~illness before becoming members of the Church. They ';Jere then healed and 

trained by either Mr Kosi or Mr Ntshobodi . Four of these prophets are males 

and three are females. The predominance of males is an unusual feature where 

eth~ic healers are concerned in South Africa. 

Diagnosis and healing in Graharnstown, takes place at night i n Mr . Ntshobodi's 

kitchen, a room which measures about ten by twelve feet. Services of about 



The prophets interviewed we re, a) Archbishop Robert Ncshobod i, the leader 

of the Church, b) Assistant Bishop Leslej Mangenqwana, c) President of the 

Church, Michael Ketani, d) President Richard Onceya, '" ) ~ I the Reve:-eno 

Wilso n Dyantjie, and f) Prophet Violet Ncaphaj~. 

2.1 Diagnosis as a part of healing. 

Rigby (1975), in a review of the literature available, suggests that the rigid 

distinctions frequently made in the African context between prophets, diviners, 

priests and mediums (such as made by Evans-Pritncard, 1940, 1951, 1956) 

a re not applicable, and hence serve no useful analytic purpose . This arti-

ficial distinction, Rigby posits, arises primarily from the Weberian dis tinc-

t ion between "prophet" and "priest", ar.d is r.ot su;;;:ortec! OJ empirical evidence 

(e . g . Ranger and Kimambo, 1972) . Rigby's criticism may be applied to those 

a utho rs who postulate a rigid distinction between the ethnic diagnostician 

and therapist . Mokhobo (1971 p. 111) for example, divides traditional me-

d i cal practice into two primary groups, namely the diagnosticians and thera-

p ists . He states that; "A combined diagnostician - therapist is rarely 

f ound." 

The present research on the A.H.C.Z., concurs with Rigby's formulations. It 

was found that in all cases the diagnostician and therapist were one and the 

same person, namely the prophet . In the A.H.C.Z., diagnosis forms an inte-

Rral part of the healing process, and the prophets do not clearly distinguish 

between diagnos is and treatment. Healing is seen by the church members as 

an ongoing process, of which diagnosis is a part . ,Qiagnosis not only in-

~Qlves observation of overt behaviour, but the actual transmission of symptoms, 

fully or partially, from the patient to the prophet. (Sec. 2.2.1.) As such, 

diagnosis can be seen to constitute an aspect of healing in its own right. 
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VariouS aut~ors have pointed out that diagnosis per se, may be regarded as 

t:-,era;>s:utic, and cannot thus be separated from the treatment, theoretically 

or' practically. Torrey (1972k:P. 70) has coined the term "The Principle of 

RUr.1pels til !:s kin" , · .... hich demonstrates "the mi:\gic of the right word." He 

says; "The . ver-y act of naming is the,apeutic. Toe identification of the 

o::e~ding agent may activate a series of associated ideas in the patient's -_ .... ---
~~d, producing cQnfession, qbreaction and general catharsis. It conveys to 

the patient that someone understands. -Since the doctor-healer is usually a 

man of considerable status, the patient's anxiety is allayed even further. 

There is nothing more frightening to the human animal than the unknown, the 

wOr'st of the monsters and goblins pale beside this terrifying spectre." 

Diagnosis enables people to put a name to their anxieties and to feel that 

they can take action to relieve them (Mair, 1969). MacLSan (1971 p. 16) 

shows how diagnosis allays the patient's uncertainty and gives him and his 

family the feeling of satisfaction at having the "Good sef}se to go to his 

doctor . " Storr (1968) maintains that any explanatory scheme, however absurd, 

may bring the patient some relief, in that it satisfies his human hunger for 

finding an explanation for his suffering. 

Cheetham and Cheetham (1976) show how the animistic and anthropomorphic at-

titudes of traditional diagnostician-therapists provide a material explanation 

for abnormal behaviour and action, which would otherwise not be "logically" 

Understood. Levi-Strauss ( 1963) , a structural anthropologist, sees diagnosis 

as a form of myth. The function of the myth/diagnosis is to dissolve or 

transcend logical contradictions, which arise out of the pathological condition. 

Employing the same approach, Hammond - Tooke (19750p. 30) suggests that; "The 

essence of the message (diagnosis) is nothing less than an attempt to mediate 

between two polarities that lie at the basis of all social life; the opposi-

ticn and tension between the importance of group involvement and the human 



Ham~ond-Too~e g~es on to sugg~ 5t that psychologicall!, a scie~~~~~c ex ~La~a -

tion is not always very satisfactory, particularly when used to explain per-

sonal misfortune. He says (p. 25); "It is all very well kno',oIi ng that Yol.:r 

illness is caused by a virus; what is more important is to know why you, 

and not someone else , got ill. The explana tion of science '~t was t! c~ance', 

is just not emotionally satisfying and a fuller explanation is soug~t in wi~er 

often religious terms." 

2.2 Diagnosis in the A.H .C.Z. 

West (1975) suggests that it is useful to distinguish between what he terms 

"direct" and "indirect" healing in the independent churches. With indirect 

healing, it is not necessary for the healer to be aware of the specific com- *. 

9l~ints of individual patients. Where direct healing is concerned, the healer 

is specifically aware of the patient's complaints an~ he prescribes specific 

cures for them. In contrast to West's findings that indirect healing was prac -

ticed more frequently, it was found that direct healing was the norm in the 

A.H.C.Z. Accordingly, diagnosis was understood to play an important role in 

the treatment process administered by the prophets of the A.H . C. Z. 

A variety of diagnostic modes are employed by prophets of the A.H.C.Z . Brief 

these include a) sensation transference, whereby the feelings/symptoms are 

transferred from the patient to the prophet (termed 'diagnostic pain- taking' 

by Edwards, 199~ ) b) various forms of visions seen by the prophets c) the 

interpretation of the patient's and prophet's dreams d) precognition, where -

by the prophet "knO'. ... s" what is wrong with the patient before seeing him. 



2.2.1 Sensation tr3nsfe~e~ce. 

The prima~y mode of diagnosis employed by the p~ophets of t ~e A.H.C.Z. may 

be termed 'sensation transference'. The prophet prays to God for enlig~te~-

ment concerning the patient's illness and then lays hands on him . A: 1, or 

part of the feelings and symptoms experienced by the patient are then believed 

to be 'transferred' to the prophet . By monitoring the original feelings in 

his own body and then comparing them to the new, transferred feelings from 

the patient, the prophet learns what the patient is ex?eriencing. Mr Ntshobodi 

explains the procedure as follows; 

"When a person is sick, then I pray for him, and GSld Illill reveal to 

me from what that person is suffering from. It will seem as if you 

are suffering from the same thing. And then you will know that this 

person is suffering from what have you. I~ is just like how Jesus 

healed people, its from God. It is God that is telling me, that this 

person is suffering from this thing. And how He tells me is to make 

me feel the same thing that the person feels. If for instance his arms 

are weak, your arms automatically become weak, exactly as his. And 

then you kno'li exactly what is wrong with the patient." 

}n west!rn diagnosis, an important aspect is the observation of the overt 

\:1&haviour and symptoms of the patient . Prophets in the A. H. C. Z., however , 

diagnose illness indirectly, by monitoring the feelings which they have ab

sru:.be4 -from the patient in their own bodies during the laying on of hands. 

It would appear therefore, that the focus of attention is thus changed from 

the patient to the therapist/prophet. Holdstock (1979) referring to other tra

ditional healers who employ a similar diagnostic procedure, has suggested that 

the procedure is the purest form of empathy. He shows that, for Rogers, an 

important aspect of psychotherapy consists of the therapist getting "inside the 

skin" or "into the shoes" of the patient, and he compares this to the proce -



dures used by various traditional healers. The difference betwee n Rogers' 

and the prophets' description of theraPJ is that while Rogers sees ~he 

therapist "getti ng into the skin" of the client, the prophet sees the feelir~gs 

of the patient being tra~sferred to him. Thus for Rogers, the the~~~ist gets 
~-

into the world of the patient, while the prophet allows the feelings of the 

~nt into his o'loln world. While the Rogerian therapist experiences tr.e 

patient's feelings "~s if" they were his own, the prophet claims that the ---
patient's symptoms are actually transferred t o him, and that he fee:"s the:n £ s -- -
his own without the "as if" quality. As Ed'."'ards (19S?,) points out, this -
procedure is costly to the healer, because once the patient's symptoms are 

I 

transferred to the prophet, the prophet is stuck with them until they can be 

prayed away. During the present research, /;tr, Ntshobodi once slept for an entire 

day, i~termittently waking up to pray, after treating a severe case of 

isathuthwane (epilepsy) the previous night. A similar phenomenon was observed 

by Schmidt (1970 p E2)in Sarawak, where healers or 'manangs' undertake healing 

ceremonies from time to time. Schmidt says; "It is believed that hj,s body is 

s~~ted with fragments from the ills he has treated, which must be removed." 

During and after sensation transference, the prophets of the A.H.C.Z. are be-

lieved to fBel everything the client feels. For example, when laying hands on 

a person suffering from amafufunyana, Mr. Ntshobodi says; 

"I am becoming mixed up, because I am feeling what he feels. I am mixed 

.up, and I feel my body sore, and feel my body becoming stiff. When I am 

putting hands, I find myself want to fall down. And I feel dizziness. 

And I feel my stomach becoming indigestive, bad stomach. And I feel my 

legs becoming weak as a person who is coming from sickness. r-lv heart be-,. 

Comes weak, and I feel as a person who is drunk." 

Although the prophet frequently 'knows" what the patient feels like at other 

times, it would appear that only those symptoms that the patient feels during 
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the dieg~ostic sessio~ ~i ll be t~ansfe~~ed to. the prop~et. Fo ~ eX3~~le , if 

the prophet sus~ects a pain in the patient's chest,but can~ot feel it in his 

own body, he will bend the patient. Bending is believed to activate the pain 

in the patient's chest, and the pain is then transfer~ed to the ~~o p~et. --
Mr Ntshobodi says; 

"To feel hO'N is the muscles of the ches t. By bendi:lg hi:n I k:1o'.·' that. 

When he feels a little bit sose, I 'Nill feel that on my chest." 

Another technique employed to assist se:lsation transference is that of loca-

~ing the sensation in the patient's body by means of Holy Ropes. This pro-

cedure is made use of in cases of spirit possession. According to the prophets 

the spirits do not remain in one part of the body, but "run right through the 

body, in the stomach up to the head, in the chest, going right around the body. ' 

This makes it difficult for the prophet to feel the sensations created by the 

spirit, and to ascertain what form of spirit is in the patient's body. In order 

to facilitate the diagnosis, a rope is tied round the patient's waist. This 

rope localizes the spirit, and keeps it either in the top or bottom half of the 

body . The localized sensations created by the spirit are then easily trans-

ferred to the prophet. Mr . Ntshobodi explains the procedure; 

"Now I take a rope and tie it here on the chest, so that the disease 

(spirit) of that person is in the head must stay there. So that wh ile I 

am praying for that person, that disease must not go down. It must be in 

one place. They (the ropes) are helping in such things as s~rits, because 

When you are praying for such a person, the illness wants to run. Wants 

to go out, and it wants to sometimes r un right throL!gh the body ." 

t0e prophets tend to experience the transferred sensations more clearly and 

preCisely than do the patie:lts themselves. Thus, the patient may complain of 
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a "!)aj 8cd:;" , 'Hhile t:le prophet '.'1::'11 feel precisely where the pain is. At 

times, a vague psychological sensation felt by the patient will be felt as a 

physical sensation by the prophet. For example, when the patient is nervous , 

the prophet claims to hear a buzzing in his own ears. Mr Ntshobodi says; 

":.vhe:l a person is nervous, I can hear it in r:1y ears. There 'Hill be 

quite a lot of noise in my ears. I will hear a lot of noises, as if 

there is a machine driving around. Then I will know that this person 

is nervous." 

2.2 . 2 Diagnostic visions 

Visions (umbono) are used as another diagnostic procedure by the A. H.·C. Z. ---
They may be classified into three categories, viz: 

visions irl which the prop::et "sees" something inside the patient's 

~ody, such as poison (dliso) or evil spirits (umoya). 

visions of a dream- like nat~r~, concerning the illness, which frequently 

occur in symbolic form. 

c) visions of a structure .similar to sensation transference, in which the 

prophet experiences sensory distortions or hallucinations similar 

to those experienced by the patient. 

2.2.2.1 Visions of the illness wi thin the patient's body .......... 

These forms of visions are similar to an X-ray . With eyes closed, the prophet 

"sees'" the illness in the patient's body; either in the form of a poison 

or evil spirits. Mr. Ntshobodi comments; 

"When I am praying without opening my eyes, the Holy Spirit will 

tell me what kind of disease that is. The Holy Spirit will tell me 

through a vision. I will see things." 



The prophet knows wha~ a healty body locks like in a vision . Dia~~osis 

of ~ (poison) the:"efore consists of cOClparing '."ha: the pro;;he::: se'::s 

in t he ill person to his memory of a healthy person's body . f or example , 

in the case of dliso in the stomach, Mr. Ntshcbcdi says; 

"E ven when I close my eyes it ',oJon't be dark befo!"e me, it ·..:ill be 

light as it is now. When I c l ose my eyes and pray fo!" this person , 

then God will show me his stomach. Then I will see the live!" and I 

will see the thing behind i t~ Thi s thing, dliso , is something r ound . 

I t' s a black r ound .... ' . "nlng. It's in the form of a star, a!1C i:: is blac k 

in colour. How I manage t o know this thing the person is s uffering 

from, for instance looking at the dliso, that is behind the liver. 

I will ask God to show me what the thing is. And then differentiate, 

it will differentiate from anything in the stomach. It will shine, 

then I will know what it is." 

Descriptions of dliso seem to differ slightly from prophet to prophet. 

This appears to be due to their different modes of de~cription, as their 

drawings of dliso are remarkably similar. Alternatively, the descriptive 

'discrepancy may be a result of the belief that there are diffe rent f orms of 

dliso. For example, Mr . Dyantyi says; 

"What I sometimes see is something like a ball that is wrapped up 

in a cloth, that woul d need some kind of dissection in order to see 

what it actually is. There are various kinds of t hese things, some 

are just li ke butterflies (1), which is s ome kind of poison people ma-

nufacture ." 

Both Mr Ntshobodi and Mr Dyantyi were asked to draw dliso as it appeared i n 

their visions . These drawings appear i n figures 1 and 2 respectively. 

Evil spirits are recognized by their appearance and movement in the body, 

1) Anxious people often refer to butterflies in their stomach . 
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rathe ~ than bj the C C~~2~~S C ~ ~~ocedu~e described above with d:iso . ~~ 

Dyantyi states that ; 

" i,I/hen there i s e'lil spirits , I 'Nill see the smoke going up to the patier. · 

head. From the stomach u~ to his head . The smoke l ooks l ike 2 va~ou r 

g o ing tJP to the head." P~ophets va~i ous ly desc ~ ibe visions o ~ evil 

spirits as mist, clo uds , smoke or vapours. 

2.2.2.2 S ymbo lic visions - , 

Symbolic visions may be seen as a form of ll!cid dream which occurs during 

t~diagnostic sessions. Mr Ntshobodi says that, "it is as if I am dreaming . 

Mr Oyantyi reports that; 

"When I pray for somebody with my eyes closed, sometimes I behave as 

though I was asleep. a~d t~e~ I see things. Sometimes I see people. 

but they don't come as clear as we are at this moment. They sometimes 

change into things like toys .. " 

As with dreams, these visions mayor may not need interpreting, depending on 

their complexity and the ability of the particular prophet. Aloes and flowers 

are frequently seen in symbolic visions. Mr Ntshobodi reports; 

"Sometimes I see aloe trees around a person. The aloe around a person 

stating now that this person will be healed. Sometimes I see fl owe rs 

around the person, t he flowers stating the disease. But I have to l oo k 

at the flower, how is the flower going on. Sometimes the flower is dying 

sometimes the flower beco~es brighter (with the obvious interpretation or 

the pat ient's deterioration or improvement, respectively ) . Sometimes the 

flower is on the sides and sometimes above the head." 
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Fi~J.Ie I. 

Dliso as seen in a vision. -, 

Dra~ing by Mr. Ketani. 
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Fi/0lre 2. 

Dliso in a patient's stomach as seen 

i n a vision. Drawing by Mr. Ntshobodi. 



Frequen tly , e~emies of tne patient are seen in visions. They may be chasing 

either th~ patient or t~e prophet in the vision. With illnesses such as 

ukuthwasa and umlambo, where the c ause of the illness is believed to , .. ' Oe ~ne 

ancestral shades, various o bjects of sacrifice mal be seen. Visions may 

also contain a raging fire o r a blazing sun. In the case of a fire, the 

direction i~ which it moves indicates where the sick person is, in the church. 

A sun in a vision similarly indicates that someone in the church at that moment , 

is ill. Mr Onceya reports the first-vision t ha t he had in the church. He 

claims to have had a vision in which; "something like a sun coming, but I 

did not know what it was. It was not exactly like a sun, it was like sun 

smoke". 

2.2.2.3 Visions of sensory distortion 

These type of visions may be seen as a visual form of sensory transference. 

Patients, specifically those suffering from ukushiywa ziingqondo "the illness 

of mad", experience visual distortions or hallucinations. During diagnosis, 

t~§..EL~xperiences·are transferred from the patient to the prophet. The prophet 

does not always see what the patient sees, rather he sees 'in .j.. ' 
I.".lle same 'Nay' that 

the patient does. For example, when laying hands on a person with ukushiywa 

ziingqondo, Mr Ntshobodi reports that; 

1. 

2. 

"I feel my head is so funny and my eyes, I can see funny pictures.
l 

Sometimes when a person is before me, that time I am praying for this 

person I will see sometime s this person is fu nny . When I am praying 

sometimes he is upside down . I can see t hat person upside down. And 

2 sometimes t he person becomes small. I can see the person is still 

here but it is as if he is far way from me." 

"Funny pictures" mean hallucinations in Mr Ntshobodi's terminology . 

This appears to be micropsia. 
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2.2.3 Dre~ms 

Dreams play an important role in the lives of the prophets of the church 

in addition to being e~ployed for diagnosis . for exam~le, Mr N~shobodi 

reports that; 

"A dream will sometimes come s howing you right things, that your life 

is still ir: good shape". 

Dreams are variously divided into 'bad dr~ams' and 'goo d dreams', 'common 
'-

dr:.~ams' and 'important' dreams, depending on the context in which they 

employed. Mr Mangenguan, the Archbishop's aid, provides some examples of 

good dreams: 

"I'/hen you dream you are preaching, and sometimes you dream of sheeps. 

Sometimes you dream you are on the mountain. Someti::1es· you dream yeu 

are in the sea. Sometimes you dream you are in the river, but you must 

have clean water, not the brown water, that means that js the church. 

Sometimes you dream that you are fishing, that means that you are going 

to find someone who believed to want Christ". 

Mr Mangenguan says about 'bad'dreams; 

"You know someti~es, you dream that you are sleeping with a girl or 

sleeping with a woman, that is an evil dream, it is not coming from God. 

You can dream you are drinking or you can dream you are smoking, that is 

an evil dream. Sometimes you dream somebody stab you with a knife, that 

is a ki nd of evil spirit. Something like a snake, and dirty water. You 

know a dam , it is full of dirty water, that is an evil dream ." 

Although nightmares are generally seen as being 'evil dreams' they are 

construed differently. Mr Ntshobodi compares ukubuda (a form of evil dream) 

to a nightmare; 



"A night;nare is tha:': !,vhe."1 a pe~son C:--i-e 3 . Cries 2.r.':: sC;:1e::i~es h':'s bc c / 

is as if his body is being choked by a gas. The diffe~ence between 

ukubuda, while you ukubuca you can shake you~ hand', you can k~ock a pe~son 

as if you t · ' .j-.. are .. lgn .... lng, a:1 d s Oi71et:i~es you can stand up ~ith your feet and 

talk as a pe~s o n who is fi ght ing wi~h anothe ~. 3u~ th e on e with the night -

mare cannot do that. Ee cannot even s~a~e his toe. Eis body is st i ff. 

And your head, noises in your head as i: y ou are being chok ed bj a gas, by 

electricity I can say. A night~are is a thing that holds you , a nd then 

you cry". 

The difference between what prophets call a 'common' and an 'impo~~ant,l c~eam 

is illustrated by Mr Ntshobodi; 

"There are many lectures in the Bible telling more special about dreams. 

And I ha '!e to sho'." him (patient) the:-e are d~eams '"hich are common ar,d 

there are dreams '''hich are important. Dreams can s ometimes come with the 

things that you have seen during the day (day-residue). I can say that is 

a common dream, because you see now in the dream that y~u have seen during 

the day. Now that is a common dream because you can see that many times. 

There is a dream that is telling something, that a person must do or a 

person is going to get. The dreams are sometimes talking about a s mal l 

thing and sometimes about a big thing. Telling about a big thing that is 

going to happen . " 

!or~~gQostic purposes, only 'important ' or big dreams are interpreted. Al-

though the dreams of both the patient and pro phet may be used for diagnosis, 

those of the prophet appear to b e used more frequently. The preference for 

USing the prophets' dreams is similar to the preference for diagnos ing feeli ngs 

by monitoring of the prophets' body as opposed to the patie~'s. The p r ocedu r es 

for interpreting dreams a r e similar for dreams reported by patients and pro-

phets. Depending on the complexity of the dream and the abilities of the 

prophet, the dream may either be interpreted directly or taken to the church 

for interpreta t ion. Difficult dreams are characteristically interpreted in the -
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Church by one of the membe~s of the cong~ega~ion t~ro~g~ t~e medium o f the 

Hol~~~~it. There are three members of the church who are s aid to have 
~ 

the gift of interpreting dreams , although dreams may at times be in te rp reted bj 

anyone in the ccr.gregation. Mr Ntshobodi SBjS; 

"These no~ that I am talking about , I am sure of the~, but the others 

they would tell the dream of those three are not sometimes i~ the church. 

The spirit will take another one to tell the dream". 

At the beginning of each church service tKe congregation kneels and prays, 

"and everyone must say what he has done this day, or what he has done, or if 

. 
he had a dream. And then after, all of us pray for the dream. Then after 

praying , the visions will come, and another will know the meaning of the dre~m". 

The meaning of the dream will thus be revealed to one of the interpreters, either 

through a vision or intuition . 

Dreams are not only used to diagnose the illness, ~hey' may also show the 

~~r what course of action to take. This is illustrated by Mr Ntshobodi 

with a dream reported to him by a patient suffering from isibetho, which is 

believed to be an illness sent by God to induce a person to join the church. 

"He ( the patient) told me that he dreamed he was in a green field. 

In this green field he saw a river. And he find himself in the river. 

The water was about his shoulders. The dream was showing what he must 

do. Because the green field is the church. The water is the word of God, 

and he find himself in the river which is the prayers and the word of God. 

So God, by the Holy Spirit was showing him that he is among prayers" . 

The message of the dream was that the ~atient should join the church and have 

peop le pray for him in order to be cured. 

Mr Ntshobodi says; 

"The Holy Spirit will show me this person going to the river to be bap-

tized, or the Spirit will s how me this person sitting in a chair the way 

. ', . , 

, . 
. , . 
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Or the Ho ly Spirit will s ho w me t h; 
~S person pr ay ing, 

YO t:. c onfess . 

then ! will know that I must pray f o r this perso~ 
to change". 

As in the cas e of sensory transference, many of the ~ 
, ~ tie n t' s drearT.s a:-e 

~~sfe~~e~ f~om hi~ to the pLop het. The prophet tn ~ ~ 
dreams similar cr-e c r;1 S 

to that of the patient . For example if a patient Wit~ e_iencing 
'I ~ku thwasa is exp .-

dreams 'sent by the ancestors', prophet will hav"" 
~ the same dreams . 

the 

Ntshobodi says; 

"Sometimes I see a sacrifice, som~times I see 
a bUcket of beer. sorne-

times I see ~mebody who has got the tail of a co~ 
Thpsp d ea s are the _ _ r m 

drea::ls of the people who have got that disease (Uk 
~thwasa)". 

Similarly if the patient is being chased by evil spit'.i.ts 
in his dreams, the 

prophet will also be chased by the evil spirits. 1<1t' ~ 
itshobodi reports a 

dream in which he was running away from small boys, 
who represented the evil 

spirits chasing the patient; 

"And I pray for that dream and the Holy Spirit 
Shows me that I must pray 

more and more for that person. So that I must 
~Ot run away from the 

disease . That time I feel those small boys fight· e 
lng with me are tho S 

enemies of that person. By running was that I 
was running from the 

enemies, which were chasing that person . " 

It may also happen that the prophet is chased in his ' t " . ts tha Qreams, by splrl 

are inside the patient . It appears that the spirit 1 
eaves the patient and 

attempts to enter the body of the prophet while he is 
dreaming. "If a person 

has sometimes got epilepsy that evil spirit ca~ h 
get into me or any of t e 

people around here. It wants a ho use t o live in . Th 
ey try and get in by 

dreams." Once while treating a person with isathuth ::> mt 
~, Mr Ntshobodi dre~ 

that a bull was chasing him. The bull represented the 
evil spirit in the 

patient which was trying to enter Mr Ntshobodi's bOdy. 
He says; 

"But luckily I have been trying to elimb the ret) ce so that the bull 
may not get me . And they (dream interpreters) "m b Say, by trying to ell ' 
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up the fence these ar e th e praje~s. No w that mean s t he spirit which 

was in that person has nearly got into me, and do something to me. 

Because the spirit can come from that person and g e t into moll 

2.2.4 Precognition 

In the A . ~.C.Z. the phenomena of precognition is not limited to the confines 

of the diagnostic session, and may occ~r at any time . Although precognition 

occurs through dreams, visions and intuition, the most frequently used mode 

is that of dreams . The simplest form of precognition takes the form of a dream 

about a patient who is going to come to the church for healing . Mr Ntshobodi 

s ays; "I dream that sometimes when a person is coming to my church, sometimes 

the spirit shows me that there are people who are coming". 

A more complex form of precognition consists of dreaming about the arrival of 

a patient, as well as knowing what the patient's symptoms are. Mr Ntshobodi 

states that; 

"Sometimes God will reveal to me that so and so will come to me and 

·that so and so is suffering from this thing. I will know beforehand 

that this person is coming. When a person suffering from a headache has 

come tome, I will suffer from that headache. The other way that I know 

a person is suffering from a headache is through God . God will reveal that 

a certain person coming to me is suffering from a headache". 

The following dream of Mr Ntshobodi provides an example of a diagnostic dream, 

telling of the persons illness. 

"I had a dream tonight, I have seen my father - in-law . He was in a sa-

crifice. In a custom. He was in a sacrifice with other big men . Now 

the house was near the road and I was passing by . And now my father-in

law came out of the house, he was coughing. He coughed blood. And he 

called me. And he was showing me the blood. He said to me, 'My son 
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come he:-e, l oo k I a m cough i:1g blood ' . New t he bleod wa s be ing poured 

on my trousers. And there c om e a piece of l ung . A piece of lung was 

looking blad:-like. As an old lung tha t is ne a rly dry. And I take 

this lung and say 'No, this lung is drj. ~hy father, your lungs are 

dry?' And I take this lung and washit to check what causes the lung to 

be dry. And when I was looking at this lung, this lung changes and it 

looks like a piece of liver, a liver that is cooked. And then I wake up" . 

. 
That evening Mr Ntshobodi went to his father-in-Iaw's house and learned that 

he had suffered an attack of iphika on the same night that Mr Ntshobodi had 

his dream. 

~~cognition may take place when the prophet is sitting alone, t~~ough visions 

or simply by intuition. 1·1r Ntshobodi says that sometimes he ., just K:10WS 'f 
..... , J.... na-c 

a sick person is coming to see him. The same phenomena is illustrated by 

Holdstock (1979~P· 28) who quotes a Soweto sangoma, 

"Often it is through shaking of the body which could start with the 

trembling of my fingers, my hands, my arms and eventually spreading 

to my whole body, that the spirits come into me. It is then that I see 

the people who are on their way to consult me". 

2 . 2.5 Ideal conditions for diagnosis ~ 

Diagnosis and healing always takes place while the prophet is in a trance 

or altered state of consciou~ess, a phenom e no n observed in various diverse 

cultures throughout the world. Although the ability to enter into a trance 

and be possessed by the Holy Spirit is seen as a gift from God, there are c~~ain 

~~hniques for enhancing this ability. These tec hniques are collectively called 
V" 

~uzila and consist of various ascetic abstinences. Briefly) they consist of 

P~ying, fasting, hearing the drumming and singing in the church, dancing, 

abstention from smoking, drinking, eating red meat, traditional Xhosa customs 
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~o~ patie~ts w~o are not mem be~s of th e ch urch, the prop h e t use s f i ve ca~d 1es; 

"~o r just praying, for each an d everyone who is not a member of the church; 

sometimes they are nurses, policemen, sometimes they are working on the rail -

ways, they come t o my church, I have to ta~e five candles. 

cancles stand f o r ... . l,..ne five wounds of Jesus, and they stand fo~ the five stones 

which David kills Goliath. And the five candles stands for the five wounds 

which kil2.s the diseases 'Nhich were in our bodies". 

Drumming, dancing and singing 

Drumming, dancing and singing are used in diagnostic and therapeutic situa-

tions in various cultures throughout the world . Holdstock (1979~ describes 

how in Africa, music and dance are inextricably interwoven into every facet 

of life; in work , in play, in ceremony and ritual . The Zionist churches have 

adapted Western hymns to African forms of expression (Sundkler 1964). The 

hymns being regarded as sacred rhythms which are accentuated by the swinging 

to and fro of their bodies. 

In the A. H.C.Z . the rhythmic music is produced by the church choir, consisting 

of twenty four girls and eighteen boys. In addition to singing, clapping of 

hands and stamping of feet, a large drum is beaten by one of the members . 

The drum is constructed of a large metal drum, cut in half and covered with an 

ox hide . Wood from an aloe tree ikala, which is regarded as holy, is used 

for the drum sticks. Sundkler (1964 p .1 96) states that; "Its wide popularity 

amo ng the Zionists has made the drum a symbol of their form of worship, and it 

is therefore looked down upon by the Christians in Mission or Ethopian Churches". 

The choir members also vigorously shake dancing- rattles, which ac c ording to 

Shaw (1974) are used by all the Bantu peoples of So uth Africa. The rattles 

consist of either pebbles placed inside tins, or metal nuts and was h ers strung 

along a piece of wire. 
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Dancing in th~ A. H.C.Z. consists of running a~ound a central spot i~ the 

ro om. It is said that the central s~ot is made holy by virtue of the prophe:s 

forming a circle around it . The circle is seen to be symbolic of the haloes 

around holy people, such as St Paul and Jesus Christ. The dancing around in a 

circle enhances the prophets ability to enter into the trance state, and con-

comitantly increases his/her diagnostic ability. Mr Ntshobodi says that; 

"when you take that circle you feel stronger and full of spirit, and keeping 

your body hot, now it is easy to find out the sickness of a pers on " . This 

view is supported by Farrand (1980 p . 5) who reports that; 

"Findings of the present study support reports that izangoma used dance, 

rhythm, song and music to enter ASC and to enhance divinatory ability 

(Laubscher 1937). Significantly recent research has shown that 

a) rhythmic low frequency sounds can provoke seizures and movement into 

ASC in certain people (Tempest 1971, Watson 1973) and , b) . that psychic abi

lity increases during the ASC (Ryzl 1966 . Tart 1976):' 

S imilarly, Holdstock reports that during the training of i n digenous healers, 

evenings are devoted to drumming and dancing in order to "bring out" the ances-

tral spirits. 

Dancing around in a circle, combined with the drumming and singhg, are em

ployed for other functions besides increasing divinatory powers . Depressed 

and weak patients are frequently told to dance around in a circle, as part 

of their treatment . Mr Ntshobodi says; "Sometimes a person is feeling dull. 

Now when he takes the dancing, now he feels alright again". Similarly, prophets 

who have absorbed too much of the patients illness, or who are simply ill, 

dance in the circle . Mr. Ntshobodi explains; 

"And when I am ill, sometimes I feel something in my body, a sore body, 

then I will go to that circle. I have got a leg ache, or a stomach ache, 
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and ~h~le I a~ running, now the disease is taken by the others (P r o-

p~.etS). Then I feel my leg, the~e is nothing wrong. Each person is 

takir.g ali ttle bi t out of my disease (se:1sa tion transference)" . 

D~~~~i~g, d2~cing and singi~g are employed to exorcise demons and e~il sp!rits 

in t~e church. The membe~s believe that the demons hate the sound of the 

drum and the singing, to the extent that they vacate the patient's body. 

2 . 3 Training 

As is the case with most healers throughout the world, aspirant prophets of 

the A.H . C.Z. have to undergo set selection and training procedures. In the 

A.H.C.Z. all the training is performed under the supervision of Mr Ntshobodi . 

The following section deals specifically with those aspects of training 

re lating to diagnostic abilities and procedures. 

2.3.1 Seclusion 

During their training prophets are advised to have as little contact with 

non church members as possible . The rationale being to eliminate external 

distractions and to heighten the healing and diagnostic powers of the prophet . 

Mr Ntshobodi says that; 

"Sometimes he (trainee prophet) is playing too much with others, and 

when his dreams come to him, they are mixed with all sorts of things. 

Now we try that person to tell him that he must be alone, so that his 

dreams may come straight". 

Ehrenwald (1977) has shown that a breakdown in normal communication with the 

world often results in a heightened psychic ability, which in the case of the 

prophets would be construed as a heightening of diagnostic powers. Similarl~ 

Farrand (1980) states that the condition of ukuthwasa, which is characterized 
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crea s e of the thwasa's psy=hic a~ilities. 

Seclusion from the ccm~unity not only heightens diagnostic and healing powers 

of the prophet, it enhances the status of the prophet in the eyes of the 

ge ne ral cOGmuni~y. Mauss (1972 p. 29 ) writing about magicians and sorcerers, 

shows how their separateness increases their power . He says; 

"It is their profession which places these people apart from the common 

run of mortals, and it is this separateness which endows them with 

magical power" . 

2 . 3.2 Protection 

As a trainee- prophet's healing powers increase so does his ability to absorb 

illness from the patient. The trainee howeve; does not have the fine control 

over the absorbtion of illnesses as do fully trained prophets, and may un

wittingly absorb various illnesses from anyone with whom they come into con

tact. Mr Ntshobodi comments that; 

"Sometimes the disease of that person can hurt you or it can, you can 

both be sick. I can say sometimes the person is a healer. Now he must 

have something to protect him. Because his body is always catching the 

diseases. Or when she is in the bus, she can catch sometimes a disease. 

If he cannot have that (protection) he can fall down sometimes . That 

time there are no people that can lay hands on him (and help him combat 

the absorbed illness )." 

For protection, trainee-prophets are given a green holy rope after their bap

tism. The rope protects the prophet from the various diseases he may fall 

victim to and it is said to give him "more energy" . According to Mr Ntshobodi; 

"The green one (rope) is for baptizing, the member who has been baptized. 

The green c an help that person while he is awake. He can keep that green. 

Or when he is in a party or elsewhere he can put it around the waist, 
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unde~neath his clothes. ~hen he is among peo~le, s o that he must ~O ~ 

catch a disease". 

Similarly: 

"You ca~ put it 2~ound you~ waist to keep you stro~g ~hile you a~e p ~ay ing. 

The diseases of those people can hurt your kidneys. And the spirits 

of t~ese people can sometimes twist your bowels, because they are s trong 

spirits " . 

2.2.3 Dreams 

In the A.H . C. Z . the first diagnostic ability to emerge among trainee prophets, 

is that of diagnostic dreaming, followed by visions and finally sensory trans-

ference. The first diagnostic dreams had by a prophet a~e precognition of 

some future event. Mr Ntshebodi provides an example, by discussing Mr Onyewa, 

a trainee prophet; 

"These thiRgs (gifts of diagnosis) are coming sometimes, most by dreams. 

Aperson will start by dreaming, thffiis coming visions . Now by calculating 

those dreams, you find that his dreams are telling something. Sometimes 

he (Mr Onyewa) dreams that he saw a person from Port Elizabeth. This 

person rra:s got a suitcase, and this person got a blue r obe . Then ',;e wait 

for the person. Then we see this person comes, we see now that this man 

(Mr Onyewa) is alright in his dreams, because his dreams are telling 

the right thing . But sometimes you see that there is something that is 

knocking his dreams . So you will tell this persen that he must be aside 

from the tshomis, fr om the others . He must be alone so that his dreams 

may come straight to him". 

The initiate is then taught to distinguish between common and important 

dreams, thereby learning which of his dreams are of diagnostic value and 

which are not. He is then taught, di rectly and indirectly, how to interpret 

dreams. 
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The first diagnostic vision experienced by pro phets occurs sponta neously 

and without warning. The visio~ alw3ys occurs in the church while the trai-

nee is dancing in a circle or while he is praying. As the vision is largely 

unexpected and constitutes a novel experience, the prophet feels anxious and 

may at times even fall down from the shock. The vision is then interpreted 

by the senior prophet while the trainee regains his equilibrium. Mr Onceya's 

first vision provides an example of the procedure followed: While dancing 

in a circle in the church he suddenly saw: Itsomethirtg like a sun coming, 

it was n9t exactly like a sun, it was like sun smoke". Mr Onceya then fell 

to the ground and had to be helped to his feet. Subsequentl~ the senior 

prophet, Mr Ntshobodi told ~!r Onceya, that what he had seen was, "something 

like a disease from a poison, dliso". Mr Ntshobodi told Mr . Onceya to pray 

and fast so that the spirit would reveal to him whom it was that he had seen 

in the vision to be afflicted by dliso. The following night, after following 

the instructions, Mr Onceya dreamed of the sick person. He then approached 

the person to confirm whether she was ill or not. The woman confirmed having 

the symptoms produced by dliso, which in turn confirmed Mr Onceya's diagnostic 

ability. 

Mr Ntshobodi recounts the first vision produced by another trainee-prophet, 

1IIr Ketani; 

"The first time that he prophets something, we have been in the church. 

The church was hot, singing , and each and everyone was in spirit. And 

this man (Ketani) was running with his rope, he was on the circle . And 

now when we were on the circle, he falls down. He saw someone who was 

sick among the others in the church. He falls down .and we pray for 

him . And when he wakes up (regains consciousness) we ask him what he 

has seen. He say he is seeing a person who is sick in the church . 

And we ask him, can he point that person. 
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And h~ point t o t~at ;e~s c ~ . '~hat a wro~g thing do 

~e say t hat person is suffering fran a funny 

stornacr.. A stomach that has got ·,,::"n d , ur.1oya. And he say thi s umoya 

is in the stcmach a~d is goi~g u~ sometimes and causing that pe~son to 

be d::"zzy . A~d a headache . Then ~e ask t o that ~e~s on , I Is ~ h :' s a tr-ue 

thing, do you feel these sY~9tores i n you~ body?' Now this person say, 

'Yes, I feel these sym~tor.1s in ~y body '. Then we know now that he is 

telling us a true thing. Now we tried to pray for his robe, that will 

gi'le him pC'.i,fe:-. BecaL!se he is nO 'N a prophet". 

Confirmation of diagnosis by the patient plays an important role in training. 

According to Mr Ntshobodi the concept of diagr.ostic validation comes from the 

Bible. He says; 

"In the Bible there is a word which says; '"I'll give you a prophet, 

but i:- t!-.is has thing YCU must know that the 

prophet is still not right. But if a prophet has propheted a thing, 

and that thing which he has prophet, comes straight (true) you must know 

that that prophet is a true prophet". Here he refers to Deuteronomy 

Chap 18 v 20-22 which reads; 

"But the prophet who presumes to speak a word in my name which I have 

not commanded him to speak, or who speaks in the name of other Gods, . 

that same prophet shall die. And if you say in your heart, "How may 

we know the word which the Lord has not spoken", - when a prophet speaks 

in the name of the Lord, if the word does not come to pass or come true, 

that is a word which the Lord has not spoken, the prophet has spoken 

it presumptiously, you need not be afraid of him". 

2.3 .5 Sensation transference 

\ 

Once the trainee-prophet is reasonably proficient at dream and vision diag-

nosis, he gradually begins to devel op the power of absorbing the illness from 



the patien~ . He is then instr~cted hew to di~fe~entiate his o~n feelings 

from the tra~ sferred f eel ings of the pat i ents . He is taught how to employ 

the method of illness localization with r opes as described a bove (Sec 2 . 2.5). 

3. ILUI::SS:::S DIAGIOSm I N THE: A.H.C .Z. 

In the previous section (2) the diagnosti c procedures employed by the prophets 

of the A.H.C.Z. were discussed. Using the procedures described, the prophets 

arrive at specific diagnoses which are then explained to the patients in 

detail. It was the researcher's aim in the present section, to discuss the 

diagnoses employed by the A.H.C.Z. and to formulate these into a coherent 

nosological system. The nosological system was constructed to provide the 

mental health team with a means of studying the Zionist conception of illness 

and the diagnoses made by Zionist prophets when consulted by patients. 

The information necessary for the construction of the l1.Q.sological system 

employed by the A.H.C.Z. was gathered during the course of in-de~th interviews. 

It was found that the prophets of the church shared the same world-view, and 

that they conceptualized illnesses in the same way. This was due to the fact 

that the prophets were healed and trained by the same man, ~!r Ntshobodi, 

the leader of their church. All the prophets agreed that Mr Ntshobodi was 

the best diagnostician and healer, and that he knew more about illnesses 

than they did. The in terviews were therefore, conducted primarily with Mr 

Ntshobodi. All interviews took place under a tree, during Mr Ntshobodi 's 

l unch hour, or for an hour after his work day had ended. The interviews 

1 
were t aped and later transcribed. 

1. Mr Ntshobodi once referred to "the three of us under the tree." 

When asked who the third person was whom he had mentioned, he replied, 

"The tape ." 
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The a i m o f const ~uc:ing a Zi on ist nos2 : a~i=a~ sjste~ o~ i l lnesses ~as e x-

plained t o ,,{~ Nt s ho bod i. He ';.la s t he n a sked t o c Or.1p ile a lis t o f a l l t he 

psychiatric type illnesses ';.Ihich he had treated as a p,o pb~e t of t he A.H.C.Z . 

His list consisted o f sixtee n ~llne ss e s, w~i c ~ the n f o rmed t he basi s o f t he 

nos o l ogic a l sjs~e~ . As the inte~vi e ~e~ was 21~eadj a~a~e of the c roc ed~~es 

involved in diagnosis, and good rappo rt had be e n established bet~e e~ ~~ 

Ntshobodi and himself, specific questi ons were formulated. The ql!estions, 

designed to form a framework, were applied to each of the sixteen illnesses 

in t urn. Using ama:-ufunyana as an example, the questions asked '''ere as 

follows; 

1. Tell me about amafufunyana? 

2. When you lay hands on a person s uffering from a~afufunyana, what do you 

feel in your o~n body? (i .e. what sensation transference occu:s ~ith 

amafufunyana? ) 

3. What symptoms does a person with amafufunyana display? 

4. What kind of visions do you experience when a person has amafufunyana? 

5. What kind of dreams do you have? What dreams does the patient experience? 

6. How do you treat a patient with amafufunyana? 

7. Can you tell met anything else about amafufunyana? 

Once the information had been gathered and studied, it was decided to group 

the illnesses. Four major categories were decided upon: 

1. psycho tic-like illnesses 

2. ne uro tic-like illnesses 

3 . t he ep ilepsies 

4 . s omat i c t ype illnesses 

The categorie s , which were used for purpos es of clarity in the proj ect, are 

not employed by the prophets of the A. H.C.Z. As far as the author could 

asc erta i n , the prophe t s do not categorize the sixteen illnesses deal t with in 
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an; s~ecific waf. Thus, even t he f ou r illness e s classified und e r s omatic 

tY~2S we~e not se~~ as differing by the prophets. Mr Ntshobodi does, however, 

ccnce~tualize physical injuries, such as a broken leg, as being different 

to the illnesses which he treats. In the case of physical injuries, Mr 

Nts~obodi s~ates that he refers such patients to a General Practitioner. 

Lne classification system adopted for the project is as follows: 

a) Psychotic- like illnesses. 

1. ~~afufunyana 

2 . }l~'nakhosi 

3. Ukushiywa ziingqondo 

4. U~uphaphazela 

5. Ukuth'lIasa 

b) Neurotic - like illnesses 

l. Ukuphuthelwa 

2. Umbilini 

3. Ukubuda 

4. Ukulawula amaphupha 

5. Intloko engxolayo 

c) The epilepsies 

l. Isathuthuwane 

2. Uxhozula 

d) Somatic type illnesses 

1 . Tuberculosis 

2 . Umlambo 

3 . Iphika 

4 . Ukuqaq2...TIlba b/ail1athambo 

3.2 Psychotic-like illnesses 

3 .2.2 Amafufunyana 

The nosological category of amafufunyana is used to refer to a specific type. 



o~ s~irit possession a~ong the ~g~ni- s~eaking peopl es of Sou th Africa . It 

is cha~acie~ized by ev il spirits ~hich enter the patient's bo dy a~d take 

cont:-ol of it. Characte~istically, these spirits speak in different languages , 

a~d have the ultimate aim o~ killing the pe:-son. A~a ~u~unyana has been 

va~~0usly described as a for~ of hyste:-ia (~okhobo 1971); a distu rbance o f 

inter-personal relationships (Schweitzer 1977 ) ; sy",ptomatic of a nervous 

breakdown (Edwards 1923) , and characterized by depression, hysteria and suicida! 

• 
tendencies (Sibisi 1975 ) . Sibisi points out, that although the subject of 

spirit possession among the Nguni has received a great deal of attention in 

anthropological literature, amafufunyana is rarely mentioned . She suggests 

that amafufunyana is a relatively new nosological category in South Africa, 

having originated in the late 1920's and 1930's in Zululand. Schweitzer (1977, 

P .177) points out that amafufunyana was repeatedly reported as being somethir;g 

new to the Xhosa, by the amigqiras interviewed. One igqira told Schweitzer; 

"I dont knor.y those amafufunyana but I hate it. I will tell you one thing, 

I know about all the other things, but these amafufunyana are very, very new 

things. They are very recent and I am as unfamiliar with them as you are". 

Symptomatology 

A person possessed by amafufunyana spirits displays a wide variety of symptoms. 

The patient's stomach becomes swollen and he may complain of a wind (umoya) 

in his stomach. Mr Ntshobodi says; 

"His stomach is becoming big. INhen you put your hands here ( on the stomacl". 

you will feel that his stomach is full of wind, umoya. By saying umoya 

I mean that is not the spirit that have been given by God , it is the spirit 

caused by evil things, that a person has been given by some o ne". 

The patient is a compulsive talker and his eyes may become red; "the eyes has 

got blood vessels, and those vessels , you will see that they are red, full of 

blood ." In the lower part of the person's eyes there is, "a little bit of 

yellow mucK", which is, apparently, characteristic of many mad peop le. "His 
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the patient 's nose; "\'vhen a pe:-- so n has had this 8r7lCtfufun y a ::2 you C2. r'. ~ ,=a r-

i t in his nose. He has got a no ise, as a pe~son who is g o ing to Cleo A~d 

when he talks, he talks wit h h is nose. Th is disease likes to be he~e ( in t ~e 

nose)". 

r~uch of the behav iour of the patient may be classified a s antisocial, s~ch as 

r unn ing about aimlessly in the street; th r owing stone at people; c hasing 

peop le with knives or not attendin~ schoo l. "Bad luck" is frequently seen as 

a symptom of amafufunyana; "sometimes they (the ar:1afu i'unyana ) will kill h im, 

I can say by bad luck". Everything the patient does, including the dreams he 

experiences are "mixed up"; 

"A person who has got amafufunyana is always mixed up. Mixed up because 

-his spirit is mixed up with his evil spirit. And all the things, even 

the things he does are mixed up, showing that with this person there is 

something troubling him". 

In addition to the symptoms manifested in everyday life, the person with 

amafufunyana displays various symptoms in the church during healing services. 

The amafufuny ana, which are no~mally located in the patient's stomach, begin to 

mo~ e about when the person is in the church. Mr Ntshobodi maintai·ns that the 

spirits become afraid in the church and then attempt to leave the person's 

stomach; "Now in the church it is strong, s o they (amafufunyar.a ) want to run 

away". The a mafufunyana then mov e up from the person's stomach towards his 

head, causing him to become dizzy and to "run around the church like a mad 

person" . When the amafufunyana reach the person's head, he / she faints a n d fall . 

to the ground. The amafufunyana then be g in t o tal k in foreign languages. Al -

though various authors (Sibisi 1975, Schweitzer 1977) r eport that peo ple with 

amafufunyana speak in a vari etj of languages, patients in Grahamstown charac -

teristically speak in Zulu while possessed. According to Mr Ntshobodi , the 

the amafufunyana c ome from Zululand and thus it is that Zulu is spoken. He says: 

"So when a person has got ar:1afufunyana, he talks like a mad person . But 
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he is not actually mad, it is those amafufunya:',a i:15ide t:la~ a:-e ta~'-: :':-'.g". 

Mr Ntshobodi describes talking to the amafufunyana ; 

"And then we pray in the church, and that person (;Jatient) will fall 

down. Then you take your foot and put it he~e, on th~ ' V ' of t~~ ~ibs. 

And then he is going to talk. Those amafufunyana inside a~~ goi~g to tal~, 

because they will say, 'Don't put your foot on us '. Now they w~ll tal'.: 

inside. And then you say to them; '~hat do you want with this pe~so~?' 

They wi II say; "No, we want to. kill this person'. Then you 'IIill ask ti-:er71 

why. They will say; "because we are ordered! . 

ient you?', and they will tell you; "r'!r Bani, of mother Bani, sent us 

to kill this person'. And you will say to them; 'No, don't kill this 

person, go away" . They will argue. And you keep on driving them away 

until they will say, tnow we are going away'" 

Kiev (1972) shows that exorcism of evil spirits is generally performed in 

dramatic settings, where excessive stimulation appears to arouse a variety of 

positive emotions in patient and onlookers. Sundkler (1976) describes how the 

Rev J G Shembe claims to remove demons by striking patients with a long black 

veil which is believed to be charged with hidden powers of life. At times, 

Shembe may shout as he hits out with his veil, and commands the demons to leave. 

Krippner and Vil161do (1976 p.133) quote an American traditional healer on 

exorcism; 

"Sometimes they are very persistent, they lie and play tricks. But when 

they meet someone they can't fool they get angry. They may be tough and 

persistent but must be made to realize that they must go". 

Similarly, Her:-:ani Andrade, a Brazilian healer states that "the incorporator 

would expunge the spirit from his or her own body, firmly telling the entity 

not to return". 

Sibisi (1975) reports that the Zulus believe that once the amafufunyana ~re 
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exo~cised, the; ~oam the coun~~jsi~e in s~all ba~~3 3~~ ~aj a::a~~ t~e~3~~~~S 

to people who a~e not sufficiently fo~tified against t~em. Xhosa p~op ~ets 

believe that the Amafufunyana ~etu~n to t~e pe~son w~o sent them, but a~e 

unsure whethe~ the pe~son may make use of t~e~ again O~ not . 

During the time that the amafufunyana are s~eaking f~om w:..t."l:..n, pa:ie:-:: 

experiences total amnesia; 

"But the one who has got amafufuryana cannot I-<:no'.... what ' .... as happening to 

him, the time he was getting dizzy o~ falling down. It is the one who 

sees him that tells; that time that he was falling down or diz=y, the 

disease was going like this and this and this". 

Diagnosis 

! 

Sensation transference 

As mentioned above, sensation transference is the diagnostic procedure whe~e~y 

the patient's symptoms are transferred to the prophet during the laying on of 

hands. Mr Ntshobodi reports what he feels when laying hands on a person with 

amafufunyana; 

"When I am putting hands on SOiT,eo.,e who has got this disease, I am becoming 

mixed up, because I am feeling what he feels. I am mixed u~ and feel 

my body sore, and feel my body becoming stiff. When I am putting hands, 

I find that I want to fall down, I feel a dizziness . And I find my stomach 

becoming indigestive, bad stomach. And I find my legs becoming weak as 

a person who is coming from sickness. And I feel my heart becoming weak. 

And I feel myself as a person who is drunk . Who wants to talk so mixed up" . 

Visions 

While diagnosing a person with amafufunyana the person does not have visions 

in the sense of waking dreams, (i .e. symbolic Visions), but 'sees' stars and 

darkness. Mr Ntshobodi says; "I see some stars in my eyes, as a person who 

has got bile troubles, too much bile . And I can see darkness, even sometimes 

when I open my eyes I see that it is dark, as a person who is going to faint". 
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Mr Ntsno bodi ~ep o rts that h e does at ti me s have vis~ ons o f a~ X-ray tj~ e 

with amafufunya na. Figure 3 is a drawing done by M~ N t shc bod~ d ep~ c ti n ~ what 

he sees in those visi o ns. 

Drea:i:s 

The prophets clai~ that while treating a person with amafufunya~a, they have 

dreams similar to those experienced by the patient . The drea~s appear t o lack 

any form of structure D:-eam 
.. . 

clagrlCS1S and are completely mixed up. 

amafufunyana is concerned, is seldom used as the condition is easily diagnosed 

by employing the methods mentioned above. 

Etiology 

Sibisi (1975) suggests that the notion of evil spirit possession, such as 

. ' . (' . ' 

amafufunyana, is used as an idiom to handle the ~~ incidence of psycho-

neurosis often associated with failure to cope with the changing way of life in 

colonial and post- colonial industrial society. She sees it as a method of 

handling mentally disturbed people so that they do not feel reponsible for 

their condition. Consequently, patients do not feel that there is anything 

wrong with their minds . They think that they are merely victims of the 

amafufunyana spirits . 

Prophets of the A. H.C.Z. concur with the traditional Xhosa explanation of 

amafufunyana. Mr Ntshobodi says; 

"There is only one thing that causes amafufunyam It is that muthi, 

the Zulu muthi (umtiwamazulu). Sometimes, someone will take a Zulu muthi 

and put it in water to give you as dliso. And these amafufunyana, when 

they come in the stomach, they make another amafufunyana. Sometimes the 

amafufunyana in the stomach spread up to thousands in the stomach." 
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Aroafufunyana in a patient's stomach, as 

seen in a vision. Dra~ing by Mx Ntshobodi. 
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The p~ephets a~e not cle D ~ as to hew the p o ison is manufactu~ed . Sibisi 

( 1 975 , p.52) gives a succint account of how the poison is tho ug ht t o be made ; 

"A sorce~er is said to i nclude the s o il from va~ious g~a v es, and a n ts 

f~om the g~aveja~d , in his ha~mfu l c o ncocti o n. In this way t he s p irits 

of the dead are said to be captured and c ont~011ed by the s o rce~e~. 

The ha~~ful concoction may be placed in the path o f the victim , who becomes 

sick through contact with it." 

Amafufunyana is seen by the prop hets of the A.H.C . Z., as coming from Zululand, 

although t here are milde r forms which c ome from the Cape. The reasons put 

forward, are that the herbs necessary f o r production of amafufunyana are not 

available in the Eastern Cape, but only in Natal . The diffe rence in vegetation 

and, specifically, the difference in the available herbs, is seen as the reason 

why Zulus appear to suffer from s ome illnesses that do not trouble the Xhosas. 

Mr Ntshobodi says; 

"I have been to Zululand in 1950, in the mine. I have seen a lot of 

diseases there of the Zulus that I had not seen before. In Zululand, 

the trees are not like those here. The leaves of ~ese drugs are different. 

The Zulus have got stronger herbs. There are not s o many forests here". 

Tre atment 

Schwei tzer (1977) reports that the amagqira whom he interviewed were unusually 

reti cent when the subject of amafufunyana came under discussion, and they made 

no claim of be i ng able to cure the c ondition. In fact, one of the methods used 

by the amag qira f o r the diagnosing of a mafufunyana, was recognition of the fact 

that their medicine when used, had no effect on the patient . Schweitzer says 

that patients with amafufunyana whom he interviewed, claimed to have obtained 

meaningful explanations regarding the nature of their ailment , from the amagqira, 

but the patients did not believe that a cure could be effected . In the present 

study, this view was found to be prese n t in most Xhosa speakers in Grahamstown, 

'"i t-I, +- ro p ~-: ce":)ticn of mem':J ":!:"" s o f the') to ~ r 7 :;I ..... ~,-.. C' '""\ ....... _ .. _ ~ t...._ .... '7.; ..... ~ .; __ 4- ,....~ •• ___ ,....1.- .... .-



a '.ve II educ a ~ed , ~este~nized X~osa, sta::.ed tl:a t ; 

"If you ha'le got a~a~ufunyana, yo~ rathe~ die than ca~ry on li'li~g. If the 

a:oC'.fufur.yana are rer:1ovec from you, you will die". 

The popular belief where amafufunyana is concerned, is that o~ce they have 

ta~en possession of a person, they cannot be r emoved without resulti ng in 

the death of the person. Removing the amafufunyana is tanta~ount to removing 

the control centre of the patient. The prophets of t he A.H . C. Z. claim to s olve 

this problem by infusing the Holy Spirit into the patient . This then takes 

the place of the amafufunyana which are removed during the healing session. 

The prophets claim that the amagqira and ixhwele in the Eastern Cape cannot 

cure amafufunyana, because they are unable to obtain the curative herbs which 

are necessary. The suggestion is that those traditional healers in Zululand 

who can cure the disease, are able to do so because of the availability of 

superior herbs. A similar view is held by an igqira whom Schweitzer (1977 

p.128) interviewed. This man sees the Ixhwele as being able to cure amafufuyana; 

"He is the maker of them (amafufunyana), so they have t wo different pO'.",ers, 

those for be'.oJi tching and those for healing". 

In the A.H . C.Z. the amafufunyana spirits are exorcised during healing ceremonies, 

and never in individual "the:'apy" sessions. The patient is placed in the centre 

of the congregation on the Holy spot, and the prophets dance in a circle a:'ound 

her. \vi thin a short time, the amafufunyana "get scared" and "they want to 

run away". The rationale put foreward is thRt the amafufunyana are afraid 

of the church and thus attempt to leave the patient's body . They are said 

to be afraid of the church drum, singing, water, the Holy Spirit, and the laying 

on of hands. When they become afraid, the amafufunyana move from the patient's 

stomach to her head, causing her to loose consciousness. Mr Ntshobodi says; 

, 
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inside. They do not li ke hands on. They do not like the church drum 

and they do not like singing . So n o w thei wants to go away . That's 

what causes her to fall do'.om". 

Once the patient has fallen to the ground the amafufunyana begin. to talk. 

The prophet cond~cting the healing, speaks to the amafufunyana and asks them 

various standard questions, thereby ascertaining by whom they were sent and 

for · .... hat reason. The amafufunyana may count themselves and tell the prophet 

how many there within the patient. They may also say their names, which are 

usually of Zulu origin, such as Shoti, Bonrives, ~Iagawulegoduka, Achumalo and 

Shelele. 

The prophet then commands the amafufunyana to leave the person's body. This 

is al~ays ~et with resistance from the amafufunyana, who refuse to leave the 

person . Mr Onceya comments; 

"It is not easy to make the amafufunyana to come out of the person . 

Sometimes, they become angry. The more angry they become, the more you 

have to pray for them to come out. When you talk to the amafufunyana, 

you must not talk nicely, ,. Amafufunyana, come out of this person'; you must 

talk harsh for them to come out of the person. And shout, "'Come out of 

this person, come out!" 

3.1. 2 Amakhosi 

Amakhosi is regarded as a milder and less dangerous form of spirit possession 

than amafufunyana. The symptoms and etiology of the two conditions differ 

slightly. 

Symptomatology 

The main symptom observed in peo ple with amakhosi is the tende ncy t o 'prophe t' 

while in the church. The person erroneously believes that he has the powers 
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o~ a p~ephet and atteGpts to use them du~~ng the services. Mr Nts~obod i 

describes sc~e of the sym~tom s; 

"A person 'Hith amakhosi, he feels he wants to prophet. He is alwa:rs talking 

w:-" ong things, (?:-cphe ting incor-rec tly) . And wher. s~e has get a~a~~osi 

we can say it is like a person that has got amafufunyana, but is not 

actually amafufunyana . Ther-e is a little difference bet~een the t'Ho. 

The person who has got amakhosi, when he comes to the church, he will 

• talk, as a person who is talking right things, but he is talking wrong 

things. He thinks that he is propheting, but he is not. And he is a 

little bit mad in the head. And then we pray in the church, that person 

will fall down. The amakhosi is not dangerous to people. They are just 

making people to be mad-like . Now you drive them away, the same way (as 

with amafufunyana) and they go away". 

Diagnosis 

Sensation transference 

When sensory transference occurs, the prophet begins to feel "mixed up"; 

he feels "electricity" moving up his arms and may make mistakes while praying. 

Mr Ntshobodi elucidates the difference in sensation transference, between 

amakhosi and amafufunyana; 

"Yes, I feel a difference. I feel the one with amafufunyana, I feel 

very mixed up in my head, and I feel that my knees are not strong; weak 

knees. And I feel my body as a person who is mad . I can feel my head 

dizzy and my stomach very bad. With amakhosi I feel mixed up, I feel 

that I want to talk wrong things, I try to pray, but I am praying wrongly, 

mixed up. And I feel my body as if it is shocked. There is that difference 

between amakhosi and amafufuyana." 

Visions 

While diagnosing amakhosi in a patient, the prophet has visions of the patient 

in darkness with his enemies around him . Mr Ntshobodi explains; 



"iI/hen I am p ra~f i ng fo, a p~ ,sen ',>/ho r.as go t amakhos i, I see f i ,s t 

that the person is in darkness. AGd even if I open my eyes when he i s 

in front of me, I see that he is in darkness . And now I have to ask 

the s pir it who the pers on is in darkness. And now they (Holy Spirit ) 

wil l show me tha~ th is person is i n darkness, because this person is 

among enemies. I see that he is a~ong ene~ies. I k~cw that the; a-~ 

enemies because t hey are putting on black . They are coming to him in 

darkness, in a way that he cann?t s ee . That's why the spirit shows 

me this man is in darkness. Now I have to pray (and as k) why are these 

enemies chasing this person. What has this person done? Now I will 

see those enemies which are around him are those enemies which are inside 

(viz. the amakhosi) They look like people. And nO'N I have to pray 

about those enemies; try to chase them away. Now these enemies hear 

that this person is praying, nO'N they try and get out and it makes his 

stomach bulge, and then he falls down". 

Etiology 

In contrast to amafufunyana which most frequently comes from Zululand, amakhosi 

is said to be sent by a Xhosa igqira or ixhwele. As with amafufunyana, amakhosi 

is formed as a poison (dliso) which results in the evil spirits possessing t he 

victim's body. Mr Ntshobodi provides an example of amakhosi possession; 

"Some can get amakhosi by dliso. If a child is clever in school, s omeone 

will give the child dliso . 'Come here, my child' - then when the child 

comes, ' Here is t he food'. Then when the child eats the food he will 

get amakhosi. And now at school you wil l find the ch il d mixed up. And 

someone will say the child is mad . Some people will say the child has 

learned over , too much. They say the education makes him mad" . 

. ~ 
Prophets in the A. H. C. Z. believe that amakhosi can be treated by an i gqira , {U~i": 
unlike amafufunyana. The amagqira are no t seen to Cure the condition, but t~~~ 

Treatment 
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modify it to the advantage of th e pa tient. The am a~ho si are n o t f o rced 

ou~ of t~e patient ' s body. harnessed . which in turn 

helps the patient to become an igq ira hi~self. The procedure is elucidated 

by :'I r Ntshobodi; 

"The igqira will take the perso n with a~a~hosi and put on their drugs 

in a bucket, on the person. These drugs are biting the bocj. They put 

drugs or. his head. The medicine is biting like acid. And after that , 

th~person is a igqira. They put on that white clay. now he becomes a 

igqira and pro phets for mo ney" . 

The prophets treat amakhosi in a way which is simi lar to the treatment of 

amafufunyana. They talk to the spirits and command them to leave the person's 

body . The treatment is easier than that employed to cure a mafufunyana, and 

characteristically requires only one session. 

3.1.3 Ukushiywa Ziingqondo 

Cheetham and Cheetham (1976) state that 'insanity' per se, is not recognized 

as s uc h by the rural Xhosa. and posit that it is a concept which has been 

gradually conveyed to them by the Whites. Ukushiywa ziingqondo (or phambana) 

is a term used to describe insanity by the urbani zed Xhosa in Grahamstown. 

There are t'NO f orms of t his cond': tion, one r e sulting from dliso, the other from 

evil spiri ts . 

Symptomatology 

Ukushiywa ziingqo ndo is characterized by symptoms of a psychot i c nature coupled 

with various forms of anti - social and aggressive behaviour. Oliso type symptoms 

have an insidious onset. while the evil sp irit type onset is acute . Mr 

Ntshobodi says; 

"That dliso in that pers on has s ometimes taken five years before it has 

mace him ill. But the one with the evil spiri ts, I will kno w that it 
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Anotha- di ffer-ence be t'Neen the dl iso a:1cl e'lil spiri t types, is tha t sYr.1p to;;;s 

of the former- type manifest themselves pr-imarily at , ' '-
rllgnL. , while the latter 

may occur at any time, According t o Mr- Ntshobodi; 

"The difference bet'Neen the per-son 'Nith the dliso a:cd the o:ce ',vi':h evil 

spirits, is that the one with dliso is becoming 'Norse at night, and the 

other one, his madness can be at any time". 

Diagnosis 

Se"sation transference 

Pa~ients with ukushiywa ziingqondo display a great variety of symptoms which 

are transferred to the prophet during diagnosis. Some examples are put forewar c 

by t-lr Ntshobodi; 

"When a person has got this disease, I feel my thoughts are mixed up. 

And I feel my head is as if I am choked by something, as if I am choking 

by electricity, choking in my head. And I feel I can talk everything. 

I feel a headache on my forehead. I feel my head, there is ice-like cold. 

My head is so funny. In my own body I feel that, as if I am not a person. 

I don't feel how my body is. I feel so funny, funny body. I feel as if 

my muscles are not working, My nerves are not working. And dizziness, 

my head is so funny. When I am praying sometimes he is upside down. 

As if sometimes I just laugh at him, he is so funny. Sometimes, I can 

see the person upside down. And sometimes the person becomes small. I 

can see this person is still here, but it is as if he is far away from 

me. When I put hands I feel that my hands are not over this man's head, 

Sometimes I feel as if I have no hands, but I must pray. 

Sometimes I find that my body is so funny, as if it is not my body, as 

if sometimes I can pinch my body and as if my blood is not working. Pinch 

myself and feel nothing. I feel myself so angry, cross while I am praying, 

so that sometimes I ha ve to bite my t ongue (to control the anger). 

Those tricks happen when I am praying. These tricks are those tricks 
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TNhich 2:--e 0;:' thi3 ~ar. (pa:.!.e~~ ~ ) . " 

The pro!Jhet s;;:el13 blaoe, "beca'Jse J: his blood (patient's) going up to his 

head" ..... ith the e ·/i1 spirit type. He snells "coal s:noke" '",ith the dliso 

type, beca '~se of t:--te "s::--cng he:--8s". 

Visions 

When diagnosing a pers on ..... :~n ukushiy ..... ~ ziing~ondo, the prophet has X-ray 

type visions, 

the difference; 

. ...'
DO ...... l the e··/il spir~t and dliso types. Mr Ntshobodi elucidates 

"So when a person is mac, I must cr-.ec:-< whethe:- is this caused by a poison 

or whether is this caused by an evil spirit. When it is caused by a 

poison, I will see the cliso inside. When I see the dliso, it is something 

in the stomach; it is black in the middle, and has stars, I can say rays 

on the siees. Then I k:10'H it is eliso. The rays sho""'ingwhere the poison 

is. The rays are caused by the blood. Now the dliso is inside and the 

blood is around it. When there is evil spirits I will see the smoke going 

up to his head. From the stomach up to the head. The smoke looks like a 

vapour, going up to the head". 

An example of visions seen with the dlisa-type was drawn by Mr Ntshobodi 

(figure 4). 

\'/i th both f orms of this condition the prophet may 'see', "something like stars" 

or have s ymbolic type visions, in which he sees aloe trees or flowers around 

the patient. 

Dreams 

Diagnostic dreams of ukushiywa ziingqondo are construed as "bad dreams" and 

are characterized by quarrelling and fighting. Mr Ntshobodi gives an example 

of a dream he had while treating Mr Onceya , a trainee prophet; 



Figure 4. 

Dli so-tyne Q~8hiywa zin~qondo, as seen 

in a vision. Drawing by Mr. Ntshobodi. 
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"ene cay '..; h e r: I ;"ns t,eati ng a pe:'son wi th this di. se a s ·~, I s a'.'" a c .:-e s. :.; 

with small boys witho~t thei, clothes . I was quarrelling with these small 

boys, and I feel myself running. And my wife shake me, and asked me what 

happened, because I was crying that time. She wake me up . That t~me I 

was still fighting with this per-son , who has got this disease. And I p.:-ay 

for that dreaD (in the church) and the Holy Spirit shows me that I must 

pray more for that per-son, so that I must not r un away from that disease . 

That time I f eel that those small boys fighting with me , a~e those enemies 

of tha t person. By runn ing was that I was running from the enemies, which 

were chasing that person" . 

Etiology 

As mentioned abo ve, ukushiywa ziingqondo may result from either evil spirits 

or eliso. The dliso is administered in the form of a poison which penetrates 

the person's body and lodges itself in the stomach. It then "poisons the blood" 

which in turn makes the person mad. In a similar way, evil spirits may be 

sent to possess the patient's body. The condition may also result if a person 

acciden tly sees a witch's familiar, such as impundulu , tikoloshe, or oheli. 

Mr Nt s hobodi says: 

"Sometime s another one (patient) c an be frigh tened by a ghost. And 

now the picture of the ghost lives in his mind . That can cause him 

to be mac" . 

3.1. 4 Ukuphaphazela 

Ukuphaphazela is said to be an illness caused by evil spirits which fight 

with the patient ~t night. 

Symptomatology 

The ukuphaphazela condition only manifests itself at night, leaving the 

patient functioning normally during the day. Charateristically, patients fight 
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frequently tries to ru~ away . It is reported that families often tie people 

suffering fro~ this condition to their beds to prevent the~ from running 

away into the night. Upon awakening, patients may experience various hallu-

cinations. The symptoms are described by Mr Ntshobodi; 

"That one (illness) happens when a person is sleeping. He wa~es up and 

wants to run away. Sometimes the person is ill in the hospital lying on 

the bed, and he wakes up and wants to run, s ometimes to the bushes. He 

says that he is seeing something. He is frightened. When you ask 'What 

do you see?', he 
1 

will say, 'I see a gogo' And when you as~ what is 

a gogo, he does not know what a gogo is. So we call him ukuphaphazela". 

The evil s~~rits may prompt the person to kill himself, for example Mr. 

Ntshobodi says; 

"And when he sees a motor car, he wants to go to that, to be killed. This 

disease want him to, so that a person must be killed". 

Diagnosis 

Sensation transference 

Mr Ntshobodi reports the following feelings in his body while diagnosing 

ukuphaphazel a in a patient; 

"You feel that you vlant to run. And you feel that you are afraid. And 

you feel that you are half- minded . And you feel sometimes that your body 

has got a electricity. Your body is funny, and you feel there is something 

coming (chasing) you". 

Visions 

Visions are of the sensation transference type. Mr Ntshobodi elaborates; 

"When you are praying you see the visions of the darkness. You are always 

1 . A "gogo"is a nonsensical term used by the patient to describe his 

hallucination. 
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looking at hi~ (but) you don't fin d him. As if there is no perscn i ~ 

f~ont of you. When you are praying you don't find him in f~cn~ o~ you, 

he is in darkness". 

Dreams 

Diagnostic dreams of ukuphaphazela are characterized by quarrelling a~c 

fighting bet~e~~the prophet and the evil spirits which plague the patient. 

The following dream was one experienced and subsequently analysed by Mr 

Ntshobodi, who explains that; 

"I was in a party. But this place is a place where I have not bee;"'. 

before. With long buildings, high buildings. And in this place we 

were, it was a place like a hotel. And in this place were people. Some 

of these people were like which! know, but when I looked at them I 

didn't know them. But all the time I had a hope that I am going to know 

this people. And there was a man who has a white shirt and a black trouser. 

He came here, and he says that I must come there. Then I go with the 

man. This man say to me, "Stay here, I am going to fetch a ball over this 

roof.' And this man goes up in this roof. And my spirit told me that 

this man is not going to take a ball, he is going to take (fetch) some

thing to kill me. Luckily, there was a post lying like this (horizon

tally), and between the iron and the poles was a gap. And I saw this man's 

hand taking something in the other side in the gap. And I saw those 

slatc:'es which they use in the forest . A long axe. And I see this man 

taking this axe there. And I run away. I go past the mountains and go 

down. And I hid in some trees in the kloof. And I saw that man wearing 

that white shirt and the black trousers, looking for me in the trees. 

And then I wake up. I take the dream to the church, and they say, a 

white shirt, this shows them this man believes a little. But the black 

(trousers) was still on earth, the half was still on earth. So I found 

the enemies of this man (patient) were among the people who believe, who 



a~e iG the ch~~ch. That time this man who has g o t u ku ~ hep ha z el a 

there was a quarrel between this man and another man . No w they were 

quarrelling about the driving (both were drivers)" . 
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M~ rltshcbodi ex~lai~ed that the ma n chasing him in the dream, was the same 

ma~ t~at was figh~i~g w~t~ the patie~t a~d who had sent the evil spi~its to 

the patie::.t. 

Etiology 

Uku~ha~ha~ela is caused by evil spirits sent by one person to another. Mr 

Ntshobodi explains the procedure , showing that distance does not effect the 

sending of evil spirits; 

"He mixes strong drugs here (Grahamstown) and talks he~e to the drugs, 

calling the name of the person . And that person (patient) would phaphazela 

in East London. By sending evil words here, that would happen in East 

London" . 

3 . 2.5 Ukuthwasa 

Gussler (1973) reports that ukuthwasa has a great time depth in South Africa, 

having been recorded by some of the earliest European travellers and missio

naries such as Callaway (1870), Shooter (1857), and Kidd (1904). By comparing 

these earlier accounts with recent ones such as those given by Barker (1959), 

Cole (1967) and Lee (1970), Gussler suggests that the symptoms of ukuthwasa 

have remained stable for at least one hundred years or more. 

Schweitzer (1977, p . 49) provides a succint description of ukuthwasa; 

"Thwasa refers to a category of experience whereby the individual 

experiences a 'calling' to join the profession of the amagqira. This 

'calling' is associated with 'sickness' or I disintegration I I and is 

initiated by the ancestors. The 'calling' indicates not only to the per-
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son, but to the community, tha: the afflicted pe~5 0n is r equi re d to 

pursue the course prescribed by the t:---~',v3.sa expe:: ie:1ce." 

Prophets in the A.H.C.Z. display a~biguous , and often contradicto~y attitudes 

towards the phenomenon of uku~~wasa and related a~ces:~al spirits . The 

following statements by Mr Ntshobodi will se~ve to highligh: some of these 

ambiguities and elucidate the A.H.C.Z. 's views en ukut~wasa: 

"Ukuthwasa comes frem the a<1cestors. In the 3ible in the days of old, 

in the Book of Moses, there was a s~irit of God and there was a spirit 

of ukuthwasa. There were twe spirits. And now God has tried to drive 

away this spirit (of ukuth·"asa). Ar:d He says, the one '"ho has got this 

spirit of ukuthwasa among the Israelites, must be thrown with stones, to 

death, in Exodus." 

* Tell me what it says? 

"It says, 'you must not kneel to other Gods, you must only kneel to me. 

I will drive away your disease.' For instance, now I . believe only in 

God, I cannot now think I must go to the witch-doctors. Then I am making 

God to be angry." 

The above is a reflection 0: 1 Corinthians 10:18-22, to which Mr Ntshobodi 

frequentl y refers; 

"Consider the people of Israel, are not those who eat the sacrifices 

partners in the alter? What do I imply then? That food offered to 

idols (ancestors) is anything, or that an idol is anything? No, I imply 

that what pagans sacrifice, they offer to demons and not to God. I do 

not want you to be partners with demons. You cannot drink from the cup 

of the Lord and the cup of demons. You cannot partake of the table of the 

Lord and the table of demons. Shall we provoke the Lord to jealousy?" 

Mr Ntshobodi continues; 

"This ukuthwasa is coming far away (a long time ago). The first man who 

has done this ukuthwasa was the man in the Bible whom we call Nimrod. 

This man in the Bible was the first man to deal with the forest. He was 
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[~e fi~st ma~ to use t~e me~icine5 , no , herbs, not the me~ici~es because 

the med~cines are clean. The Bible said that he was the first man to 

g o out of the ·"ay. He had done those ukuthwasa". 

Alt~oug~ the Bible strictures against healers who do not heal through the 

Holy Spirit, ~r N~shobodi's attitude is once again ambiguous . He says; 

"Ar.a t~ i s people, the ·"itch-doc tors, I cannot say they are wrong o r 

what, but their healing power is g oi ng funny. Because these people, 

their t hings are always going wrong. I make an example: when you take 
• 

your daughte~ there and say she has got a disease, they (amagqi ra ) 

say she has got ukuthw2sa, and I must take her to my house (igqira's 

house) . 
1 

And then when my daughter comes back she has got a baby. 

But all the time, that person (igqira) says he is helping. That is why 

we find that ukuthwasa has gone a wrong way . Although the spirit can heal, 

if you look at it you can see that it is a1'.o/ays going wrong." 

* Do you know why it is going wrong? 

"If I am a igqira, and s omeone is s uffering from a stomach ache, then I 

will say that I must cure this person with the blood of a goat. You 

have to buy a goat. And then I take a small blood, mix it and give it 

to this man . And then all the goat, I am going to eat it. So there are 

people who can do the real thing, but there are people who are r obbers". 

Symptomatology 

Mr Ntshobodi delineates the symptoms of ukuthwasa; 

"He (the patient) feels half mad . And he always does wrong things. Some-

times yo u will find that person crying for nothing. And his heart always 

wants to cry. And he got sometimes what you cull umbilini; he feels his 

heart beating fast. And sometimes he wont sleep i n the house and he is 

going around doing wrong things". 

Mr Nt shobod i does not consider ukuthwasa as an illness per se , which once again 

reflects his ambiguous attitude on the subject; 

1. Hirst (1980) states that there is widespread belief among the Xhosa- speaking 



"This disease ukuth' . .,rasa , is a f unny thing, it is no t tha:: a pe,s ,:m is 

sick, no, he is not sick. But this person does many w,ong thing~. Doing 

wrong things, someone who likes to be in prison all the time, s omeone 

goir.g in the street robbing or heuse breaking". 

Ancestrally sent dreams are also seen to constitute part e~ the sy~p~omatic 

picture of ukuthwasa. Mr Ntshobodi says; 

"Sometimes the person wi l l have a dream, everyday have the sa::.e d,eai71 . 

The dream leads the person to the , ancestors. And that dream makes the 

person think a bout the ancestors. He becomes nervous of thinking of this. 

And now he becomes sick . In that way the ancestors are coming". 

Diagnosis 

Sensation transference 

Some of the sensations transferred to the prophet during diagnosis are described 

by Mr Nts hobodi; 

"When a person has got ukuth',"asa I feel in my body, is full of pains. 

And! feel I must fight in prayers with this person. And I can feel his 

spirit it is not the spirit of a person, it is the spirit of ukuthwasa. 

and I feel in darkness" . 

Visions 

Visions characteristically consist of '(seeing" var i ous items belonging to the 

igqira's regalia, such as necklaces, ropes, rings, etc. In addi tion, ~Ilr 

Ntshobodi reports that he frequently" sees" , "a big hat of a baboon". 

Dreams 

Diagnostic dreams of ukuthwasa appear to be more detailed versions of the 

visions. Mr Ntshobodi says; 

"Sometimes I see a sacrifice, and sometimes I see a bucket of beer . 

Sometimes I see a person with the tail of a cow , These dreams are the 



E::iology 

As mentioned above, ukuth l,oJasa is seen by traditional Xhosa as a "calling" 

s ent by the ances::ors to induce a person to become an i~qira . A variety o~ 

ex~12nations have been put fore~ard by different authors. Some authors ha~e 

posi ted(3uhr::;a."'Ul) 1976 , Sch: . ."e i tze:- 1 977 , Kruger 1 974 , Lamla 1976) that uv.utr.' . .;asa 

is i ni tiated by a crisis in living. While o t hers (Gussler 1973 ) suggest that 

ukuth~asa symptom s may be a result of acute malfunctioning, caused by specific 

nutritional deficiencies . 

I Treatment 

\ 

People are said to th~asa either in the forest or in the river . The following 

example, provided by Mr Ntshobodi, concerns the treatment of ukuthwasa by an 

\ 
igqira in the forest; 

"He (the patient) is taken to the witch- doctor, and the witch- doctor takes 

strong herbs and puts them in a bucket with water. Then he will pour 

them over the patient's head. They call that ukuphelela. Then they take 

a goat and kill the goat. Then they take the right of the goa t and put 

it on the fire, and give it to the man who is thwassaing. And after 

that, they take white clay and put it on his face. And now they call that 

man umkweta. Now he is going to go with the 'IIi tch-doctors from farm to 

farm (as his helper and apprentice) . In that way he is heal ed. They take 

a long time, s Oi:letimes a year or more" . 

Mr Ntshobodi points out t hat the treatment of ukuthwasa is not always successful, 

a factor wh ich seemingly depends on the competency of the particular igqira. 

"But it is difficult for the witch- doctor to cure sometimes, if the 

witch- doctor has not got t~e power of doing the sacrifice of this person. 

And now that person will get mad , umphambana". 

In the foll owing passage , Mr Ntshobodi describes the type of ukutr.wasa in which 

the person is called by the Abantu Bomblambo. The Abantu Boblambo (River People) 



are simila~ to mermaids. They are said to be hal~ fish and half huna~. T~e 

Xhosa believe these people have the:"r homes under the '."ate~, es~eciallj in 

deep pools (Soul 1974). 

"This th'.vasa comes in t ,,.;o ways. The~e is ar.othe~ tj;:.e of th"i2.Sa ''';:':''C:1 

they call ukuthwetyulwa. With ukuthwasa you take a pe~son to the witch-

doctors, but that one, ukuthwetyulw2, is the one tha~ has bee~ t2ke~ OJ 

the other witch-doctors which live in the river, Aba~tu Bomlan~o. 

Ukuthwetyulwa are those which ar~ just taken. Sometimes, the children 

are playing in the river and now they come back and they say; I No, so 

and so has not come back'. Now he has been taken by the river. They 

are going to make him igogo, not a witch-doctor. Igogo are those that 

have been taken by the river. Sometimes a person will go to the river 

with the others, and at the river this man will take out his clothes 

and get into the water. But when he is in the middle of the \ river, he 

will make a sign to the others, or lift up his hands, and then sink in 

the water . And then after that, ,the parents of that child must not cry. 

And they must take a spare room and they must not light the room. After 

three days, that child that has been taken by the river would come back 

at night. Early in the morning they will find him in that spare room. 

And he is already an igogo. He can see everything". 

~uthwasa is claimed to be cured in the Church . Naturally , this does not result 

in the person becoming an igqira or igogo, and the procedures of treatment are 

radically different. A person seeking help from the church has to forsake 

his ancestors , accept Christianity and become a church member. Mr Ntshobodi 

explains what type of people go to the church for help, as opposed to those 

going to an igqira; 

"Other people has not got any cattle. Sometimes the ukuthwasa wants a 

sacrifice and he (patient) has got no money, and he has got no parents 

to do the sacrifice. Because the sacrifice uses too much money. Then 

they come to the church. I can say all the poor people, they come to the 
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church. Those that have got a head of cattle, they don't worry , they 

will just take a cattle and make a sacrifice and then his son beco8es 

a witch-doctor." 

* Do only the poor people come to your church? 

"Yes. And some of those that want to throw a';lay that uK ut!-:';lasa, S08e-

times a person is in the church, now there are many troubles because that 

ukuthwasa does not like a church. He must always be a80ng the witch-

• doctors. This man wants to leave that ukuthwasa and become a church 

me8ber . Now when he comes to our church he gets healed again . ~hen a 

witch-doctor sees a person with ukuthwasa , he will make him into a witch-

doctor; but in our church we drive that ukuthwasa away with prayers . 

Ukuthwasa is easy to c ure with pr ayers if the person believes. In our 

church it i s easy, because you just take him and lay hands on him anc 

take him to the rive r and the person wi ll be healed." 

3 .2 Neurotic-l ike illnesses 

3 . 2.1 Ukuphuthelwa 

Ukuphuthelwa is not related to the supernatural in any waY,and is seen to result 

s imply from day to day anxieties. The condition is synonomous with insomnia. 

Symptoms 

People with ukuphuthelwa remain awake all night thinking about things that 

Worry them. Frequently, they make loud sighing noises, "heeeeh, heeeeh", or 

they cry for long periods . Their thoughts become mixed up, and they become 

, weaker as the condition progresses. 

~agnosis 

~nsation transference 
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Mr Ntshobodi claims to experience the f o llowing sensacicns ~~2 n di a ;~c sin~ 

ukuphuthelwa as a disease; 

"Ii/hen I lay hancs on him I feel that I am mixed up. Thinkir.g teo r..L:cn. 

My body becomes weak and I am thinking too much. Sometimes when I a~ 

praying for the person, my eyes become full of tears. 

becomes sore, as if there is a thing that I must swallow in my ~eart. 

There is a ball which I must swallow here (throat region), and sc~etimes 

I want to cry. When I am praying for this person, I find out this person 

is full of worries". 

Visions 

Diagnostic visions are of the waking-dream type, and are usually unambiguous, 

contain no s ymbo lism, and therefore require no interpretation. An exa:nple 

is provided byMr Ntshobodi; 

"I have no visions of a person who is crying. 

face, and a hand on the side". 

Dreams 

I see pictures of a crying 

Drea~s of ukuphuthelwa are disjointed and of short duration. They display 

features which have more in common with hypnagogic images than with any actual 

REM dreams. Mr Ntshobodi elaborates; 

"tvly dreams sometimes are very funny dreams. They are short. Sometimes 

you see people going by. Sometimes you see falling down . Very short 

dreams . Sometimes you are in a bus, but you don't see the bus stop 

and you won't know why you are on the bus, but you will just be on the 

bus. In this bus you will see people, and then the dream goes away again. 

Short, short dreams". 

Etiology 

~lr Ntshobodi says that ukuphuthelwa is caused by "worries"; 



"Sometimes he worries about his house, sometimes he worry about poo rness, 

anything can worry him. So that he can think about that thing all the 

time. This can cause him slee~lessness. 

There are more worries . Sometimes a person is worried about work, he has 

got no work. Sometimes a person is worried about his wife, about his 

children. That causes him to think about that, the whole day. He is 

worried all the time, and now his heart becomes full of this thinking. 

And now he has not got another c~ance of hope thinkings; he is only 

thinki"g of his worries". 

Treatment 

Treatment consists of getting the patient to confess his worries, and then 

lending him support with words of comfort, usually taken from the Bible. The 

process is explained in detail by Mr Ntshobodi; 

"So nO'il he needs a person to give him 'Nords, so that he may be (able to) 

get a l ·i ttle hope. I take him aside in a room, sit down with this man 

and give him few words. Telling him that straight' I saw that you are in 

worries, What worries have you got?' Then he has to empty his heart 

telling you all his worries. And then, when his hear t is empty by telling 

all his worries, then you have to give him those words. And then I rub all 

those words which he has given to me and tell him what to do." 

* Can you tell me what you would say to him? 

"I would say to this man : ' My friend, all your trust must be in God. 

Jesus Christ has said to us we must think what we are going to eat to -

morrow, and what are we going to wear. Look at the birds. The birds has 

not got fields to plant , they have not got anyone who can give them clothes . 

But they get their food in a right time . All the seascns God is looking 

after them. And now Jesus Christ is asking us how much more to you 

peop l e , 'when I do these good things to the· bi rds, how much more to you 

who are my picture '. And I say to this man: "Do you hear these words' 



Po e s aJs: 'Y eS' . a:. '': I say to h im , ' Let: us pray' . T!len 'Ii ": g~~ en 

our prayers . And I take wat er an d g ive this man wa ter t o dri nk (Holy 

'.vat er ) . " 

3.2.2 Umbi. lini 

Umbilini (when your heart beats), may be considered as a form of anxiety 

neurosis which warns the patient about something in his life. Holdstock 

(19796) p. 7 ) says; 

"Umbilini is a bodily sensation which originates in the region of the 
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solar plexus and it is absolutely imperative to listen to the wnbilini." 

He points to the conceptual similarity between umbilini and the oriental notion 

of kundalini, and mentions the similar sound of the words. 

In the A.H.C.Z.'s nosological scheme, there are four forms of this illness, 

which are differentiated by etiological factors . These are; a) neglected 

customs b) a guilty conscience resulting from a bad deed, such as theft 

c ) being chased by evil spirits at home, and d) unwittingly seeing a witch's 

familiar such as the impandulu or oheli. 

Symptomatology 

Regardless of etiology, most patients with umbilini tend to report t he same 

symptoms, which take the form of generalized anxiety. Th~report feeling 

frightened at night, and their fear is aggravated by any sudden mov ement or 

noise. Their bodies shake slightly, and they feel wea k . The patient 's main 

complaint, hO'llever, is that he "feels that his heart is beating fast." 

Cheetham and Ch eetham ( 197 6 ) describe umbilini as sensa t ions of pal pita ti on, 

throbbing, discomfort, or subjective feelings of pain in t he epigastric region, 

which they see as similar to autonomic nervous system overreaction. They mai n

tain umbilini is associated with increased sensitivity and emoti onal instability 

, _ .. _ .: J.. _ _ • __ ~ .......... -1 _ _ _ _ 
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Diagnosis 

sensati on t~ansference 

Acco~ding to Mr Ntshobodi, a pe~son who suffe~s froG u~bilini has a diffe~ent 

heart beat. The beat which gives warning of same aspect in the pe~son's 

life, is said to vary with each type of umbilini. Thus it is that pe~sons af

flicted with different forms of the illness era wa~ned of different things. 

Mr Ntshobodi claims that he is able to feel and distinguish these types of 

heart beat, which form the basis of diagnosis relating to umbilini. He 

elucidates the different types as follows; 

"I will feel the umbilini. the heart beating. So when the heart beats 

I have to ask in my prayers what kind of beating is this. what kind of 

umbilini this is. Because there are four kinds of umbilini. 

The person who .did not do his customs. his heart is beating like those .... 

1 .. . . 23.1 .... 23. then you listen. It is as a voice who is making like 

this. so that I must listen what he is talking . 

" .. 

Those ones with the oheli and impandulu are beating low down . This one. the 

umbilini is coming from the stomach. Beating low down. as if a person is 

going to get some telegram. from a friend that has passed (away) . That 

is the umbilini which is causing this person to be lack of energy. He is 

always falling down. becoming weaker. And I feel a pain on my left side 

going up my back. 

A person who has got something wrong at his home. his heart is not beating 

as those ones (above) . His heart beats so fast. but so little. In your 

lips while you are praying. you want to talk so rude. rough words. Some

times you find that you want to quarrel. And you find you are not in 

spirit. My heart beats so little. 

The one who has done something wrong. your heart beats fast. as if you 

are frightened of something" . 
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Visions 

Diagnostic visions differ according to the type of umbil i ni . The cmbilini 

caused by seeing a witch's familia~s , take the following fo~~ ; 

" I see visions such a~ pictures, like ghost li;':e. Po. r.a2.f fi::-e -l i~-:e 

pic ture . I see sometimes a burning piece of branch, s ometimes as if a 

burning wood, as if you take a burning wood a nd shake it there comes 

s parks ". 

Umbilini caused by troubles at home result in visions of a home set ting ~ith 

people arguing and fighting. If the patient has neglected his customs, t~e 

prophet will see people performing a sacrifice in the vision. Finally, if 

the umbilini was a result of a bad deed, the prophet will "see" some form of 

t heft, or a policeman in the vision. 

Dreams 

Dreams of umbilini are characterized by evil spirits 9f various forms, chasing 

people. It is believed that during diagnosis, the spirits that are chasing 

the patient, begin to chase the prophet . This is portrayed in the prophet's 

dreams . Mr Ntshobodi tells o f a dream he had while treating a patient with 

umbilini. The cause of the illness was the patient's neglect o f sacrifices 

to the ancestors; 

"I was in the forest, I was going to my uncle's house. Now on the way I 

saw a lot of bones of elephants. And when I was c rossing this lot of 

bones of elephants, there came a bi g lion and was chasing me through the 

bones. And ",hile I was crossing, I sa .... " a Coloured man . And no\ol this 

Coloured man was trying to run . Now the lion wh ich was chasing me , sa\ol 

the Coloured man and ran after him. 

Now I take this dream to the church and they say the bones of the elephants 

are those people who, I c an say the ancestors. But now they are no longer 

working for me. Because it comes to me as a dead bones (indicating that 



M~ N~5~obodi 's e~ce5tors no lon~er influ ence him) . And the li on whic~ 

was chasing me was not a right spirit , it was an evil spirit ( rep~esenti~g 

the e~il spirit which was initially chasing the patient , but is now 

chasi~~ Mr Ntshobodi in his dream) . And now the Coloured m~n who ca~e , 

and t~e li on saw the Coloured man , he chases the Coloured ma n . That was 

the prayers which are now taking the evil spirit to another man (chasing 

the Coloured man instead of Mr Ntshobodi). 

Etiology 

Patients usually k~ow that they are suffering from umbilini, but they seldom 

know the cause of t he disease. Diagnosis therefore, primarily consists of 

determining the etiological factors. Mr Ntshobodi say s; 

"A person will come to me sometimes a nd say, "Please help me because I 

have got this umbilini" . He feels that his heart is bea ting fast. And 

now when he comes to me, he will tell me, but he will not know what causes 

his heart to beat so fast. So I have to check how is this umbilini 

coming to this person". 

The condition of the patient may have resulted from the perpetration of a "bad 

deed" such as theft. Mr Ntshobodi provides an example; 

"If I have s tolen a car and go to East London with that car, and now on 

the street, there is a police car coming, my heart will beat, and I will 

become weak" . 

Umbilini may also result when ancestral sacrifices are neglected. The condition 

is then seen as a warn ing issued by the enragroancestors . 

Mr Ntshobodi explains how evil spirits in one's h ome may also result in the 

conditions; 

"Sometimes a person in his home has an evil spirit. He worries about 

his wife all the time. When five o 'clock c omes he is going to his house 

n ow h e feels that his heart is sore because he is going home. And all 

that is coming is hard and that ·causes his heart to beat fast. There 
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are small troubles in his house. That can cause him uCi bilini". 

Umbilini may be the result of a [right sustained bj a person u~cn seeing a 

witch's familiar. Al though Mr Ntshobcdi has never himse lf se en any of these 

spiri ts a~d at ti~es se ems scepti ca l abou t t hei r existence, he still listens 

carefully to the patients'descriptions of them . He says; 

, "This one which they say is the impandulu, they say is bird-like. And 

the oheli they say is like a small boy. And mamlambo they say is 

like a snake". 

Treatment 

Umbilini caused by doing a bad deed is cured as follo~s: 

"The one of stealing something, when the policeman is coming and takes 

that man and puts him in jail for about five years, his umbilini is gone. 

He is healed in that way. It is the only medicine for that person". 

*' What if the policeman does not catch him, will he still have umbilini? 

"Yes. Keep on umbilini,'so that he is sick all the time. When he is 

punished, then all the umbilini is gone. Because that is the only way 

to cure it". 

*' If a person comes to you without being caught, what would you do? 

"I will tell the person that I "see" in your heart this and this and this. 

He must pray and go to the policeman and tell them what he has done , 

so that his umbilini may be cured." 

*' Will he be cured if he takes the car back to the owner? 

"If he takes the car back to the person, and talks to that person, the 

umbilini is gone". 

Mr Ntshobodi explains how ancestrally caused umbilini is treated; 

"And the one that has not done his customs, if he has got money to buy 

that cow, you can tell him to buy it. But if he says, 'no , I have not 

got money', and that the Church must help, then we will pray for that 

person and the umbilini is gone ". 
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Treatment o f a pat ient who saw a wi t ch's fami li a ~, al so c onsists of p ~ aye ~ s 

which rid h i m of the illne ss. 

3 . 2 . 3 Ukubud a 

A perso~ who talks in his sleep is said to have ukubuda. The~e are two ty~es 

of ukubuda, one is regarded as an illness, the other as a gift from God. 

The former is evident when a non-belie~er argues with evil spirits in his d~eams, 

while the latter is characterized by a Christ i an talking about Holy matters. 

Mr Ntshobodi says; 

"Ukubuda is to talk while a person is sleeping. But this disease is in 

different ways . Sometimes I dream that I am in the church and then I talk 

when I am sleeping. A person who is there will think tha t I am buda ing, 

but I an really ta l king . I am talking to the angels and sometimes I am 

praying and sometimes talking in tongues, while I am sleeping. Sometimes 

I dream I am in a ch~rch, and I am talking in the church or preachini. 

But tho se people who do not believe, they are talking with the spiri ts of 

witchcraft. Spirits such as is iporo , oheli and impandulu. They are 

fighti ng. When he talks, he can talk about anything you know . Sometimes 

he talks about the ti koloshe. A person c an jump out of hi s bed sometimes 

(in fright). Or while he is sleeping, he is talking rude words, as a 

person who is fightirg wi th someone. 

So I have to f ind out why is this person doing this . Is he fighting or 

talking? I have to sort out , is he talking with the angels or is he 

fighting with the evil spirits . There is a good one and a bad one" . 

Q.,i agnosis 

Wh'l . 
1 e laYIng hands on a person who has been "talking to the a ngels", Mr 

NtShobod i explains that; 

"I feel myself becoming more and more in strength and I see the light" . 



When the other type of ukubuda is prese~t, he says; "I ar.1 fighting and I 'llill 

see no light. It will just be dark". 

Etiology 

A pers on is said to buda when he argues with the evil spirits which are trying 

to enter his body. According to Mr Ntshobodi; 

"A person can get ukubuda 'Nhen he is chased by enemies, or when he's chased 

by evil spirits. Sometimes the e~il spirits want to get into this ~erscn. 

Always they are trying to get in this person when he is sleeping. They 

try and get in by his dreams. And now he quarrels with the evil spirits 

while he is asleep. This causes him to buda." 

Treatment 

Treatment consists of prayer and advice; 

pray for himself". 

3.2.4 Ukulawula amaphupha 

"so that he must be stronger and 

A person is said to have ukulawula amaphupha if he becomes anxious about a 

dream that he does not understand. As such, it is not seen as an illnes per 

se, but rather as an etiological factor that may result in a variety of ill

nesses due to the weakening of the person's resistance. 

Symptoms 

Mr Ntshobodi cites some biblical examples of ukulawulu amaphupha; 

"Ukulawula amaphupha can cause illness to a person who does not kno 'N his 

dreams. If I have a dream here and! don't know what the dream is saying, 

I feel myself dull and a bit worried, as Pharoah in the Bible. This man 

(Pharoah) had a dream, seeing seven fat cows and seven thin cows, who 

ate each other. And this dream causes this man to be sick. So he needs 
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s omeone t o tell him what does the dream say. So he have to take Jose~~ 

i n the prison and say that he must tell about the dre a~ . 

And then as King Nebuchadnezzar, in the Book of Daniel. This mar. who 

have seen a dream, a picture which has got a different body. He have t o 

colle~t all the peop les of Babel to tell him his dream. He calls t~e 

witch-doctors and the witch-doctors cannot tell him. And this man was 

sick. He called Daniel, and Daniel told him about the dream. 

So a dr~am can cause a person a ~ittle bit sick, more especially the 

dream that is telling something. You can say the dream is a disease to 

that person". 

Diagnosis 

While he is diagnosing the person's illness, the prophet begins to feel dull; 

his . body feels weak and he feels as if he has forgotten something. He may 

. have diagnostic dreams and visions, characterized by fighting in "evil places". 

Etiology 

Mr Ntshobodi says that an uninterpreted dream may cause the development of an 

illness in the following way; 

"If he can't find the meaning of the dream, there is a piece of something 

maybe wrong in his body (weak part). Tomorrow he is going to dream 

again another dream. And that piece plus this piece is becoming bigger 

and is forming disease in his bleod. But the disease, although i t has 

not the same name ( i. e . any illness may result) it makes his body weak. 

He is becoming weaker and weaker. After that it can make any disease, 

because a person is made strongly so that he can fight thousands of diseases . 

There are thousands of diseases waiting for any person . Now by not knowing 

the meaning of the dream, he is no longer strong, and he can't fight the 
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Treatment 

Treatment of ukulawula umaphupha consists of interpreting the drean that has 

-
caused the illness. In addition, the prophet may teach the patient w~at the 

Bible says about dreams. Mr Ntshobodi says; 

"And take him and give him lestures, more specifically those lectu:"'es 

about dreams. So that I can lift him up, so that he can pray. There 

are many lectures in the Bible telling more special about dreams. And 

I have to show him there are dr~ams which are common and there are dreams 

which are important." 

This procedure is followed so that the patient is able to interpret his own 

dreams in the future, by praying to God for enlightenment concerning them. 

Intloko Engxolayo 

Symptomatology 

A person with intloko engxolayo has poor concentration, the it' head "buzzes", 

body trembles,and they appear to be extremely anxious. Mr Ntshobodi elabo-. 

rates; 

"This pe:"'son has got \·/orries. He has thoughts, small thoughts." 

* What do you mean by small thoughts? 

"Sfi1all thoughts; sometimes I am thinking of Josa (an area of Grahamstown ) , 

but I have not finished and I am thinking of Port Elizabeth. This person 

worries a lot and thinks more and more. Now that spoils him in the head . 

Sometimes a person can get this by too much worries in his house, and 

as this comes to his head he feels a singing, a noise like singing in his 

head. I can say it is like a key of a song, that plays "oooooooh" in his 

head. So he catches everything . If a stone falls near him, he will be 

afraid. And sometimes when his children are sometimes playing in the 

house that worries him too. Sometimes the noise of the dishes worries 

him. And now that causes him to be more and more ill. He does not want 
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he j~s t wants to listen to tha~ noise in his 

he ad . When you cal l hi m quic kly , he will be angry, because all the 

tiCie he wants t o liste n. to that buzzing i n his head." 

Diazr1os: s 

Ser.sa tion . -\:;:",ans:e:-,e nce 

Mr Ntshobodi describes the sensation~ that are transferred t o him; 

lO ti/hen I am lay ing or. har1ds, I fee 1 my head buzz ing. As you beat a 

tuning fork and then listen to the noise, I hear that noise in my 

head. And in my head I feel a little shake, shaking a little bit. 

And my eyes have a little bit shake. When I am looking at this person, 

I find that he is like a person shaking. And when I am looking at 

everything in the house when I am laying on hands, everything has a 

little shake. And I feel my body has a little bit shake." 

Visions 

Mr Ntshobodi states that during the process of diagnosing intloko engxolayo 

in a person, he sees darkness and light alternat ively, as though he was 

blinking in eyes. He claims to 'see'; "Sparks, small sparks in my eyes, 

falling as rain." 

Dreams 

The form of diagnostic dreams are described by Mr Ntshobodi ; 

" \'/hen I 2.::1 sleeping the dreams are very bad . Such dreams as fighting. 

Dreams such as you are in a t own that you don't kn.ow , and you have a 

worry a little of this place. A place that has got no friends, I can 

say a new place. You will be a little bit worried, as if you have not 

got a friend here." 
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3.3 The epil eps i es 

3.3.1 Is a thuth'.'/a ne 

Isathuthwan e (or isiye zi) is the X ~os a name f o r epile psy. It is clas sified 

into t'No typ es, one resulting from elisa , t he o ::h",r fr om c e '7l or.s. 

Symptomatology 

Mr Ntshobodi describes the symptoms of a convulsive attack experienced by 

a person with isathuthwane; 

"Isathuthwane is a disease that causes a person to fall down. And then 

he becomes stiff. And his tongue goes back in his throat. His left arm 

has a little bit shake and the fingers are tight. When he faints his 

According to /IIr Ntshobodi the strongest form of isathuthwane is the demon type 

which "takes a person and he immediately falls". The dliso type is not as 

severe and it "takes a long time for him to fall". 

Diagnosis 

Sensation transference 

Mr Ntshobodi reports the following transferred sensations with the demon type; 

The person who has got isathuthwane from demons, I feel my head a little 

bit mixed up. And I feel my stomach full of wind, full of air. And I can 

feel that i n my nose there is a smelling of bl ood, as a person who has 

been beaten on the neck, And when you pray for that person, you can feel 

how t he evil spirit goes inside him. You will feel dizzy and you want 

to f a ll as wel l. And your body will be swo llen, swollen joints, And wh e n 

I pray there is something which I am fighting" . 

The dliso type elicits the following in Mr Ntshobodi; 

"Wi th a pers on with dliso, I feel my body here right dO'Nn on the stomach 

Th i s ba l l Qoe s U~ , and when i t co~es up he re on my 
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chest I feel t~at my breathi~g is difficult. And I feel the spirit 

going u~ mj neck to mj head. I become diz=y. And when that ball g~es 

up, I will feel that my tongue becomes stiff and my tongue is pulled 

back. A~c sometimes difficult to pray cesause Dj tongue is going rig~t 

back en DJ back. I also smell the smoke of coal". 

Visions 

Vi-sions are of the X-ray type. Mr Ntshobodi re;Jorts what he "sees" 'JJi th the 
j 

dliso fOr' :r:s o!- isatr.uth'lIane; "I can see something in his stomach 'lihich is 

black in tr-.e middle, and it has rays on the side". With the demon type of 

the illness, he explains that; 

"I will see when I am praying for this person who has got evil spirits, 

smoke like a spirit that goes up his chest. (See figure 5). And I will 

see t~e e~e~ies on the side of his head. And I will see lightning which 

sometimes goes past the person". 

Dreams 

As with other possession conditions, the evil spirit type of isathuthwane 

may leave the patient and attempt to enter the body of the prophet during 

sleep. The following dream of Mr Ntshobodi illustrates the point; 

"One day I had a dream that I had been in a camp of cattle. There was a 

bull - a red one, and it was chasing me. When it was chasing me I went near 

the fence. And now I tried to climb up the fence. But when I was holding 

the fence I dropped back again. And I was crying and my wife woke me up. 

I take that dream to the church, because it troubles me for about a week. 

And they say; to be in the camp is right, but I must not be in the camp 

with the bull. The bull must be outside the camp . But luckily I tried 

to climb the fence, those were the prayers. Now that means the spirit 

which was in that person has nearly got into me and done something to me. 

Because the spirit of isathuthwane comes from that person and tries to 
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Figure 5 

Isathuthwane as seen in a vision. 

Drawing by y~. Ntshobodi. 
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EtiologY 

Mr Ntshobodi mentions the etiological factors of the evil spirit type; 

"These evil spirits such as demons and spi~it5 a~e no good. They say 

there ~e~e evil spirits, sometimes the Apcstles we~e fighting in the 

Bible. I can say they are caused by the devil. Now when a pe~son 

breathes in the spirits that is not right, the spirit goes to his stomach. 

Now this spiri t ~'ants to get out.' But ",hen this spirit wants to get 

out , the right spirit is fighting with the wrong spirit. And now by 

trying to go out, the spirit will come up his stomach and go up to his 

neck and head. When it gets to the head the person will fall down". 

The dliso form of this illness is caused by the be""itching of the patient. 

The vi c tim is given dliso which creates a strong wind in the stomach . The 

wind is said to move up through the veins to the head, and this results in a 

convulsive attack. Isathuthwane may also be transmitted from mother to child 

during pregnancy if the mother had dliso in her stomach. The prophets of the 

Church see this form as being of an hereditary nature. 

Treatment 

The evil spirit type of isathuthwane is the easiest to cure. The patient is 

immersed in a river or placed under .a shower. This frightens the evil spirits 

and forces them to leave the patient's body. When the spirits have left the 

patient's body, a prayer is said to protect the rest of the congregation from 

the harm the spirits may do them. 

Mr Ntshobodi says; 

"If a person has got epilepsy, when I am curing him, I pray, because the 

evil spirit can get into me or any of the people around there. We must 

pray for all of those people around here, the epilepsy can go to any 

of us." 
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The ~ type taKes longer to cure, because the poison may r.a'!:: teen in 

the body of the patient since the p3tient's birth. Treat~ent consists of 

prayer and fasting by the prophet. The patient i s g ive n sea water to drink 

which caus es him to vomit . His body i s there~y rid o ~ the ~liso and the air 

which produced the illness. 

3.3.2 Uxhozula 

Uxhozula is regarded as "small epilepsy", although due to its distinct 

character istics it is never confused with isathuthwane . The c ondition may 

be regarded as Petit Mal epilepsy. 

Symptomatology 

' The symptoms are described by Mr Ntshobodi; 

"This kind of illness does not take as long time as epilepsy (fits are 

of shorter duration). This one, the person can take a minute, a nd then 

he comes right again. Sometimes we are talking at the table, and this 

person is shaking and stops talking, for a short while. Then again he 

come s right." 

* Does the person fall down at all? 

"He does not fall down. If the person is sitting on the chair, then 

you find the person shaking li ke this (demonstrating) . The b lack marks 

on his eyes (iris) go up and then you see only the wh i te part ." 

Etiology 

The spirit which causes uxhozula, as with the ev il spirit type o f isathuthwane 

is said to be inhaled by the victim. Referring t o a seventeen year old female, 

Mr Ntshobodi explains; 
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"This s;:>ir'it, she has got: feom th::? o1:he,s. In the school theee are 

children - their mothers are going to the witch-doctot"s. Sometimes a 

person can put on these dirty heebs because he is frightening the 

imoandulus away , the witch-doctors say that. And n o ~ those children who 

are not using those herbs, now they swallow that spirit, I mean the smell 

of the dirty herbs. And now when that smell gets in their stomach, the 

dirty herbs do not want to get out. 

that causes the disease." 

It spoils the body inside and now 

Mr Ntshobodi does not know whether the herbs recommended by the amagqira 

do actually keep the impandulus at bay. He says that he has nothing against 

the use of the herbs, as long as the children who make u~of them are kept in 

separate classes, to prevent others from smelling the herbs and thus becoming 

ill. He points out, however, that children using the herbs will never admit 

to the fact. Seg~egation is thus an impossibility. 

Treatment 

Uxhozula is particularly difficult to cure. Treatment has to take place in 

the s ea which, it is believed, has far greater ability than rivers to drive 

out spirits. Mr ~tshobodi explains; 

"The sea water is better than the river water, because the sea is the 

water you can talk with . You can talk with the sea. The time I was 

going to be baptized by M M Kosi (the previous leader of the Church), 

the sea was fighting and now this man talked and prayed, and now the sea 

listened to this man and the waves went down . Whenever the sea is fighting, 

you mus·t pray and the sea water will listen to you." 

3.4 Somatic-type illnesses 

3 . 4.1 Tuberculosis 
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Tu be r culosis is characterized by two types. One is a result of a~c~stral 

wra th , the other i s caused by "flying germs" which are carried by ·"itch fa;niliars 

such as t he i mpandulu . The latter category appear to be rather vague and 

ambiguous. This is due , possibly, to the fact that patients at the tuberculosis 

clini c in Grahamsto~~ are told that their illness is caused by ger~s, a te~m 

tha t doe s not fit the Zionist nosologi cal s cheme. "Fly i ng ge r ms , such as 

impancul u , " may t hus be se en as a cons truct which combines the tracii tional 

belief i n t he i mpandulu wi th the med i c ~l c oncept of germs. Thus , from the 

patient's po in t of vi ew, t he di agnosi s made by a prophet would not contradict 

a medical ciagnos i s, but mere ly add t o it the t r aditiona l be l ief in the impa~ --

dulu. 

Symptomatology 

According to Mr Ntshobodi, a person suffering fro m tuberc ulos i s feels pain 

in the chest, back, head and occasionally in the stomach. The pati ent's 

arms become weak; the stomach becomes full of wi nd, ~nd he "feels s omethi ng 

here on the liver, as if he has go t li ver t r oubl es. " Due t o a bur ni ng s en-

sation exp eri e nc ed by t he pat i ent , mi c t ura tion i s i ns ufficie nt. 

Diagnosis 

Sens a t ion transfe r ence 

The t r ansferr ed sensations are described by Mr Ntshobodi; 

"When a person is suffering from T . B. , I will know because I '.vil l feel 

pains under the fal s e ribs. I feel my arm becoming weak as if I had 

been shockec by something. And I hear a little bit of noise. The beating 

of his heart has got a louder noise , not faster , louder. And I feel on 

my back as if the r e is someone who has taken a hot iron and put it on 

my back. And now this hot iron burns on my chest as if I am going to 

have a fever . These pa i ns are funny, they come across my chest. When 
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I want to move my arm . I feel as if there is something that is, ~y 

muscle is breaking. That's why I sometimes bend him left and right a 

little bit. By bending him, I know that when he feels a little bit sore 

I will feel that on my chest . Some times I feel as if I am f2.i nting ." 

Mr Ntshobodi reports that pain is predominantly felt only on one side of the 

patient's body. Pain on the left side results from "flying germs", '.·,hi le pain 

on the right side of the body is ancestrally sent. He says; 

"There is a left one and a right one. If the pain, in Xhosa is on the 

right arm, that means that is not a pain caused by the disease, this 

pain is caused by the old fathers (the ancestors). On the left is 

caused by disease." 

* Does this still apply if the person was born to use the other hand? 

"No, the one ·.'Iho is using the left hand, the '.o/rong (pain) '.viII be in the right." 

* When you do this (diagnose), do you check to see which hand he uses first? 

"No, when I pray, the spirit shows me . I will know this man is left and this 

man is r ight. If a person is left, I will feel that this arm is not the ..... rl.gnL. 

arm for working." 

Visions 

Diagnostic visions are of the X-ray and sensory transference types, examples 

of which are provided by Mr Ntshobodi; 

"There is something visible, it is round, between the shoulder blades. 

Something like a sun inbetween the shoulder blades. It is burning. I 

see black when I am praying for this person. I cannot see him, but when 

he is coming alright (improving), then I ~,ill see him." 

~eams 

Ancestrally sent tuberculosis gives rise to dreams of flesh, the slaughtering 

and eating of meat, and to dreams of sacrifices. Tuberculosis caused by flying 
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germs results i~ dreams in which the p~ophet is chasec by various da~ge~ous 

animals. The animals re~resenting the impundulus are believed to cause the 

illness. 

Etiolog~1 

Those forms of tuberculosis that are not ancestrally sent, are said to result 

from "flying germs such as impundulu." Although the 'Nord "germs" is invoked 

in the diagnosis. it plays no further role in explaining the etiology of the 

illness. The impundulus are believed to cause the illness, but no explanation 

is put fore'Nard as to how this occurs. Mr Ntshobodi explains ho'N this form 

of tuberculosis may also be sent by God. He says; 

"These illnesses, God has told us about them. You can get T.B. in the 

Boo~ of Deuteronomy. That he is going to send t~ese illnesses among 

the people. There are the illnesses 'Nhich God is trying the people to 

believe. There are illnesses God makes to other people so they can be 

afraid and go and believe in Him." 

Treatment 

Ancestrally sent tuberculosis may be cured by performing either the neglected 

sacrifices or rituals, or by foresaking the ancestors and joining the Church. 

If the latter path is chosen, treatment takes the following course which is 

similar to treatment given for "flying germ" tuberculosis. Mr Ntshobodi 

describes the process; 

"In the Church, I lay hands on this person and give him water. And 

give him more training, running in the circle. And give him sea water 

to drink, to break that pain." 

3.4.2 Umlambo 

Umlambo is a nosological term used to refer to a group of illnesses, which, 
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the call of the Abantu Bomblambo. The condition may however, als o ~esulc 

from "diseases", in which case, it is not related to the ancestors in a~y 

way. 

s ymptomatologJ 

Soul (1974 ) reports that symptoms may consist of unending colds and so~es in 

the patient's body. Hammond- Tooke (1975p says that umlambo is characterized 

by the swelling of the body and 'heaviness'. Members of the A.H.C.Z. see 

the syndrome as consisting of any form of i0ternal or external cut or bruise 

t hat does not heal, and they regard it as a form of cancer. 

Mr Ntshobodi describes some of the symptoms found in patients with umlambo; 

"Sometimes the cancer i s like a wound, which is inside a person, a red 

wound inside a pers on. And thi s wound is always leaking, as if it is 

c ry i ng. When you l oo k a t that wound it is like an eye. And in the middle 

there is a small mark which always (produces) a little water . That is 

what we cal l i n our l anguage, umlambo . Other cancers are in the liver, 

others in the s tomach, and others in the throat. Some can take his nose 

away, such as a witch-doctor who is called Makaida. He was called to 

umlambo and when he went to umlambo and becomes a witch-doctor, he was 

healed. This person feels that his body is always aching, pains. Some 

times a person can get so big legs (swelling) . This person takes every-

thing, but his body is becoming bigger, bigger, bigger. Sometimes there 

are wounds in his legs, which are leaking water". 

Mr Ntshobodi explains that the patient'scondition deteriorates during the night; 

"Especially that disease causes a person to be sick at sunset. And in the 

morning you find a person a bit better. But when the sun goes away, you 

find this person is again sick. And the rivers and seas at sunset, they 

come up, and in the morning they go away a bit. And now so does this 
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Diagnosis 

Sensation t~ansference 

r'lr rltshcboci says; 

"When a person has got this disease of umlambo and I put my hands on this 

person, I feel the same sores that he can get. I feel that my body is 

aching and sore". 

Visions 

Ancestrally sent umlambo gives rise to visions of sacrifices, beer and people 

being taken to the river. Visions of the non-ancestrally sent type take the 

form of fighting, particularly with small boys. With the latter fc~m, Mr 

Ntshobodi reports that he feels as if he is having a nig~tmare during the vision. 

D-reams 

Diagnostic dreams of ancestrally sent umlambo are of the same structure as 

the visions. Prophets also report dreaming of a dog with one eye that stares 

at them or wants to bite them . Non - ancestrally sent umlambo result in dreams 

of fighting. 

Etiology 

Soul (1974) reports that umlambo is believed to be caused when a person who 

underwent ukuthwasa in the river, was not given all the treatment which is 

necessary for people who thwasa in the river. Mr Ntshobodi however, sees 

this form of umlambo purely as a call from the abantu bomblambo, and not as 

an illness resulting from an incomplete training. He explains the dynamics; 

"The people from umlambo are those people, their great grandfathers were 

belonging to umlambo. In a person there is blood, water and spirit. Now 
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the wate~ ~hich is in this pers on is s p e a~ i ng t o hi~ , calli~ g hi~. ~~~n 

they don 't follow the call they get sick, and they get this sickness 

from the river. This illness is in the whole blood of the person and 

it eats the blood until it is weak , because the wa ter fights with the 

blood. Then t~e water will try to find a place t o b~rst out anywh e re 

it can, where it finds a weak spot. Then t he spot cecomes a sore, in the 

throat o r lungs , or stomach or legs or bO 'Nels. " 

Non-ancestrally sent umlambo are sometimes,the result of water in the body, 

although the dynamics differ. Mr Ntshobodi explains; 

"This illness is cause d by the 'Nater in the body . There is umlambo 

which is caused by the cold . The cold gets in by t he feet. And now 

the cold goe s up the body. Now the outer part of the body is getting 

cold, and inside is a heat . And now between the outer part and the inside 

there goe s the 'Nater . And now this causes the illr.ess. 11 

Treatment 

The treatment of uml am bo is similar to ukuthwasa, in that the patient is given 

the option of undergoing thwasa in the river, or of forsaking his ancestors 

and joining the congregation of the Church. A person with non-ancestrally 

sent umlam bo is naturally not faced with the decision. Treatment by the Church 

prophets consists of prayer, with a specified number of candles and the admini

stration of Holy Water. 

3.4.3 Iohika 

The words iphika and asthma, are used interchangeably and refer t o a condition 

believed to be sent by the ancestral shades to remind a pe~son of his "call" 

to become an i gqira. There is, however, another form of iphika which is not 

rela ted to the ancestors, but which occurs by chance. 



symptomatology -
symptoms displayed are typical of asthma, w:th attacks occuring pcedomina ntlj 

during the night. Mr Ntshobodi elucidates the s ym ptoms displayed by his 

father-in-law who suffered an iphika attack one nig~t; 

"He was fainting, the whole night. And saying they (family ) must o;:e:"\ 

the windows in the house. The house is hot, want to go out to take out 

all his clothes, and he not want blankets. He was sweating . And he say 

that the people must take blankets and wave them at hi~, to get enough 

air. This iphika is the disease which causes a person to breath quickly, 

and there is not enough air. And when a person has got that iphika 

you can hear his chest is making a noise, like a bit of roaring in his 

chest." 

Diagnosis 

. Sensation transference 

Mr Ntshobodi describes the transferred sensations of iphika: 

"If I lay my hands on him I feel in my body, as a person who is there 

is a thing which is taking my breath away from me. That I must get enough 

air. And I feel a bit dizzy and want to faint. And I feel in my body, 

there are sparks, going round. And I feel sweat, dizziness and want of 

vomiting." 

Visions 

Visions are of the sensation transference type. The prophet sees blackness 

and sparks, "as a person who is going to faint." 

Dreams -



The follow ing drea~ provides an example of d~ea~s of iphika. The dre3~ 

appeared to Mr Ntshobodi , telling him that his father-in-Ia~ was suffering from 

iphika. "I had a dream tonight. I ha'ie seen my father--in-Iaw. He was in 

a sacrifice, in a custom. He was i n a sacrifice with other big men . Now 

the house was nea~ the r-oad and I was passing by. And now my father-in-law 

came out of the house, he was coughing . He c oughed blood. And he called me. 

And he was showing me the blood. He said to me, 'My s on, c ome here, look, 

I am coughing blood. ' Now the blood was being poured on my trousers. And 

ther-e come a piece of lung. A piece of lung was looking black- like. As an 

old lung that is nearly dry. And I take this lung and say, 'No, this lung is 

dry. Why Father, your lungs are dry?! And I take this lung and wash it to 

check what causes the lung to be dry. And when I was looking at this lung, 

t his lung changes and it looks like a piece of liver, a liver that is cooked. 

And then I wake up. That dream means that ther-e is tr-ou8le 'Iii t!1 the lur:gs, 

i phika'.' 

Etiology 

I phika is believed to be an illness which takes hold of older people who have 

ignored the call of the ancestral shades in their youth . The shades are seen 

to withdraw their protective function, which then results in iphika. Mr 

Ntshobodi says; 

"That spirit (ancestral shade) is no longer working and it causes small 

bubbles in his lungs. You see those bubbles when a person vomits, with 

water . You see on the basin over the water there will be a lot of bubbles, 

which are like the bubbles of the soap. This bubbles in the lungs go 

through the lungs, they shut up those small pipes in the lungs. And when 

a person has got that iphika you can hear his chest is making a noise, 

like a little bit of roaring in his chest . Now the pipes of the lungs 

are full of those small bubbles. And they cause a wind, in the lungs, 

and now he wants to breath the air. Now the air cannot enter the tubes 



of the lungs, s o t ha t he does not ge t enough a ir ." 

Treatment 

Treatment of iohik a consists of ad~inistering an es etic to t he patient, 

either in the form of sea water, of luk e-warn water. This causes t h e 

patient to vomit and bring up the "small bubbles" wh ich are said to 

block the lungs. Mr. Nts hobodi says: 

"I take the water and give it to him. And have him to vomit. 

And then I can see those bubbles on top of the basin. And then 

he can get enough air." 

3.4.4 Ukuqaqamba ~Hamathambo 

According to the prophets of the A. H. C. Z., ukuqaqemba kwamath~~bo 

~s the Xhosa name for rheumatism. The illness is seen as being sent 
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by the patient's ancestors (abantu bomblambo) as p~nishment for their 

neglect of sacrifices. It may also arise without ancestral intervention, 

in which case it is believed to result from "cold" entering the feet. 

Symptomatology 

A patient with ukuqaqamba ~Hamath~~bo displays symptoms that are typical

ly rheumatic, v~z. aching bones and joints which are aggravated by cold 

conditions. There is no difference ~n symptoms between the ancestral-

ly caused types caused by cold. 

Diagnosis 

~ensation transferende 

Mr. Ntshobodi elucidates: 

"My feet are aching. And I feel my marrow inside l.S going l.ce cold. 



And as if there lS a lce inside: r.\y CliHri) \.,r . And \J:,en I listen to t~is 

I feel ely bones a2hing. And O! b02;, aching u~ to my hips. Acd frc~ 

t he hips it lS gOing straight u? t o my head froD OJ S?lne. It goes 

up inside my splce. And ~hen it is going inside my splne, I feel a 

cold that s0::1eti::-.2s Sh.1~:2 t!:2 a little bit. ,l.s a cold t:,at: is getting 

i n, in my bac~. I feel m:, body catchir:g cold insicie . " 

Visions 

No v i sions are reported during the diagno~is . 

Dr eams 
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Diagnost i c dreams occur only when the prophet is tr eating a patient with the 

type of ukuqaqamba kNawa t hambo caused by the ancestr al shades, and not with 

th e "co ld lt caused t ype . The d r eams experienced a r e called t he "dr ea:as of 

umlambo " and are character ized by people perfor:ning sacrifices, or by 

people s t anding i n t he rlv er . 

Etiology 

The an ces tr al type of ukuqaqa!:loa kNarnatha-;:bo, according to Nr. Ntshobodi, 

occur s i~ the following manner : 

"That diseas e is caus ed by water. Sooetimes a person Has a person of 

umlambo . In Xhosa t here are people of umlarnbo, such as a--nangqosini and 

ocihoshe. Tnose people are called the people of umlarr.bo (river ancestors) 

And some of these people need t o make a sacrifice of beer and send it to 

the river. NO'N this person is not doing that and he will get this disease." 

. Ukuqaqarnba k;Ja::lathanoo \.;hich lS no t related to the ances tors, occurs as follOl-1s: 

"So:ne of this rhe'..!matism lS caused by a cold. The cold that you get righ t 

down on t he feet. And then when it goes right up ln the feet, and it will 

go right up inside the oanes, and spoil the marrow inside. And now once 

the marrow inside becomes Heaker, the Hater eats all the fat in the mar

r ow, which is keeping the bone warm. The marrow now becomes weaker. And 
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when the cold gets inside t he Dones, the person feels t h e bo p.es aCh i ng. 

The cold is in the cold of the. '",ater, of the ,Jetness of the gra ss , or of 

going in the water . And no '~' that cold gets into the fe e t." 

Treat:nent 

A patient with ancestrally se~t ukuqaqa~ba bJa:natha~bo is taken to the river 

where he has to forsake his ancestors and accept God. Tnis procedure. is ne

cessary only if the patient has insufficient funds to perfor~ the neces 

sary sacrifices to his ances tors. Hr., Ntshobodi says: 

"I C3.n take this person to the r1ver and lay hands on him 1n the r1ver. 

And say to t hi s person he must pr-ay in the r1ver. And say that he has 

got nothing (ancestors) now, and now he is in the sight of God. If 

anything was going to happen to him, now he 1S no more on their side. 

he is in the side of the Church. Then I lay hands on him and he comes 

out of the water. And then pray for and give him robes to wear (signi

fying that he is a m~ber of the Church). And 1n the Church he will 

dance and pray till all that disease is gOlng away:" 

m<uqaqamba kwamathambo caused by the cold is treated 1n a seemingly more 

practical and less spiritual way. Mr. Ntshobodi says: 

"But when a person has this disease, I take him to the Church and give 

him a little shake, shake him while I am praying for him. So that the 

second witness (blood) must go through all his body. And bend him on 

the side and pray for him. And when I have finished, I take warm \-later 

and say he must wash his feet and pray for that water. And take vaseline 

and m1X it wi th the camphor (on the stove). Then I \..rash his feet and take 

that camphor mixed with vaseline and rub it round and on the feet." 

Mr. Ntshobodi claims that the Holy Spirit told him in a V1S1on to use the 

vaseline and camphor. The vision occurred while he was pray1ng on behalf 

of a woman with ukuqaqamba kwamathambo and he was thus hown how to effect 

her cure. The same mixture is now used by all the prophets in the Church 

for the purpose of healing ukuqaqamba kwamathambo. 



~. A la~ 0 ~2tory s:u~i o~ Zi onist Ql agnos is 

In t he prevlo~s sectio ns (2,3) th e procedures e:;1ployed in diagClosis 

and the diagnostic categories US2~ in the A. H. C. Z. were disc~s-

sed . The infor-:il:1::ion gathered ''':2.S purely theoretical, having been 

obtained by inter.rie·..:ing the pro?hets, rather than by oose::--.;iu6 

the.':l 'in vivo'. In order to supplement this theoretical knowledge, 

it was decided to perfor::n a laboratory e:(periment in which the 

prophets could be closely observed while diagnosing the patient's 
• 

illness. The experiment was conducted with two of the A. H. C. Z. 

prophets, who individually diagnosed the illnesses of six patients 

whose psychiatric diagnoses were known. The experiment was per-

formed in a controlled environment as too many variables and dis-

tractions were present ~n the church where the diagnoses were nor-

mally performed. Another reason for conducting the experi~e~t ln a 

laboratory was that it would provide a more accurate reflection of 

how the prophets would function in a mental hospital or clinic. 

4.1 Aims 

1) The primary aim of the experiment was to observe the prophets 

of the A. H. C. Z. diagnosing the illnesses of psychiatric 

patients in a controlled environment. The information thus 

gathered, could then be compared to the theoretical informa- . 

tion previously discussed (sections 2,3) which concerned diag-

nostic procedures and categJries employed by the prop he ts. 

The oethodology of t he experiment, did not allow any att~':lpt 

to ve rify the claims made by the prophets where their diag -

nostic procedures, such as sensation transference, visions and 

precognition were concerned. 

2) The second alm of the experiment was to compare the diagnoses 



made by t he Zionist proph e ts, t o western psyciatric di agnos es on 

the S<l.'TI e group of patients. The in for.nat i on, although limited 

by t he small number of patients employed in the experiment , 

may be of use to t he mental heal t h professional who is in teres-

t ed in knowing what t ype of diagnosis his Black pati ents would 

be ~o st likely to receive if they consulted a Zionist prophet. 

3) The t hird aim of the experiment \fas to determine th e degree of 

consistency in diagnosis between the prophet s of the A. H. C. Z. 

i.e. the inter-prophet diagnostic reliability. This method, 

it was hoped, would indicate whether or not some form of 1n-

I I 
ternal consistency existed in the system employed by the 

prophets of the A. H. C. Z. 

4.2 Method 

4.2.1 Subjects 

Seven Black Xhosa-speaking out-patients were selected from the Reglan 

Road Clinic, which is a branch of the Fort England Mental Hospital, 

in Grahamstown . Subjects were told that they would be taken to th e 

university where two prophets would pray and lay hands on them. As 

an incentive, they were offered five rands for t heir compliance . 

Two prophe ts from the A. H. C. Z. took part in the experiment, namely 

Mr . Ntshobodi and Mr. Ketani. 

4.2.2 Pr oohets and orocedure 
• t 

Subjects were taken by car, on different days, to the psychology 

department whe r e the research was conducted . With the a i d of an In-

terpret er, t hey were interv iewed by the researcher in an attempt to 

supplement t he psychiatric diagnosis obtained from the out-patient 



psychia-=::i.c file s . The inte::vie~,. se.rved t o fa::liliarize the patients 

with the ne~ milieu of th e room. 

The first prophet to arrLve at the psychology department, Mr. Ketani, 

was as:<e.d to '..Jait Ln a separate rO CD ,,,here he '..las per:nitted to put 

on his robes and prepare himself for the session with the patient. 

Preparation characteristically took ten minutes, and consisted of 

silen-= prayer. The prophet was then led into the experimental room 

where he was left alone. with the patient. He was allowed as much 

time as he wished in which to diagnose the illness of the patient. 

After completion of the session, the patient was invited to another" 

room and the " prophet was intervieT..;ed by the researcher. The inter

views were unstructured, thus allowing the prophet to talk about his 

diagnosis as he chose. As sho~~ by Cawte (1972) and Kiloh (1974), 

structured data cannot be employed in this type of research, as 

questions have constantly to be modified Ln order to accomodate unex~ 

pected answers and circumstances. 

Immediately after Mr. Ketani's interview, the second prophet, Mr. 

Ntshobodi was brought from his place of work by car to the universi

ty. This was done to ensure that no contact was made between the 

two prophets until both had completed their diagnosis of the same 

patient's illness. The procedure of preparation and diagnosis fol

lowed by Mr. Ketani was then repeated by Mr. Ntshobodi. 

Certain restrictions were placed on the prophets while they diagnosed 

the patient's illness: 

a) the prophets were not pennitted to ask the patient any 

questions. 
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b) they were not pen:\itted to tell the patlt2nt what diagnoses 

had been made by tneD. 

c) only one sessLon was allowed 1n which to diagnose the 

patient's illneSS. 

All diagnostic seSSLons too~ place in a special interview room fieted 

with one-way mirrors. Video recor~ings were made of the diagnostic 

sessior.s tb:rough the one-way mLrrors. Transcripts of each diagnos

tic session were made. An example of the latter appears below. 

4.2.3 Description of diagnostic session 

Characteristically, the prophet entered ehe room and told the 

patient that they were going to pray. Both patient and prophet 

would then kneel on the carpet, while the prophet prayed to God 

for enlightenment about the patient's illness. After the initial 

prayer had been said, the prophet would tell the patient to stand 

up. Praying again, the prophet would then corrnence the laying of 

hands on the patient. To begin witn, he placed his left hand on 

the patient's right shoulder and his right hand on the patient's 

head. This was followed by placing both hands over the patient's ears, 

or round his neck. Frequently, the prophet would streech or shake the 

arms of the patient vigorously, while he held the wrists . The pro

phet would also place his right hand on the patient's chest or abdomen, 

and would then grip him at the shoulders and bend his body backwards 

or sideways. During ehe entire proced ure, the prophet prayed con

tinuously and kept his eyes closed. 

The following 1S a trans lation of the prayer said by Mr. Ke:ani while 



d iao~~ os in o7 t he ill~ess oE he was 

'~e are going to pray now. 

nut:".ber f our ; 

In th e n~~e of God the Father, Son 

and Holy S?irit, a~en. Bless God the merciful Fa~h e r. We are 

asking free you, God, with all the strength to please helD us. 

Bless us God, bless everything in our bodies with all the powers. 

God with peace. \~e are aski~g from you, God, knowing tha~ You 

will give us. The other day, You said that the one who asks 

for You shall get what he is asking for, peaceful God. Bless 

us even now, God. And glve us all the gifts of the Holy Spirit. 

All the weapons are Yours. Give us God. God of Heaven, bring 

nearer your Holy Spirit. God who mms everything, we are here 

as You said. That everything we ask we will get. Give us God, 

peaceful Father who mms everything. Give us your Holy Spiri t, 

King of Kings, Emmanuel. Come nearer God of Heaven, King of 

Kings. Let all the nations and all the peoples who do not 

accept your word, do so. Amen." 

Mr . Ketani continued as follows; 

"s tand up. (Patient stands up and Mr. Ketani lays hands on him). 

In the na~e of God the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. God 

of Heaven, King of kings. Bless us God, caste the death away. 

King of kings. God almighty. Saviour Emmanuel, Son of Heaven. 

We are asking from You, God, the King who owns everything, the 

peaceful God. Hake her feel better, God who m·;TlS everything. 

King of ki~gs. Take this sickness away from her. King of kings, 

the Sav iour. We are asking from You, knowing that You will 

give us. wnat we are asking in Your name, please give us God. 
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King of H2a'/2n , .. .'ho OwllS e'/erything, be T,;i t h us Gcd, ,,r ith all 

the pow2rs. Let the nation accept You r word. We are asking You 

to please be with us. God with all th e powers, the Saviour, 

caste the death away. God wh o O~llS everything, we are asking 

fr em You, kncwing that You can give us. You have got th e powers 

~n those who are dead and those who are alive, King of kings. 

And You said that You will give us wh a t we are asking in Your 

n~e. Please help us, God. Peaceful God, who owns everything, 

Ged with all the powers. Give us Your mercy, 0 God, and help 

us to do the right thing all the time. Caste the death away, 

powerful God. The one who has got demons has not got the powers 

just like Yours. King of kings, caste the death away, powerful 

God. You do not give away a person's soul. Bless us God, ~n 

the n2!!!e at Jesus our king. Amen." 

4.3 Results 

The psychiatric and Zionist diagnoses pertaining to the illnesses of 

the seven patients employed in the experiment, are presented below. 

In each case, the psychiatric diagnosis is presented first. As 

mentioned previously, the psychiatric diagnoses were obtained from 

leo 

the out-patient files of the Reglan Road Psychiatric Clinic. The 

patient's age, occupation, educational standard, habits, family his

tory, personal history and present medication are listed. If any ad

ditional information was gathered during the course of the interview 

conducted by the researcher, this information is presented after the 

psychia tric diagnosis. Finally, the diagnoses made by t he two prophets, 

name l y ~ir. Ntshobodi and t-'[r. Ketani, are g~ven. 

4.3.1 Patient no. I. Mr. D.F. 

Psychiatric diagnosis 



. Ag e : 6 yea r s . 

occupation: Minor. 

Educational standard: 

Habits: Sober habits. 

Sub A. 

Falllily history: Mother alive asci well. Father died frOD train acci

dent. No history cf mental illness or fits in the fa~ily. 

Personal history: Started having fits at the age of one and a half. 

Treated at Nompumel elo hospital. Fi.ts disappeared for some time, until 

last month when he started having uncontrolable fits, almost every-

day and more frequently at night. He complains of abdominal discom

fort prior to the fit. He falls to the ground, the right side starts 

jerking, eyes roll from side to side, thick salivation from mouth. 

He sometimes soils himself. No confusion has been noted after the 

attacks. 

Diagnosis: Epilepsy. 

Medication: Phenobarb 30mgs twice· daily. 

No additional information gained from interview. 

Mr. Ntshobodi's diagnosis 

The sickness is In the blood. Ynis makes him weak. He can't stand 

rOI 

for a long time because he i s weak. His kidneys are not working proper

ly. There is t oo much bile in his body. At certain times the bile 

wants to 'go out' of his body. This makes his stomach feel bad all 

. the time. He al~ays feels as if he is going to vomit, and his stomach 

feels hot. His mouth is bad and he can't taste anything. He does not 

appreciate food. If you force him to eat he will want to vomit. He 

feels that he lS full when he is not. This causes a wind in his bowels. 

The wind goes up from his bowels to his chest and makes him feel hot. 
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Tne wind can then go up t o his head. T.~is causes 3 heacache a~d the 

nerves from the head to t he eyes cause t he eyes t o be painful. It 

also causes dizziness. The headache and th e dizziness can cause him 

to fall down. It is isathuthvane . 

His body is divided into two. Tne one side is lame and not working 

properly. The sickness has spoilt the ve~ns ~n the one side, and 

the blood is not circulating. The one side is not warm enough. The 

one hand is not working properly. Tne one eye is not working proper

ly and is always wet, as if he is crying. 

If he was an adult, he would complain of itchiness when passing water. 

The illness was caused by dliso which was given to his mother when 

she was pregnant. The boy ate the poison from the mother and the 

sickness got into his blood. He has not got dliso himself. 

Ketani's diagnosis 

The blood is not working right, it moves slowly. Sometimes he is 

very sick, but appears healthy. Tne kidneys are not working properly. 

This makes him loose his appetite and his stomach becomes upset. If 

( he forces himself with food, he wants to vomit. The cause of the 

stomach ache is dirty blood. He feels really hot which makes it dif

ficult to perspire. 

The stomach ache causes the headache. He feels the somach ache before 

the headache. The headache starts at the back and goes up. The ner

ves cause the headache to crack. Then he is isiyeyazi (another word 

for isathuthwane). He cries about the headache and wants to fall 

down. 
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' .. lhe" he passes '..;ater, it i::c~~s. If h.: I.;as old, r.e I.;ould sa:: t:'a:: 

th ere is so~eth i ng wrong with his wa i st (isinge). But because he is 

young, we can't s ay t ha t he ~s suffering from waist. 
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He inheri t ed the disease fro~ his ~other. Toe illness was ~eant for his 

mother and no t for him. The mother got t he illness when she was preg-

nant and it effected him. This caused him t o grow up a weak person. 

4.3.2 Patient no. 2. Mrs. M.V. 

Ps ychiatric diagnosis 

Age: 69 years. 

Occupation: Old age pens~oner. 

Educational standard: Uneducated. 

Habits: Does not smoke, 'but drinks excessively. 

Family history: No history of mental illness or fits in the family. 

Wldowed. Had one child who died at three years from fever. 

Personal history: Daughter reports that she started behaving queerly 

about one month ago. Looks blunted. Hears voices day and night. She 

sees people who swear at her all t he time. She does not sleep at 

nigh t, wan ting to attack the unseen people. Has lost appetite s~nce 

her illnes s . 

Diagnosis : Late schizophrenia. 

Medicat ion : Modecate O. Smls monthly . Disipol SOmgs daily. 

No further information was gained during the interviel';' 

Mr . Ntshobodi 's diagnos is 

She ~s not a healthy person. The disease i s like umlambo . There is 

a mark behind the liver, but it ~s the mark of umlambo and not dliso. 
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At ti:nes t here is sCL:1ething '~'( ong with t~e li':e':, t~,is ~s the begir.nin3 

of high blood pressure. There ~s too much u:nlambo ~n her body. Tne 

blood goes up, as a per son with high blood pressure and at night she 

feels all t he pains in her body as well as aching bones. She hJ.s a 

headach e on her te~ples. She feels as if there is ice on her te~ples, 

as if a piece of wire has been tiec arounc her head. She also suf -

fers froo short sightedness. There is s Oille thing burning on her back. 

Sometimes both arms, hands, shoulders and her whole body feels weak. 

Her feet become sNollen at night. wnen she becooes older her feet 

are going to give her a lot of trouble. 

Sometimes she has an upset stomach, as if she ate something that she 

did not like. There are sooe foods that she does not like, ~.e. samp 

/, 
mielies and too much fat. Her stomach is bad inside. 

I 

'I 
Her head is mixed up and funny, as a person with too many worr~es. 

In her heart are worries which drop her. Sometimes she wants to be 

alone. She can do wrong things and then be ashamed. The illness can 

make her mad, but she is not actually mad, just mixed up. There are 

funny tricks on her (hallucinations), she sees funny things. 

The sickness will get worse as she gets old. It was sent by the an-

cestors. 

Mr. Ketani's diagnosis 

She looks healthy, but ~s ac tua lly very sick. ine disease is called 

high blood pressure. Her blood goes up and causes high blood pressure. 

When the blood goes up it seems as if she can die at any moment. She 



feels sick and wea~ when it goes up. 

There ~s little hope t ha t she ~s go~ng to live long. 

The sickness is in the stomach. The dliso wants to go up and block the 

chest. During the day she is normal, but at night she ~s very sick. 

She feels hot at night and wants to take her clothes off. She wants 

. 
a place where there is fresh air. She can't perspire. 

Her body ~s itchy, she wants to scratch allover. Her head and arm-

pits are itchy. Sometimes when she goes to the toilet, only air comes 

out. 

She feels umbilini and has a stomach ache. wnen the stomach ache be-

gins, she wants to leave the room. When she ~s outside she does not 

know what she wants, and then she comes back ~n again. 

~~~en she 15 sleeping, lt ~s as if she wants to talk to someone. She 

does not notice it because she ~s sleeping. When she ~s going to 

sleep, she suddenly becomes afraid as if she ~s go~ng to see someone. 

She always wants to be alone so that no one can disturb her. 

When someone talks to her, she becomes very cross and does not answer. 

When she be"Comes cross, 'she either keeps quiet or leaves the others. 

Sometimes she feels like talking to herself as if she is becoming mad, 

but she is not becoming mad. Sometimes she knocks her head against 

the wall. 

She does not feel happy at home, as if she was not at home. This be-

comes worse at night. 
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Some people would say that she is beco~ing mad, others would say she 

has isifo sokuwa and others would say she too is pr oud of herself. 

She is always accompanied by an evil spirit. 

4.3.3 Patient no. 3. Mr. J.G. 

Psychiatric diagnosis 

Age.: 69 years. 

Occunation: Old age pensioner. 

Educational standard: Uneducated~ 

Habits: Does not smoke, but drinks during rituals. 

Family history: Separated. One son who is quite well. No history 

of mental illne.ss or fits in the family. 

Personal history: Has had fits for about one month. Has had three 

fits during the month. Fits occur at night while he sleeps. Does 

not bite tongue or wet himself. Receives treatment for asthma. 

Diagnosis: Cerebral artereosclerosis with seizures. Asthma. 

No additional information gained from interview. 

Mr. Ntshobodi's diagnosis 

The illness was sent by the ancestors. It was caused by a cold that 

he caught a long time ago. The cold blocked at the waist, so we can 

say he is suffering from waist. (isinqe). Hhen it gets to the kid

neys, it makes his waist seem as if he has been working hard. 

At first, he felt as if he had a belt around his waist, this damaged 

his kidneys. It is the kidneys that cause t he blocking of the chest, 

which increases at night. Some times it seems as if there is something 

flying around his chest, C2using it to be b l ocked . His chest seems 
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Educational standard: Standard three. 

Habits: Sober habits. 

F~~ily history: No history of mental illness or epilepsy ~n fa~ily. 

Ho~e conditions favourable. 

Personal his tory: Appears emotionally dull a~d flat. Asocial a2d 

withdra'~. Disoriented for time and place. Displays poor judge~ent. 

Runs about without clothes. Visual hallucinations. 

Diagnosis: Schizophrenia. 

Treatment: Modecate monthly. Melleril ratard IOOmgs. I/2 supper. 

Interview 

The patient reports that she is suffering from amufufunyana. She has 

suffered from amafufunyana for about two months, but no longer feels 

the symptoms. She is uncertain as to whether the amafuf~nyana have 

left her or not. Her sister reports that the patient showed s~gns 

that the amafufunyana were returning, the previous day. The patient 

was afraid and wanted to run away. In 1972, the patient's right hand 

was lame and unable to work. At present, her neck is stiff when she 

walks. The patient claims that tablets given to her by the clinic do 

not help. She visited an igqira, last month, and was given herbs 

which, she says, did not help her condition. Her sister reports that 

when the amafufunyana come, the patient wants to leave the house and 

that the family has to lock the door in order to prevent her from 

doing so. The patient then falls down, and the amafufunyana talk 

while she is unconscious. The amafufunyana talk about three times a 

day, and especially at night. They talk in Xhosa, and say anything 

they wish to say. The a~afufunyana may accuse one of the members of 

the family of trying to kill the patient. The amafufunyana began to 

plague the patient in Port Elizabeth, a few days after she was married. 
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Mr. Ntshobodi 's diagnosis 

She has got umoya that goes ri ght through her body, ar.d ',Je call that 

arJafufunya~a. Tnis causes cramps righ t through her body, and the 

neck becomes stiff. The veLns on t he t emples becone very sore, anc 

t hat ma~es th e eyes feel sore, and it is as if she is going t o fall 

d o~n. She does not fall down at present, but if the illness conti

nues, she will become very dizzy. A person who LS jealous of her sent 

the amafufunyana. It is a woman who LS related to her that sent the 

amafufunyana. 

At night her stomach makes sounds, but the amafufunyana are not 

talking yet. As the condition worsens, they will begin talking. If 

someone prays har"d, she would fall down and the amafufunyana would 

talk. She has had the amafufunyana for about a month or so. She gets 

dizzy. Her bowels turn inside her stomach. The stomach is full of 

wind. Her body becomes stiff and there is a pain petween her neck 

and head. There is a burning on the back. Amafufunyana are trying 

to get up her spine. Her arms are as if she is being choked by elec

tricity. She sees stars in front of her eyes. 

Mr. Ketani's diagnosis 

This patient is very sick. People would say that she is suffering 

from amafufunyana, inside her stomach. Wnen she feels the stomach 

ache, s he falls down at times. Then she gives tro~ble to the other 

people in the house. She becomes very restless and falls down. She 

has very bad dreams, but does not remember them. 

Mr. Ketani said that he would be able to establish the cause of the 

amafufunyar.a, only if he was permitted to conduc t his diagnosis Ln 
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the church, under more favourable conditions. 

4.3.5 Patient no. 5. Mr. W.F. 

Psychiat=ic diagnosis 

Age: 24 years. 

Occupation: Une~ployed. 

Educational standard: None. Failed sub A three times. 

Habits: Sookes and dri~~s. 

Fa::lily history: Mother in good health. Single. 

Personal history: Committed to Bopholong Hospital ~n Mafeking, then 

transferred to Thabmoopo hospital in Pietersburg in 1972. Can now 

stay at home, but needs care and supervision. Suffers from defective 

mental de"121opoent . ... ~lso has fits. P...eportec to be aggressive and 

dangerous. Does not sleep well. He reports hearing voices and 

singing, but does not know what the voices are say~ng. 

Diagnosis: Defective mental development, with fits. 

Medication: Modecate 1ml every 4 weeks. Disipol 3 times a day. 

Intervie\.,r 

Mr. W.F. reports that he began having fits about three years ago. These 

have now stopped. According to him, he visited a Zionist prophet prior 

to seeking help at the clinic. The prophet helped him slightly. He 

has not consulted an igqira, and does not believe in them. 

Mr. Ntshobodi's diag~osis 

no 

He is suffering from ukuthwasa which comes from the ancestors. The 

ukuthwasa is however no longer working for him, it is now trying to kill 

him. The spirit 1n him (ukuthwasa) originated at birth and comes from 



his kidneys. w.i1en t he spiri t goes up to his hea.d, it can caus e hi:!! 

to fall down . (epilepsy) . 

His body i s full of poison. He smokes a lot. The spirit from t he 

smoking ann the ukuthwasa spirit combine and are killing him. Some

times the spirit goes up to his lungs and they becoDe funny. There 

are small marks on the lungs because the disease is spoiling him i n

side. 

There is , a white layer over his liver, as if something is burning it. 

This makes vomit. Part of the liver is . sore, it ~s like a ball. This 

can sometimes cause him not to eat. 

III 

When the spirit goes up, it wants to choke him. Then he wants to cough, 

but it is not a proper cough, it is from the strongness of the spirit. 

When he coughs, the disease can spread to other people near by. 

Sometimes the spirit gets stuck at the shoulders, and this prevents 

him from giving up a~r. 

There is something burning behind the shoulders. l.Jhen the spirit gets 

to his head, he feels mixed up. There ~s a pain on his temp l es, as 

i f someone 1S holding hi m. He feels dizzy and his eyes see darkness, 

as if he ~s going to fall . He feels dizzy and his tongue swells 

(epilepsy) . His brains are not working well. 

Wnen the spirit goes to his arms, he feels as if he is choked by ' elec

tricity. The spirit can cause him to be in jail, to do wrong t hings , 

or to kill a person. He feel s that he can say anything to a person. 



He ~s li~e a ~ae pe:sor.. 

The s?iyit ~s on the right side of his body. If it gets to his leg, 

he feels as if he has walked ~n a '~rong alace'. 

His body shakes ane jerks and he feels hot ane wea~. 

If he had gone to an igqira a long time ago, he could have been healed 

and alse become an igqira himself. However, the illness has progres

sed too far now for hi~ to become ~~ igqira. If he ~s taken to the 

church he will be healed, but will have no propheting powers himself. 

Mr. Ketani's diagnosis 

Tne patient has ukuthwasa. If he were cured in the church he would 

become a prophet himself. He had been sick for a long time, but his 

parents only tried to cure him a short time ago. 

He feels pains allover his back. These pa~ns often go to the neck 

and stop there. Sometimes they go up to the head which makes his: head 

dizzy. His body becomes stiff. Then he can think about anything. 

The sickness makes him think about anything all the ti~e. Sonetimes 

he is not conscious and can just bump into a car. \,nen he has got 

this, he does not like noise or talking. 

Sometimes his legs become weak and he does not find it easy to walk, 

as if he is an old man. 

If he was a normal person he would complain about not being able to 

sleep well. He dreams about being among the awagqira but does not re

call the dreams. If the condition is not cur ed it can result in 

Q 
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is i f 0 so kU'..Ja . 

4.3.6 Patient no. 6. Mrs. N.M. 

Psychiatric diagnosis 

Age: 35 years. 

Occupation: Une~ployed. 

Educational standard: Standard one. 

Habits: Does not smoke or drink. 

Family history: Brother suffers from mental illness and has fits. 

II) 

She reports the husband as mentally ill. Five sons and three daughters. 

Personal history: Sounds as if she has absences. Finds herself in 

different .places and does not know how she got there. Forgets easily. 

Sees things day and night (hallucinations). She is hypertensive and 

is receiving treatment from the day hospital. Very depressed about 

the whole business. She is frightened of snakes, people and cars 

which are not seen by other people. General malaise: 

Diagnosis: Temporal lobe epilepsy. 

Hedication: Epamitin lOOmg. 4 times a day for first month. Then Epamitin 

3 times a day. Melliril Retard 200mgs. at supper. 

Interview 

Reports seeking help from the clinic, because she sees snakes and cars 

coming at her. She is frightened and has umbilini. Reports feeling 

very cold (on an extremely hot November day, she wore a thick pullover 

and a fur coat). Says that her body shakes. On the day prior to the 

interview, she had a pain that went from the back of her ear to the 

thumb. Reports that she was told at the hospital that she was suffering 

from high blood pressure. Visited an igqira who told her that she is 

suffering from ukuthwasa. She was instructed to attend to an igqira, 
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and to become an igqira herself. She refu sed . After this, s~e became 

ill and her whole body becaI'Je swollen. She reports that tablets fror:l 

the clinic make her feel nervous. She worries about not~in6' and some-

tiDes falls unconscious. \~hen she regains consciousness, she is told 

that she was crylng. She remembers soce kind of frig~tening VlSlons 

which she experienced during her unconsciousness. 

Mr. Ntshobodi's diagnosis 

She has umlambo from the ancestors. The English name is high blood 

pressure. She was chosen by the ancestors to dance and work and thus 

to sweat. She would use the water in her body by dancing. But now 

she is always resting and no longer using her body as the younger 

people do. If she was working all the time, she would be alright. 

But now the illness is getting worse. 

The blood and the water are fighting. This causes her chest to be 

blocked, and she can't get enough air. The arteries on the side of 

her neck are full of blood. The blood comes from her heart and fills 

up her neck and top of her back, as if her blood pressure is strong. 

wnen the blood goes to her head, she feels dizzy. There is a pressure 

on her shoulders which comes from above her ears. 

The kidneys are sore. Her eyes feel as if they are gOLng to glve her 

trouble. She sees stars in front of her. She also feels pains in her 

bones, like rheumatism. Her stomach is full of water and 1S heavy. 

The meat on the outside of her stomach swells. At night her body be-

comes a bit bigger, and her legs and feet swell. There is too much water 

in her body, that is why it swells. The blood is trying to get rid of 

the water . Her feet and knees become ice cold. She feels as if there 
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are needles being pushed i nto her ank l es. 

The umlambo causes her to be very hot, and sometimes she wants to be 

out in t he fre sh air. Her chest f ee ls as if she has iph ika Casth~a), 

it is tigh t. 

She also takes pills C'..;hich Hr. Nts hobodi saT"; in a vision). 

Hr. Ketani's diagnosis 

lIS 

A doctor would say that she has high blood pressure. Tnis can cause a 

headache. Her head feels as if it ~s divided into v..;o. This makes her 

eyes sore and it is difficult for her to see. Her heart can stop pumping. 

Her body is very hot and this causes her chest to be blocked. Tnen she 

wants fresh air. When she is in bed, she only wants to cover herself 

half-way with the blankets. When she walks, her feet become itchy and 

she gets tired if she walks for a long time. 

4.3.7 Patient no. 7. Mrs. G.B. 

Psychiatric diagnosis 

Age: 46 years. 

Occupation: Unemployed. 

Educational standard: Uneducated. 

Habits: Smokes and drinks excessively. 

Fa.r:lily history : No known hisotry of men tal illness or fits in the family. 

Single. 

Personal history: Sees invis ible things . Drinks excessively. Looks 

dazed and is in a state of modified D. T's. Reports heart beats ver y 

much . Worried. Pellagra. 
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Diagnosis: Alcoholis~ with pellagra and a~<iety. 

Medication: Triptanol 75mg s . at supper for 5 months . Vito B coop lex 

3 times a day. Nicotina~ide IOOmgs. three times a day. 

Patient reports going to the clinic because she felt as if she was going 

mad. Her boy friend passed away and she beca~e very worried, because he 

was looking after her and she did ,not have a job. He passed away su: 

months ago. She has received treatment for Tuberculosis. Reports that 

her body feels weak, and that she cannot walk for a long time. Her en-

tire body feels sore, especially her right arm and leg. She has not 

consul~ed an igqira or prophet. 

Mr. Ntshobodi's diagnosis 

She has isathuthwane. She feels that sometimes she can fall and have 

uxhozula, as a person with epilepsy. There is a dark mark, dliso, 

behind the liver. This causes a wind in her stomach. The dliso is 

old and is spoiling the whole body. Someone gave it to her in beer. 

Her blood is dirty, the dliso has spoiled it. The spirit pushes her 

lungs as if her stomach is going up to her chest. When the spirit comes 

up, she becomes weak, dizzy, and her body wants to shake as a person 

with epilepsy. Her stomach and mouth are bad and she can't taste food . 

Toe spirit goes under the throat and pulls her tongue back. Her eyes 

feel as if she is standing on a shaking floor. She feels her eyes 

shaking as if everything in front of her is s h ak ing. It is as if she 

can!t feel her body. 

Mr . Ketani's diagnosis 

She has dliso behind the liver. This causes a stomach ache and then she 
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wants t o L?ll do' .• ":>.. The dliso C2.C1 cause L:x:-:ozula . Her luP.gs are as if 

they are going up , as someone who has been working hard. It is as if some-

t hi ng is moviP.g her lungs. Her lungs and t he other parts of her chest 

waP.t t o go up. Her body is weak 2.P.d her arms are weak at the joints. 

She has been sick f or a l ong ti~e . If she i s not cured, she will be -

corne mad. 

4.3.8 Comparison of psychiatric and Zionist prophet diagnoses 

Table I. 

Patient 
no. 

1. 

2. 

Mr. Ntshobodi's diagnosis 

Dliso type isathuthuwane. 

Urnlambo caused by an-

cestors. 

High blood pressure. 

Madness. 

Mr. Ketani's diagnosis 

Isathuthuwane. 

Dlis o ~n stomach , 

Psychiatric 
diagnosis 

Epilepsy. 

Late schizo-

caused by evil spirits. phrenia. 

High blood pressure. 

Madness. 
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Patient 
~lr . Ntshobodi's diagnosis Hr. Ketani ' s diagnosis Psychiatric 

no. diagnosis 

7. Is a thu th'..;ane. Uxhozula. Alcoholism, 

pellagra arrd 

anxiety. 

Table I. was constructed to show the similarities and differences between 

the psychiatric and Zionist diagnoses, ~n tabular form. The table consists 

of four columns. The first column lists numbers given to the patients for 

the purpose of identification; the second colum~ lists Mr. Ntshobodi's 

diagnosis; the third column, Mr. Ketani's diagnosis, and the fourth 

column, the psychiatric diagnosis of each patient respectively. 

Review of Table I 

Patient number 1 

Both Mr. Ntshobodi and Mr. Ketani diagnosed the patient's illness as 

isathuth~ane which, as discussed in section 3.3.1 is the Zionist term 

for Grand Mal epilepsy . The prophets diagnoses thus concurred with the 

psychiatric diagnosis which was epilepsy. 

Patient number 2 

Mr . Ntshobodi and Mr. Ketani both stated that the patient was suffering 

from high blood pressure . Mr . Ntshobodi , however, saw the cause of high 

blood pressure as being umlambo sent by the ances tors, ,,,hile Mr. Ketani 

saw t he cause as being dliso in the stomach. The psychiatric diagnosis 

revealed nothing resembling high blood pressure. In addition t o the 
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high blood pressure, both Mr. Ntshobodi and Mr. Kecani said that t he 

patient was "mad", and described SjUp t erns of a psy cho tic nature . Cor-

responding t o their diagnoses, was the psychiatric diagnos is of late 

s chi zophrenia. 

Patient numb er 3 

Mr. Ntshobodi and Mr . Ketani's diagnoses concurred with the psychiatric 

diagnosis that the patient suffered from ast~~a. The psychiatric diag-
• 

nosis, however, revealed that the patient suffered from seizures, a 

factor ~ .. hich neither of the prophets mentioned. The psychiatric diag-

nosis disclosed that the patient had arteriosclerosis, while ~1r. Ntsho-

bodi saw the patient as suffering from umlambo sent by the ancestors. 

Patient number 4 

Both Mr. Ntshobodi and Mr. Ketani were of the opLnLon that the patient 

was suffering fro~ amafufunyana. The symptoms described by them however, 

resemble a form of hysterical psychosis, rather than schizophrenia as 

diagnosed by the clinic. The interview with the patient an her sister 

which was conducted by the researcher, indicates that the patient's 

symptoms appeared shortly after her marriage and only two months prior 

to the interview . These factors, and the visual hallucinations reported, 

tend to favour the diagnosis of hys terical psychosis, rather than schizo-

phrenia. 

Patient number 5 

Mr. Ntshobodi and Mr. Ketani both diagnosed this patient's illness as 

ukuthw3sa which caused, or would in the future, cause epilepsy. The 

psychiatric diagnosis revealed that the patient suffered from fits. The 

latter diagnosis indicated defective mental development, which had no 

equivalent in the diagnoses made by the prophets. 
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Patient n~mber 6 

Mr. Ntshobodi and Mr. Ketani both, d' d h' 'r lagnose t LS patlent s illnes s as high 

blood pressure. \-"hile ~{r. Ketani did not establish t he cause of t he 

illness, Mr. Ntshobodi said it '..;as caused by t.:IlJ.lambo which was sent by 

the ancestors. Tne psychiacric diao"" :-'o"'l's ".,s t e~~oral l obo en'l d • ., ~ "'co. ... ,.. ~ t: t-1 e?sy an 

general malaise. 

Patient number 7 

Mr. Ntshobodi and Mr. Ketani diagnosed the illness of the patient as 

epilepsy. Mr. Ntshobodi, however, stated that it was isathuthwane (Grand 

Mal epilepsy), while Mr. Ketani said it was uxhozula (Petit Mal epi-

lepsy). The psychiatric diagnosis indicated alcoholism, pellagra and 

anxiety, but no mention was made of epilepsy. 

4.4 Inter-prophet reliability 

One of the aims of the laboratory study was to determine the inter-prophet 

diagnostic reliability. A simple comparison of the illnesses diagnosed 

by the prophets was categorized in table I~ Judging from this table, 

it may be stated that the inter-prophet diagnostic reliability where 

major categories are concerned, is good. Much of the prophets' diag-

noses consist, however, of phenomenological descriptions of the patients' 

feelings which the prophets claim to arrlve at through the procedure of 

sensation transference. In order to determine the inter-prophet relia-

bility on a broader scale which included the phenomenological descrip-

tions given in the diagnoses, it was necessary t o use an ex-post matching 

design. 

4.4.1 Method 

Six independent judges were invited to take part ln the project. These 

judges were psychology post-graduates or practicing psychologists. 



Psychologists were chosen, as it was assur:Jed tha~ t hey would be au fait 

wi~h subjective descriptions of t he patients' feelings. 

The diag~ostic protocols of the prophets were edited, and t he following 

iniornatio n was withd ra'~ ; 

a) descriptive information relating to the patient's physical 

make-up e.g. weigh't, height,. etc. 

b) the age of the patient. 

c) the ' sex of the patient. 

I2I 

Each edited protocol was then labelled with the name of the diagnosing 

prophet and a code number (appendix I). The protocols were shuffled and 

then given to the judges who were asked to match Mr: Ntshobodi's diagno

s~s of each patient's illness with the corresponding diagnoses made by 

Mr. Ketani. The probability of the psychologist judges obtaining the 

correct results by chance, was calculated by means of the following 

formula; 

I 1-1+1-1+ .......... + I 
probabiE ty 

MI 21 31 (M - m)1 

Whe re: 1'1 t o tal numbe r of units 

m number of correct rnatchings 

1 factorial (Parzen, 1960 , p. 76) 
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Table 2. Results of the ex-post m2tchings made by the ps ycho l og ists 

Psychologist 
number 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

II II II II II II 

22 22 22 23* 22 23* 

33 33 36* 32* 37* 36* 

i".a tched Pai::,s 44 44 44 44 45!!" 44 

55 55 55 56* 53* 55 

66 66 63* 65*. 64* 62*.. 

77 77 77 77 76*. 77 

Number of 
correctly 7 7 5 3 2 4 
matched 
pairs. 

Table 2 shows the results of the ex-post matchings made by the SLX psy-

chologists. The "Psychologist number" is a number given to each psycho-

logist for identification purposes. "Hatched pairs" are those diagnoses 

which the psychologists attempted to rematch in the experiment. For Ln-

spection purposes, the left column of each psychologist's matchings, LS 

correct and listed from one to seven. In the table an asterix has been 

placed next to each pair of diagnoses which were incorrectly matched. 

The table indicates that of a possible maximum of seven correct matchings, 

psychologists number 1 and 2 matched all seven diagnoses correctly. Psy-
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chologist nu:nbe.;: J matched 5 d~a6ncses cor;:ectly; psyc~ologist rn.:coer 4 

matched 3 correctly; psycholog ist nu:!!oe:c 5 ma tch ed 2 cor rectly , and psy-

chologist number 6 matched 4 correctly . Re.sult s obtained by t he psycho-

logists thus ranged fro m two t o seven correct match ings. 

This discrepancy in results highlights a major fault in t he methodo l ogy 

employed in the procedure, namely, the differing abilities of the psycho-

logists. The results indicate that the ~x-post matching procedure 

measured not only the inter-prophet reliability, but the matching ability 

of the individual psychologists in this field as well. Clearly, the psy-

chologists differed in their ability to match the diagnostic protocols. 

It is hypothesized that the discrepancy in results was due to the psy-

chologists' different exposures to Black psychiatric patients. Sirnilar-

ly, those psychologists conversant with certain are~s of p~rapsychology 

would, hypothetically, do better in the study than those less acquainted 

with the subject. 

Table 3. The probabilities of matchings having occurred by chance. 

No of correct Ps ycho logist Probabi Ii ty of matching having 
combinations number · occurred by chance 

7 1 · P = ,000198 

7 2 p = ,000198 

5 3 p = ,004167 

3 4 p = ,0652 

2 5 p = ,18333 

4 6 p = ,013889 , 
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Table 3 shows the probab ilities of each of the psychologists' ma~chings 

hav ing occurred by chance . The results range fr om p = ,1 8333 (psycho-

l og ist numbe r 5) t o p = , 000198 (psychologists number I and 2). Fror.J. 

t he above results, it may be concluded that as a group, t he psycholo-

gists were reasonably proficient at match ing t he prophets' diagnoses. 

This in t urn suggests that the inter-prophet diagnostic reliabili ty 

during t he laborator y study was good . 

4.4.3 Discussion 

In section 2 the various methods that the prophets of the A. H. C. Z. 

claim to use were discussed. In summary, these methods are as follows: 

a) sensation transference 

b) visions (t) visions of an X-ray type 

(2) symbolic visions 

(3) sensation transference type v~s~ons 

c) analysis of patient's and prophet's dre ams 

d) precognitive diagnosis 

During t he course of the experiment, the prophets stated that they were 

only able t o make use of two of the above methods . They claimed to rely 

primarily on sensation transference , and to a lesser extent, on v~s~ons 

of the sensation transference and X-ray type (Se~ 2 . 2 . 2 . I). Neither 

prophet had any precognitive feelings rel a ting t o the patients' illnes-

ses and, as they were prohibited from questioning the patients, they 

were unable to analyse the patients' dreams . 
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Neither of the prophets were enitrely happy with their diagnoses oE t~e 

patients' illnesses . They often re!ll.3. rked that more relevant information 

would have been obtained had t he diagnoses been m~de in the chucch . Ac-

cording to Mr. Ntshobodi, there were many things missing Ln t he experi-

mental r oom which gave him "strength" while diagnos ing a patient's ill-

ness in the church . He explained that drunming, dancing and sLngLng 

(Sec. 2.2.5.2) in the church helped him to achieve the "right spirit, t o 

see the illness of the patient." Referring spe cif ically t o patient nUI!l-

I 
• ber four, Mr. Ntshobodi expressed the opinion t hat additional informa-

I 
tion relating to the patient's illness would hav e been obtained, had 

his diagnosis been performed in the church. As mentioned in section 

3.1.1 an important part of the diagnostic procedure where amafufunyana 

is concerned, consists of praying for the patient until he falls to the 

ground. Mr. Ntshobodi said that without the additional "strength" that 

the church would have given him, it was impossible to achieve the de-

.siredresult. He also claimed to experience difficulties in "shaking 

off" his work day, in the ten minutes preparation time before the diag-

. nostic sessions commenced. To make the transition from a black, overall 

wearing gardener to a velvet gowned chief prophet in ten to fifteen 

minutes, is understandably difficult. 

There were many other diagnostic limitations in the exp erimental room 

wh ich were not men tioned by the prophets. During t he experiment, the 

prophets were expected t o begin their diagnoses immediately t hey entered 

the room. In t he church, there LS time for the pr ophet to study the 

pat ient from a distance be fo re t he actual diagnostic session begins. 

Another limitation i mposed by the experimental situation, was the ab -

sence of t he patien t' s family members . Patients a re normally accompanied 

to the church by members of their family, who, by t heir very presence, 

can prov i de useful diagnostic information. Part of a diagnostic session 
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~~ t he A. H. C. Z. cons ist s of telli ng t he patient and his family what 

t he prophe t has diagnosed. Using a method similar to that used by the 

traditional a~agqira, the prophet corrects his diagnosis as he goes 

along by observing t he family ' s re ac tion , but as mentioned above, 

feedback t o the pat ients was prohibited i n the experiment. 

On cOGlpletion of the experiment, the prophets were invited to observe 

t he video recordings made of t heir.diagnostic sessions . After t he 

initial excitement of seeing themselves on film had died down, Mr. 

Ntshobodi used the opportunity as a kind of instruction session for 

Mr. Ketani. It was clear that Mr. Ntshobodi believed that his own 

diagnoses were correct . He gave instruction about those diagnoses made 

by Mr. Ketani T..;hich he considered to be incorrect. For example, he 

pointed out that the "mark" they had both "seen" in patient number two 

was the mark of umlambo behind the liver, and not dliso in the stomach 

as Mr . Ketani had thought. This mistake had apparently led Mr. Ketani 

astray in his diagnosis of that specific patient's illness. Mr. Ntsho-

bodi also pointed out to Mr. Ketani certain things that he had failed 

to notice ~nsome of the patients. The conversation had little to do 

with what the patient was doing, but dealt rathe r with what the prophe t 

experienced at certain times during the diagnostic session. For example, 

if Mr. Ketani's arm trembled, Mr . Ntshobod i would enquire what he had 

felt at t ha t moment. 

4;5 RecolIIDlendations for further research 

For a more comprehensive study of the diagnoses made by traditional heale r s 

in rel a ti on to their wes t ern counterparts, t he fol l owing i mprovement s are 

recommended. 
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1) The use of in- patien ts 

One of the problems encountered by t he present rese archer , was the 

availability of reli ab le patients. In the research conducted , part of 

the in~erpreter 's ta sk was t o fetch t he patients from t hei r homes at a 

prearranged time . If the arrangeoent had been made aore than a day 

prior to the diagnos tic session, the interpreter would visit t he patient 

in the interim to remind him of the appointment. On four different 

occas~ons, however, the patients were not at home when the interpreter 

arrived to take them to the psychology department. One of the patients 

had reportedly been jailed, another had found employment in the town, 

and two were simply missing. This kind of problem may be avoided by 

using in-patients from a psychiatric hospital. There is, however, much 

red-tape involved 1n obtaining in-patients for research purposes. In 

a project similar to that of the present research, permission would have 

to be granted for traditional healers to enter and perform their diagnoses 

1n a hospital, or for the patients to be transported from the hospital to 

another location for the duration of the diagnostic seSS10n and inter-

V1ews. Permission 1n both cases 1S difficult to obtain, because of the 

South African Medical and Dental Council's ruling which prohibits inter-

action between the medical profession and indigenous healers. 

2) Thorough diagnostic assessment by the mental health team. 

In . the present research, the diagnoses of the patients' illnesses wer e 

obtained from their out-patient files. Unfortunately, psychiatric per-

sonnel who are employed by out-patient clinics in South Africa, are 

overworked. For example, a ps ychiatrist may see up to two hundred 

patients in one day at such a clinic. The r esult is that diagnoses are 

not as thorough as they could be, given favourable circumstances. It 

is suggested that patients involv ed in t his type of research, be given 
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a thorough medical, psychological a~d psychiatric exami~ation in e rder 

to arrive at the most accurate diagnoses. This type or exa~ination is 

possible within a psychiatric hospital, which once again, argues f or 

the use of in-patie2ts as subjects for the research. 

3) Nosologically clear cases. 

In order to ascertain what traditional diagnoses correspond to the psy-

chiatric diagnoses, it is necessary to select patients whose diagnoses 

are not in doubt. Ideally, there sho~ld be no addit ional medical coopli-

cations, such as asthma, tuberculosis or manutrition, all of which are 
I 
I ! . common ~ongst the Black psychiatric population. 

4) Medication. 

In a rigorously controlled study, the question of patients who are re-

ceiving medication will have to be resolved. This problem arises pri-

marily with traditional healers, who have no experience of diagnosing 

the illnesses of patients receiving psychiatric medication. It would, 

however, be interesting to see how the healers construed such things 

as extra pyramidal side effects. 

The present study was an attempt t o ascertain the inter-prophet diagnos-

tic reliability of two prophets belonging to the same church, the 

A. H. C. Z. All prophets of the church adhere theoretically to the 

same nosological fraoework, possibly because they were all taught by 

the same prophet and work together on a regular basis. It would be 

a fruitful exercise to compare the A. H. C. Z.'s nosological system to: 

a) systems employed by other Zionist churches 

b) systems employed by the amagqiras 

c) Black patients' conceptions of illness. 
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5. Discussion and conclusion 

The present research was concerned with the diagnostic procedures and 

categories ~ployed by the prophets of a specific Xhosa Zionist Church, 

the A. H. C. Z. As the primary focus was diagnosis, it wat not within 

the scope of the project to investigate the cethods of treatment used 

by the prophets, or the effectiveness thereof. It is the researcher's 

belief that additional comprehensive research is necessary in this 

field, to bring to the South African mental health team an awareness 

of what treatment their patients receive when they consult indigenous 

healers. Research of this nature would, in addition, enable the team 

to gain more insight into the world view held by their Black patients 

and, specifically, their patients' conceptions of illness. This in 

turn, would increase the team's efficiency as healers. 

As Holdstock ()97~ has stated, people in the healing professions know 

next to nothing about the subject of indigenous healers, and acknow-

ledge their existence even less. This state of affairs exists de-

spite the fact that indigenous healing is adhered to by countless in-

dividuals in South Africa. The trend which excludes and ignores ~n-

digenous healing ~s, however, slowly being reversed by a few of the 

leading academics in South Africa, such as Professor R.W.S. Cheetham, 

Professor J.M. Gardner, Professor T.M.D. Kruger, Professor A.G . Ie 

Roux, Professor T.L. Holdstock,Professor J.H. Robbertze and Dr H.V. 

Buhrmann. 

The academics mentioned above, have put forward a variety of reasons 

which indicate the necessity of studying the work of indigenous healers, 

and perhaps intergrating these healers into the present mental health 

framework. Holdstock (1979) and Buhrmann (1979) provide a valuable 



synopsis of the reas ons given. 

a) Hany authors feel th~t the ~~otional and spiritual needs of Black 

patients can best be met by indigenous healers. Due to increased 

urbanization, these particular needs are gro~ing in intensity ~ith 

the concomitant demand for additional healers. Continued disregard 

of them may thus result in a further splitting of those people 

available in South Africa who concern themselves ~ith healing. 

b) Le Raux (1973) points out that due to the acute shortage of trained 

mental health personnel, the task of rendering an effective service 

without the support of indigenous healers is an impossible one. 
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c) Many authors throughout the world have pointed out the inadequacy of 

western approaches as applied to other cultures. Kiev (1972), for 

example, believes that the traditional model of psychology has not 

been applicable to developing societies. In addition, authors 

such as Collomb (1975), Giorgis and Helms (1978) have found that 

western trained Black personnel tend to be perceived as strangers 

within their o~ society. 

d) Holdstock states that the application of high-cost westernized ap

proaches, such as residential hospitalization, one-to-one psycho

therapy and the use of highly qualified personnel is not t he most 

efficient means of treating the indigenous population. He claims 

that indigenous healing may provide valuable career opportunities 

amongst the Black sector of the population and help to reduce its 

high incidence of unemployoent. 
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After int erac tion with the prophets of the A. H. C. Z. during the pre-

sent study, the author is of t he opinion that the prophets could be 

productively integrated with the .mental health tea.'1l . It is believed 

that the prophets would adapt to a mental hospital or clinic setting 

with relative ease. Evidence of their adaptability was seen in t he 

laboratory study (Sec. 4) when the prophets adapted to the milieu of 

the video room in the psychology department with little trouble. Al-

though the prophets are accustomed t.a working in groups ~n their 

church, they were able to diagnose the patients' illnesses when they 

worked alone in the video room under critical observation. wnen the 

issue of the prophets working in a mental hospital was raised, Mr. 

Ntshobodi expressed keen interest in the idea. 

If the integration of the prophets within the mental health framework 

were to take place, an important issue would be that of determining 

their status and sala~y. As healers in a church, t~e prophets enjoy 

high status. They are shown great respect by members of the church, 

and they ask only God for advice in matters concerning their patients. 

Loss of status may thus become an issue which would have to be resolved. 

The question of salary, too, may well create probl~~s. Unlike the 

arnagqira, who are accustomed to charging their patients for consulta-

tions, prophets of the A. H. C. Z. are not paid for the services they 

render. If the prophets were employed as salaried workers in a mental 

institution, their orientation to healing may possibly change. It is 

the researcher's suggestion therefore, that prophets of the Zionist 

churches be encouraged to visit hospitals on an unpaid basis, much as 

ministers of other denominations are encouraged to do. 

The procedures which the prophets of the A. H. C. Z. claim to employ ~n 
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diagnosis, ~?pe~~ to differ va stly £rc~ tho3 8 of western tr2i~2~ ~~d~cal 

and psychiatric professionals. There does, ho~ever, ap?2ar to be S002 

overlap of methods used by t he prophets and by certain clinical psy

chologists a:1d psych o therapists. Some authors, ( auh r::l~:1:1, P.oldstock, 

Torrey and Kruger) suggest that much can be learned froe indigenous 

healers a~out psychotherapy, and they believe that interaction bet~een 

healers and psychotherapists may enhance the effectiveness of both 

groups. In the present study, it was found that prophets of the 

A. H. C. Z. welcomed interaction with western trained psychothera

pists and were eager to learn as much as they could of the western 

model of psychology. 

The greate~t overlap of methods used by indigenous healers and psycho

therapists occurs in the interpretation of dreams. As mentioned in 

section 2.2.3, the interpretation of both the proph~ts' dreams and 

their patients' dreams form an important part of the diagnostic and 

healing process in the A. H. C. Z. Similarly, many psychotherapists 

employ the dreams of their patients as an aid to diagnosis and thera

py. It LS believed that those psychotherapists working within a 

Jungian framework, would benefit most from a study of the drea~ inter

pretations made by the prophets of the A. H. C. Z. 

Another area \.;here methods employed by the prophets and psychot:hera

pists overlap, is that of sensation transference. Reports concerning 

sensation transference appear sporadically in western psychothera

peutic writings. Most of these reports are brief and are generally 

added to texts concerned with other issues. One exception is 

A.H. Mahrer, who has developed certain techniques and theoretical 

constructs which bear close resemblance to those employed by the 
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A. H. C. Z. 

The t heo r etical c or ne r s t one of ~!J.hrer's method ( 1978 , '79 , ' 80) i s his 

c oncep ti on o r t he t he r apist - patien t r elationship . Hp contends t h~t 

western t ~1 er apeut i c parad i g:ns of t he t he r ap i s t-pat i ent r ela cionship 

shar e t he assUDp t i ons of: 

a ) ~HO separ a t e , int ac t , d i ff er enti a t ed pe r sonality or gani zations , 

b) relating t o one ano t h er in mu tua l interac ti on , 

c) within an encompassing world of objective reality . 

He argues that these assumptions are coupled with inescapable problems. 

Sets of powerful determinants force the therapist and patient int o 

conjointly imposed role relationships which dominate the therapeutic 

enterprize, and over whi ch the therapist and patient have virtually no 

control and of which th'ey are essentially unaTHare. Additionally, the 

relationship tends to progressiv ely bind and i mpri son both participants. 

It blocks the t h er apeutic process and s ystematically excludes and dis

torts en tire realms of potentia l l y useful therapeutic da ta . In order 

t o res o l v e t hese problems encouter ed by trad itior:a l psychoth er apy , 

~fahr er has pr op os ed a radica l par ad i gm s h ift. Th e ro ots of t he shift 

may b e f ound in two area s , v iz: ex istent i a list t hough t and ps ychothe r a

peu ti c pr ac t ice . 

Mah r er sees as pr ecu r sor s of h i s me t hod , au t hors s uch as Ki er kegaard, 

Husser l , Heidegger , and t hei r concep t ual cousins , Suzuki, Watts, Na

r an j o , l ung and o t hers who introduced Buddhi s tic and Tao i st ic t hought 

t o western psycho l og ists . The imp li ca t ion of t hese ex i s te nt ial- pheno-



menological writings, according t o Mahrer, challenge the coc~on as 

sumptions held which concern t he therapist-patient int eraction, viz; 

a) Therapist and patient a re not constrained t o a state of being t wo 

separate entities; b) t herap is t and patient c an exist in ways which 

are quantitively different from a relationship or interaction bet~een 

separate entities, and c) th erapist and patient are not constrained 

to exist within an e..."1comp ass1.ngwor ld of objective reality." (:fahrer, 

1972, p. 206). 
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These V1.e'..; s are essentially the same as those employed in the A. H. C. Z. 

For example, Mr. Ntshobodi claims that while he is diagnosing a patient's 

illness, he is "not himself" but in a trance state. He is no longer a 

separate identity, but is infused by the Holy Spirit and absorbs the 

illness of the patient. 

Mahrer employs Husserl' s concept of "letting-be-ness" in his theory, 

in which the therapist adopts a wholly unbiased, unprejudiced contempla

tion of the patient. He places himself into fully receptiv e attentive

ness so completely that nothing 1.S left to think about the patient. 

TJhen the therapist achieves the state of utterly passive, full re

ceptiveness, he has, according to Mahrer, attained a plateau of "let

ting-be" which goes beyond present conceptions of acceptanc e or posi

tive regard. 

\~ile 1.n t his state of fully receptive attentiveness, t he therapist be

comes disengaged from his normal ongoing sense of self. He is no longer 

selfconscious, no longer an i ntending personhood, and no longer aware 

of himself as an identity. Following on from t h is state, the thera-

pis t merges wi th the patient. He, " ... joins into the patient's i denti-
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ty, is now co-etermin3.l with t he patient from ins:'::: e. It is .:1S if t he 

t herapis t were virtually inside t he patient, merged with the patient. 

As the therapist looses his own self, he merges int o t he self oE t he 

patient." (I'fanrer, 1978, p. 207). Finally, the t he r apist begins to 

share the patient's experiencing, whether it be bodily feelings, thought 

associations, i~ages, fantasie s or behavioural tendencies. 

Mahrer states that the roots of his ne~ paradigm are to be found in 

certain forms of psychotherapeutic practice. He points out that an 

increasing number of clinical reports show the advantages to be 

gained by focalizing the patient's attention outside the therapeutic 

encounter. A well known example is that of Gestalt therapists, who 

ask the patient to focus attention wholly upon projected parts of 

the self. Similarly, in eastern methods of meditation, the person's 

attention is focused entirely on a defined external point. The common 

cl E!nominator of these methods is that the attention of the patient or 

meditator is not centered on a relationship with a second person. In 

the case of a patient receiving psychotherapy, the patient's attention 

is centered outside the relationship with the therapist. Emphasis is 

placed on the relationship between the patient and his OWll bodily 

feelings, felt meanings and own internal experiences. Mahrer points out 

hOI. various authors (Bug ental 1964, Carkhuff and Benson 1967, wnitaker 

and Malone 1953) have reported sharing the patient's experiencings. 

Mahrer ( 1979, 1980) has put fOrlVar d a method to be followed by the 

therapist and patient which facilitates what the author has termed 

sensa tion transference. The method, although differing in technique, 

produces results which are remarkably similar to t hose reported by the 

prophets of the A. H. C. Z. 



According to Mahrer's method, the therapist instructs the patient to 

recline on a chair or couch, and to focus his attention on his body~ 

The patient becomes attentive and receptive to the physical sensations 

he experiences, and he is asked to direct his attention to the most 

prominent of these and to the images he "sees" when his eyes are 

closed. These sensations and images a ro then described to the thera

pist. The therapist reclines six feet away from the patient, ~n the 

sarne physical position. He too, closes his eyes. His attention ~s 

directed to his own body, and to the physical sensations experienced 
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and images seen and described by the patient. Listening to the patient, 

the therapis tallows hims elf to experience the same kind of bodily

physical sensations as the patient. To accomplish this, the therapist 

must allow these sensations to occur ~n the same way and in the same 

place. He may question the patient to obtain additional information 

concerning the phenomenon which takes place. Step by step, he approxi

mates the location and nature of the patient's physical sensations un

til he, himself, is able to duplicate in his own body, the sensations 

experienced by the patient. 

Mahrer (1979, p. 37) claims that the method evolved by him will work 

for therapists who: 

"a) Are cordial to (ab Ie to, skilled in) disengaging from their own 

enduring identities, and who 

b) are able to assimilate into, fuse with, that particular patient." 

The difference in approach between Mahrer and t he A. H. C. Z. may be 

regarded as due largely to cultural differences. A therapist employing 

Mahrer's method has no need to go through the arduous training and 

preparation done by the prophets of the A. H. C. Z. Unlike the prophets, 
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he does not have to abstain froQ ceat, smoking, drin~ing and fighting; 

nor does he fast, sing, pray or dance in a circle in order to duplicate 

the physical sensations of the patient. The patient, in fact, plays 

a far more active role in the diagnostic and therapeutic process than 

he would if he were being treated by a propthet. 

Results obtained, hm"ever, by Hahrer ' s method and those enployed by the 

A. H. C. Z. are in many respects, sioilar. Both schools claim that a 

complete duplication (sensation transference) of sensations fren patient 

to therapist/prophet takes place. While in this state of duplication/ 

transference, the therapist/prophet engages In little or no thera

peutic reflection, categorizing or labelling. He simply experiences 

the patient's feelings, bodily sensations and behavioural impulses, 

images and fantasies, cognitions, words, phrases and voices. The de

scriptions of these phenomena are almost identical in both schools. 

Mahrer claims that certain phenomena occur in the therapist and not in 

the patient. These phenomena appear to arlse spontaneously from nowhere. 

They occur suddenly, unpredictably and unexpectedly, and they seem In

appropriate to what the patient is experiencing at the time. Mahrer 

rejects the idea that these phenomena are the therapist's own archaic 

impulses. Instead, he conceptualizes the~ as expressions or reflections 

of deeper personality processes occuring in the patient. Mr. Ntshobodi 

of the A. H. C. Z. describes similar experiences in which he feels, hears, 

sees or thinks of something which he believes originates in the patient, 

who is unaware of the·phenomenon. By verbalizing these phenomena of 

which the patient lS not yet aware, the therapist/prophet in both 

schools, becomes the VOlce of the patient's unconSClOUS. 

In terms of sensation transference, the descripti on given by Mahrer and 
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prophets of the A. H. C. Z. are similar . There are however, certain 

aspects of diagnosis e~ployed by the prophets which are not me~tioned 

by Mahrer . As stated previously (Sec. 2) the prophets claim to ev -

perience three forws of diagnostic visions, viz; I) X-ray type 

visions, 2) V1Slons of the sensation transference type, and 3) s~

bolic V1Slons. Mahrer describes the sensation transference type, but 

makes no ment i on of t he other two t ypes . Similarly, Mahrer makes no 

mention of precognitive diagnosis. 

Joint semlnars or workshops may provide the most productive means of 

studying the procedures employed by traditional healers such as t he 

prophets of the A. H. C. Z. In a workshop, participants could de-

monstrate certain aspects practically, rather than simply speaking 

about them theoretically. A ~orkshop held by Mahrer a~d the prophets 

of the A. H. C. Z. would, for example, provide valuable information 

for all concerned. Mr. Ntshobodi was most interested in a certain 

Gestalt works1::,op which the author told him of, and he expressed keen 

disappointment at not having been able to attend. He agreed. that the 

idea of holding workshops was a good one, and said that he would be 

more than willing to participate in any ~hich were held. 
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Gl ossary of Xhosa Ter~s 

powers which enable them to fight illness for the traditiona l 

healer who has received his hea~ing pO~9rs in the river. 

A>l.<l.FUFUNYANA; An illness caused by demons found in the stomac~. 

A:>IAKHOSI; 

IDLlSO; 

lGQlRA; 

lKALA; 

ter~ employed by me~bers of the A.H.C.Z. for a s~ecific ty~e of 

mental illness . The term can be used when referring to de~ons which 

have been employed by traditional healers in their treatment of 

patients. 

poison received through inge·stion. 

traditionaXhosa doctor. 

Aloe tree. 

lMPUNDULU; the mythical lightning bird; a witch's familiar. 

lNTLOKO ENGXOLAYO; literal translation - head that makes noise. 

lPHlKA; shortness of breath. 

lsru~GOMA; traditional Zulu doctor. 

lSATHUTHWANE; epilepsy, specifically Grand Mal. 

lStBETHO; illness sent by God as punishment for wrong doing; or Church's 

equivalent of UKUTHWASA i.e. an illness sent by God to persuade 

a person to become a minister of the Church. 

lSlFO; illness 

lSlNQE; waist or pelvic region. 

lSlPORO; colloquial term meaning a ghost. 

lSlYEZl; dizziness, or epilepsy. 

OHELl; witches' familiar. 

PAMBANA; madness. 

TIKOLOSHE; witches ' familiar. 

TSHOMlS; colloquial term meaning friends. 

lXHWELE; traditional Xhosa healer who makes specific use of herbs. 

UKUBUDA; to dream frightening dreams; or to be confused. 
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UiUL~~ULA A~A?HUPHA; to interpret ~~eans; us~d by th~ A. H.C.Z. to de~o[e an 
illness of neurotic type. 

UKU?HA?~AZELA; to fly; or te~m used by the A.H.C.Z. to denote an illness of 

a neu:--otic type. 

U:<U?HUTHE:L'.'J.~ ; insomnia. 

UKUQAQA;·18A K',;I.';"\'ATH.~.i-!30; pains in the bones. 

UKUSHIYWA ZINGQONDO; to be mentally ill; or to be unconscious. 

UKUTH'.'JASA; an illness sent by the ancesto~s to pe~suade a person tobeccm e a 

traditional healer. The illness is viewed as a calling . 

• UKUTH~ETYULAWA; a calling to go to the river to become an igqi:--a (traditional 

healer. 

UKUXHUZULA; to jerk bodily as in epilepsy; term used by the A.H.C.Z. 

for Petit Mal epilepsy. 

UKUZILA; to mourn; abstain from taking certain things e.g. drink and food. 

UMBILINI; anxiety and related sensation. 

UMKWETA; an initiate 

UMLAMBO; river; or term used by the A.H . C. Z. to denote a specific illness. 

UMOYP_; wind or spirit. 

UMUTHI; Zulu term for medicine. 

UTHAKATHIWE; to be bewitched. 
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